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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is a sociological study which exammes discourses on 

communication technologies through public proceedings in the process which led to 

Canada's 1991 Broadcasting Act The methodological basis of the study is historicaL 

qualitative research (mamly utilizing the transcripts of government committee proceedings 

and debates) 

The study consIders a theoretical problem. The theoretIcal problem linvolves 

understanding how the discourses of technological causality, technological democracy, and 

technologIcal natIOnalism figure into the struggle over hegemony among social agents The 

public proceedings \vhlch led to the 1991 Broadcasting Act. and the social agents \vhich 

participated in those proceedings, provide an empIrical basis for grappling with the 

theordical problem. 

The study presents an argument in relation to the theoretical problem \vhich it 

addresses. This argument suggests that: a) the discourse of technologIcal causality played 

a role in the process of establishing private capital" s hegemony within Canadian 

broadcasting; b) the discourse of technological democracy played a similar role while 

becoming the target of a counter hegemony which favoured community broadcasting; and 

c) the discourse of technological nationalism played a role in the process of securing the 

federal state's hegemony over Its institutional components and the regions (as well as 
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efforts to strengthen national public broadcasting), but the discourse became the focus of a 

counter hegemony which eventually led to its transformation. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Il\TRODVCTIO:\ 

Canadian broadcastIng legIslation has ahvays had to contend with de\ e\opments 

In communicatIOn techno logIcs The first piece of legislation, the 1932 Canadian Radio 

Broadcasting Act. was a response to the emergence ofradio. The specl fie reference to radw 

\\as dropped frl)ll1 the 1936 Broadcastmg Act SInce it made way for tele\ ision From there. 

Canadian broadcastmg legislatIOn began to ha\e difficulty keepll1g up \\'1th communicatIOn 

1echnl)logies The circumstances of broadcasting were soon affected by the appearance of 

cable, hut cable \\as not addressed m the 1958 Broadcastmg Act. Although cable \\as dealt 

\\ilh m a limIted and insufTicient \\a~ through the 1968 Broadcastll1g Act that statute dId 

not contend \\11h the de\elopment ofsatellitcs. As cable and satellites became increasingl~ 

significant 111 relation to broadcasting. there \\ere efforts to establish ne\\ legIslatIOn \\hlch 

would incorporate these communication technologies and others. The new kglslatlOn 

finally materialized as the 1991 Broadcasting Act. 

ThIS dissertation is a sociologIcal study of the public proceedings that led to the 

1991 Broadcastlllg Act, and it focuses on ideologIcal issues \\ hlch are connected to 

communication technologIes. More specifically, the study utilizes the proceedmgs to 

examine the discourses of technological causality, technological democracy, and 



technological nationalism. These three dIscourses will be comprehensively discussed m 

Chapter T\\o. HO\\evCL It may be useful at this point to brietly and generally define them. 

The term h'c/1Il0/()f!,Il'O/ CllU,\a/lt) refers to a discourse which Indicates that technoll)glcs 

sha~ societal de\ elopments The teml t(,c/lIl%g/(:ai dClJloLTuc.y refers to a discourse WhICh 

maIntains that technologIes facilttate such thmgs as participation, equality. access, and 

control Finally, the teml {L'c/ll1o/()[!.IuJi }](IIIOIlOilSlll refers to a discourse which suggests that 

technologies are associated \\ ith creatIng a country, 

THE THEORETICAL PROBLEM OF THE STI1DY 

The theoretical problem addressed in tlllS study involves understanding how the 

dIscourses of rechnologlCal causalIty, technological democracy. and technological 

nationalism playa role In the struggle o\'er hegemony among social agents, By gJappling 

\\ith this problem, the study makes a contribution to knowledge. 

The study makes a contribution to knowledge by moving into areas that ha\e 

been unexplored In the literature. There has heen a tendency in the literature to focus on one 

or twu of the discourses rather than all three of them, For exampJc, Maurice Charland has 

addressed technological natlOnahsm while Rohert Bahe has dIscussed technologIcal 

nationalIsm and technological causality (what he calls technologIcal dependence). I TIllS has 

left open the matter of the relationships among the three dIscourses, There has also been a 

tendencv in the literature to focus on the discourses in relation to one or two dominant social 

agents For instance, Charland's analysis was concerned with the federal state in Canada 

while Babe's \\ork concentrated on industry and government Although the most powerful 



social agents are discussed, the least powerful ones tend to be ignored, little is kno\'m about 

workers and other subordinate groups with regard to the discourses A focus on certam 

discourses and certaIn social agents may have served the purposes of theses studies, but it 

has clearly left some intriguIng Issues unexplored. 

Why is it important to examine all three of the discourses in relation to domInant 

and subordindate social agents') It is Important to address the powerful SOCial agents alld the 

less powerful ones in ordl:'r to place the focus on the struggle between them It IS i tnportant 

to address all three of the discourses because they are resources which may be linJ"ed and - . 

utilIzed by social agents in the struggle. Powerful social agents may, f()r example. attempt 

to ad\ ance their interests In communication technologies through the notion that the 

technologIes arc causal forces which bring societal benefits such as democratic parllcipation 

and nation-buildIng HO\ve\er, the Interests of powerful SOCial agents may be challenged 

through alternative discourses on communication technologies that are put forth by less 

powerful social agents. These issues are analyzed in the study through the concepts of 

hegemony and counter hegemony. The study therefore deepens our understanding of ho\\ 

three discourses on communication technologies have been taken up in the ideologICal 

struggle between dominant and subordinate social agents. 

There are several reasons why publIc proceedings on Canadian broadcasting and 

the 1991 Broadcasting Act provide an appropriate empirical basis for grappling with the 

theoretical problem. first hroadcasting IS linked to the issues of causality and democracy 

through its origins, development, Impact, and structure. Second, ('(jJlW/1U1l broadcasting 

adds the Issue of nationalism to the mix since it is frequently associated With natlOn-



buildmg. Third. the publIc proceedings which led up to the 1991 Broadcasting Act make 

it possIble to examIne all three of these issues in terms of the discourses noted above and 

their Implications for hegemony. That is because the public proceedings which pertained 

to this piece of broadcastIng legislatIOn were closely linked to diSCUSSIOn and debate about 

commumcation technologies. 

PUBLIC PROCEEDINGS ON BROADCASTING LEGISLATION 

The public proceedIngs which led to the 1991 Broadcasting Act were part of an 

c\.lensi, e poltcy f0n11ation process. The IntentIOn here IS to ImestIgate the dIscourses In the 

public proceedings of that process. The stud~ is therefore not an attempt to understand all 

of the factors which shaped the legIslation; such an attempt would necessanly Imolve 

examining many other issues. includmg dimensions of the policy formation process which 

were not public. The transcnpts of the public procecdings are utilized to mvestigate the role 

played b) the discourses of technological causality. technological democrac~. and 

te(hnological nationalism The study IS consequently lImited to the ideologIcal factors 

which may have had some bearing on the legislation. 

It is important to have some sense of the policy formation process that \\as 

connected to the 1991 Broadcasting Act. The process spanned six years. Information 

about \vhat happened during the publtc SIde of the process is proVIded through a chronology 

of events in Appendix Three. The events in the process can also be seen as a series of four 

distmct stages What follows is a brief description of the two pre-legIslative stages and the 

1\\0 lcglslat1\·e stages. 
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Pre-Legislative Stages 

The first stage centered around the Task Force on Broadcastmg Policy. The task 

force \\ as estabilshed in May 1985. Chaired by Gerald Caplan and Florian Sauvageau, it 

\\ as to undertake a full Investigation of broadcasting issues and pave the way for a new act 

that would replace the last piece of legislation. The task force spent five months travellIng 

across the country to get the views of many organizations and mdivlduals In totaL it heard 

-1-."23 oral presentations and received 242 \Wltten submissions. The report of the task force 

\\as released In September 1986 The recommendations In it could have provided the baSIS 

for ne\\ broadcasting legislatIon Howe\ er, instead of a legislatiw stage. another pre

kgislatl\ e stage began four months later. 

The second stage invohed the House of Commons Standing Committee on 

Communications and Culture. The task force report was referred to the standing committee 

In JanuaT) 1987. The committee divided into two phases its study of what organizalJons and 

indiVIduals had to say about the task force report In the first phase, \vhlch d,~alt \\ith 

legIslatIve Issues, a total of 120 \\itnesses participated by either gi\ing oral presentatIOns or 

providing \wItten submissions. During the second phase, which focused on policy Issues, 

the standing committee spent seven months travelling across the country to hear from a 

number of orgamzations and individuals. A total of268 witnesses partIcipated in this phase. 

The standing committee set out its recommendations in three reports which frequently 

echoed the recommendations of the task force. The last of the committee' s reports \\'as 

rclea~ed 111 June 1988. 
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Legislative Stages 

The third stage focused on Bill C -136, which was a bill for new broadcasting 

legIslation. The bill was introduced and given first reading in June 1988, just two weeks 

after the standing commIttee released its final report. After second reading, it \vas referred 

to the House of Commons Legislative Committee on BIll C-136. The legIslative commIttee 

heard oral presentations from 43 organizations and individuals Bill C- I 36 later received 

third rcading and was passed by the House of Commons After being given first and second 

reading in the Senate, Bill C-136 hadjust been referred to the Standing Senate Committee 

on Transport and Communications when it died after a federal election \vas called in 

October 1988. 

The fourth stage pertained to Bill C-40, \\hlch was a slightly modified \erSlOn 

of Rill C -136 The new bill was introduced and gIven first reading in October 1989 After 

second readmg, It \vas referred to the House of Commons Legislative CommIttee on BIll C-

40 The legislati\t~ committee heard oral presentations from 36 organizatIOns and 

mdi\'iduals. Bill C-40 then receIved third reading and was passed by the House of 

Commons. Alter first and second reading in the Senate, the bill was referred to the Standing 

Senate Committee on Transport and Communications. The committee heard oral 

presentations from 7 organizations. Soon afterward, Bill C -40 was gIven third reading and 

passed by the Senate. It received royal assent in February 1991 and came into f~)[ce four 

months later. 
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PARTICIPANTS I~ THE PUBLIC PROCEEDINGS 

As \\e have seen, there were many participants in the public proceedings \',hlch 

Jed to the 1991 Broadcasting Act. With such a huge number of particI pants, It is useful for 

analytical purposes to categorize them. 

The categorization scheme adopted here is loosely based on a distinction made 

by Marc Rabov Raboy suggests that the participants who contributed to the proceedings of 

the Task Force on Broadcasting Policy can be divided into two broad categones: the ClIlllIro/ 

/liLlI/sf nt'.' ("pri \ ate sector, publ ic sector. creators, and producers") and the Llt/tum/ 

C(llIllllUllillU ("national and regional groups, ethnic and social minorities").: These two 

categones also generally describe the partIcipants in the various proceedings which followed 

those of the task fnrce Ho\\ever. two aspects of this scheme are unsatIsfactory First 

Raboy has classified those who are relatively powerless with those who are more powerful. 

Workers, for exampk \\ould appear to be included among the cultural industries e\en 

though they ha\ e more In common with the cultural communities. Second, Raboy has 

lumped both pmate sector and publIc sector organizations into the cultural industnes. This 

complicates analYSIS considerably. The problems \\'lth Raboy's classificatIOn scheme can 

be overcome b)1 defining three categories - the two noted above plus the l.'ullurul ugeJlClc.\ -

and bv developing specific sub-categories for each. 

What follows is a brief overvIew of the categorization scheme that has been 

utilIzed in this study. More specIfic notes on cultural industries, cultural agencIes, and 

cultural commu111ties can be found in Appendix One 
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Cultural Industries 

Cultural Industries are organizatIOns that playa centra! role in broadcasting. 

They are princIpal sources of productIOn and distribution. HO\vevec unlike the case in 

Raboy's scheme, the cultural mdustnes are defined here as being in the private secIOL Such 

an approach has been adopted b}' Herbert Schiller Schiller utilizes a definition from a study 

that \\as conducted by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural OrgamzatlOn 

(UNESCO). '"Generally speakmg, a cultural industry is held to exist when cultural goods and 

sen Ices are produced, reproduced, stored, or distributed on industrial and commercial lines, 

that is to sa), on a large scale and in accordance with a strategy based on economIc 

consideratIons rather than any concern for cultural development."·< Several types of cultural 

industnes participated In the public proceedings. the private broadcasting Industry, the cable 

industry, the satellIte Industry, and the independent productIOn industry 

Cultural Agencies 

LIke cultural industnes, cultural agencies are organizations that playa slgmficant 

role In broadcasting. They too are closely tied to production and dIstribution, Howe\ cr. 

the~! differ from cultural industries in two ways: they are In the public sector, and they 

usually have some concern for cultural development Drawing on distinctions made by John 

Meisel, cultural agencies can be di\ ided into several types. operating agencies (which are 

involved \\ith production and'or distribution); supporting agencIes (which provide fundIng 

for production): and admimstrative agencIes (which control production and distribution 

through regulatIOn, policy, or legislatlOn)..J The cultural agencies that partICIpated In the 

public proceedings on new broadcasting legislation came from both the federal and the 



provmciaLterritorial levels of government. 

Cultural Communities 

9 

Cultural communities are organizations or groups that playa peripheral role m 

broadcastmg To the extent that they are Involved in production and distribution, it is as 

proVIders of alternative media or as workers in mainstream media. For the most part 

cultural commumties are relegated to the realm of consumption. Organizations or b'fOUPS 

renectmg all of these features participated in the proceedings. In relation to alternatIve 

media. there were contributions from aboriginal broadcasters and community broadcasters 

(the latter of which forn1ed an emerging community sector alongside the established pubhc 

and private sectors) Workers' groups represented those within mainstream media while 

those who were audiences for various types of media were primarily represented by 

consumers' groups. minoflty groups, and nationalist groups. 

THE ARGlil\lEl\T AND ORGANIZATION OF THE STI:DY 

The study presents an argument in relation to the theoretIcal problem whIch it 

addresses. EmpIrically, the problem involves understanding how the discourses of 

technological causality, technological democracy. and technological nationalism figured in 

the struggle over hegemony among the social agents that partiCIpated in the publIc 

proceedings which led to the 1991 Broadcasting Act 

The argument in the study suggests that: a) the discourse of technologIcal 

causality played a role in the process of establishing private capital's hegemony withm 

Canadian broadcasting; b) the discourse of technological democracy played a simIlar role 
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while becommg the target of a counter hegemony which favoured community broadcasting; 

and c) the discourse of technolo!:,>1cal nationalism played a role In the process of secunng the 

federal state's hegemony over its institutional components and the regions (as well as efforts 

to strengthen national public broadcasting), hut the discourse became the focus of a counter 

hegemony which eventually led to its transfonnation. 

The argument of the study is developed through the next seven chapters. Chapter 

Two examines theoretical Ideas ahout hegemony and the three discourses un communicatIOn 

technologies. Chapter Three outlines the methodological aspects of the study, which include 

data gathering as well as data processing and analysis. In Chapter Four, the discourse of 

technological causality IS explored with regard to debates about broadcasting definitIOns. 

Chapter Five considers the discourse of technological democracy by fOCUSing on debates 

about community broadcasting. Chapter Six addresses the discourse of technological 

nationalism in relation to debates about national broadcasting. Finally, Chapter Se\ en pulls 

together the threads of the study. 

The ~tudy also Includes four appendices. Appendix One offers additional notes 

on cultural industries. cultural agencies, and cultural commUnIties Appendix Two outlines 

a chronolok'Y of events in the history of Canadian broadcasting legislation (since occasional 

references \vill be made to such events throughout the study). It should be noted that the 

Issues \vhich are outlined in Appendix Two have been comprehensively addressed by several 

writers.' Appendix Three provides a chronolo!:,,)' of events that led to new Canadian 

broadcasting legislation. Appendix Four supplies a list of acronyms that are used throughout 

the study 
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CHAPTER T\VO 

THEORETICAL ISSUES 

This chapter examines some theoretical ideas about hegemony and discourses 

on commUnIcatIOn technologIes. It begins by discussing several important theoretical 

concepts m order to pave the \vay for a nco-Marxist approach. \Vithm this approach. a t(XUS 

on Ideology and discourses IS established and then elaborated by reVIewing some facets of 

hegemon~ \\hlch appear in the wntlngs of Antonio Gramsci as well as various analyses of 

Thatchensm. Once the basic theoretical approach In place, the chapter considers t\\O 

signIficant historical developments In Canadian broadcasting that shaped the conjuncture 

of the late 1980s during which public proceedmgs on new broadcasting legislatIOn occurred. 

In order to e.\.amine discourses on communIcation technologies within thIS hIstorical 

context. the chapter then sets out some speCIfic theoretical characteristics of ideology \\1th 

regard to hegemony It next considers the three discourses of technological causality, 

technological democracy. and technological nationalism themselves. Finally. pulling the 

threads of the chapter together. a model \vhich pertains to hegemony and discourses on 

communication technologIes is established WIth a view to testing it m the study. 

CONCEPTIONS OF STATE, CLASS, AND IDEOLOGY 

Before discussing hegemony and discourses on communication technologies. It 

12 
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IS necessary to begin with an understanding of what is meant by some important concepts 

that playa role in the theoretical discussion. The concepts in questIOn are those of the state. 

class, and Ideolob'y. 

State 

There are different ways to see the concept of the state. For examph.~, Robert 

Alford and Roger Fnedland distll1guish between interpretations of the concept whIch are 

offered by pluralist theory, managerial theory, and class theory. I Even withll1 cla~,s theory. 

which is based on the \\!Titll1gs of Karl Marx. there are different approaches to the state The 

different wa~s that Marx dIscussed the state have produced instrumentalist and structuralist 

interpretatIons of the concept C Carl Cuneo notes that Marxist theory has also produced both 

ll1stltutional and functional detll11tions of the state. Whereas institutional definitIOns ldentif\ 

the state as a set of instItutions that Il1teract \\ ithin a system, functional definitions center 

on the functions which various parts of the state perfonn in the reproduction of capItalIsm' 

It IS useful to explore these definitions further in order to reach an understandll1g of what IS 

meant here by the concept of the state. 

Louis Althusser provided a functional definition of the state Il1 capitalist society. 

This definition distll1guished between repressive state apparatuses (\vhich function "by 

violence") and Ideological state apparatuses (which function "by Ideology"). The fonner 

pertain to ·'the Government the Administration. the Anny, the Police. the Courts. the 

Prisons, etc." The latter encompass religIOn, education, the family, law, the political system 

(including pohtical parties). trade unions, communications ("press, radio, and teleVISIon. 

etc."), and culture ("LIterature, the Arts. sports. etc.").-l As Cuneo argues, this defil1ltlOn is 
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problematic for two reasons. First the notion of a "functIonal state" elimmaks the 

possibility of a "dysfunctional state"~ the state does not always reproduce conditions that are 

favourable to capItalists. Second, since it Includes aspects of civil society. the definition 

places too much \\1thIn the state.' For instance. it apparently includes all of the mass media 

(eyen the mass media which are privately-owned). 

Ralph Miliband offered an institutIonal definition of the state In capItalist socIety 

HIS definItion indIcated that the state compnses the institutions of the government (the 

"political executIve"), the administratIon ("the traditIonal bureaucracy of the state'" as well 

as "puhlIc corpt)ratlOns, central banks, regulatory commissions, etc"), the military (along 

\\(Ith "para-milItary, secunty and pohce forces"); the Judiciary; the sub-central government 

(rcgional and local gowrnmcnt, \\ hich IS at least m part "an extensIOn of central government 

and admmistration"); and representative assemblIes (such as parliamentary assemblIes) 

Miliband specifically separated from this "state system" the institutions which are part of 

the "political system" (such as political parties and pressure groups) He also made It clear 

that other InstitutIOns are also not part of the state (among them, giant corporations. the 

churches, and the mass media). (, Miliband's defimtion IS an Improvement over Althusser's 

since it avoids functionality. However, hIS definition is still problematic because it leaves 

too much out of the state. For instance, Mihband did not specIfically situate allY of the mass 

media within the state (even the mass media whIch are publIcly-owned, whIle he 

ncvertheless incl uded public corporations). 

Carl Cuneo has suggested an alternative institutional definition of the state in 

capltali~l socIety Cunco defines the institutions of the state to be the central and regional 
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governments. the administratIOn; the representative a':isemblies; the armed forces and police: 

the Intelligence and security services; the Judicial and court system: prisons, reform 

Institutions, and asylums: law. public education and schools; the publIc health care system. 

public corporations. and the public mass media. 7 

This definition has 1\vo advantages. First, it opens up the theoretical space to 

examIne the publ ic mass media as components of the state. Second, since it does not see 

the state as either a functional entity or a monolithic entity. the definition also opens up the 

theoretical space to consider contlicts and contradictions within the various parts of the 

state. For these reasons. Cuneo' s institutional definition of the state \vill be utilized in the 

present study 

Class 

LIke the state, class IS a concept that can be seen in a vanety of ways StanIslaw 

OSSOWSkl noted. for example, that there are gradational schemes and dIchotomous schemes 

for understandmg class In h'Tadational schemes. various classes are ordered In a hierarchical 

fashion. In dichotomous schemes, there IS a hIerarchical structure as well as a relationship 

between two fundamental classess 

The latter better reflects the approach to class in Marxist theory. Drawing on 

OssowsJ·j's ideas, Anthony Giddens indicates that Marx's \nitlngs contain an abstract. 

dichotomous model. In this model. there is a conflictual relationship since the capitalist class 

(the bourgeoisIe) exploits the working class (the proletariat). 'J Following Carl Cuneo, we 

can understand how these tvv'O fundamental classes apply to the current Canadian context. 

The business class is comprised of people who own and/or control the means of productIOn. 
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In contemporary Canadian society, this involves control over corporations through executive 

managers andJor nwnership of significant blocks of shares. Members of the business class 

purchase (for a wage) the labour power of people and extract surplus labour from them The 

\vorking class consists of people who work for others, usually those who own and/or control 

corporations or those who control the state. In the industrial sector, members of the workmg 

class are explOIted by members of the business class since their unpaid labour forms the 

basis of the latter's wealth. III As significant as these two fundamental classes are. the 

writings of Marx and hiS folIo\vers have not been limited to them. I I 

Building on aspects of the abstract, dichotomous model. Vincent Mosco has 

attempted to incorporate MarXist conceptIOns of class and the state into analysis of the 

American communications system. There are three general categories in hIS classificatIOn 

scheme. 12 First. Mosco conSiders the eUl'ilah,t stute. He identifies the major institutions 

of the state, including those whIch are responsible for public broadcastmg and the regulation 

of the commUniCatIOns field. Second, Mosco develops a category \vhlch is associated With 

the capitalist class, the dOl1l111Ul1f power Moe of media companies which ha\ e common and 

conflicting interests. Third, Mosco specifies a category which is linked to the working class 

but goes beyond it, he sets out the dominated classes (mJ strata, such as media 'I\'orkers, 

activist groups, and individual consumers. 

As outlined more fully in Chapter One and Appendix One, this study adopts an 

approach which is similar to Mosco's. The claSSification scheme which has been utIlized 

for the participants In the public proceedings on new broadcasting legislatIOn IS based on 

three general categories. The category of cultural agencIes includes institutions that are part 
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of the capitalist state These institutions can be divided into operating agencIes, supporting 

agencies. and administrative agencIes. The category of cultural industries includes 

components of the capitalist class \vhich form what Mosco refers to as thc dommant power 

bloc of medIa compames. The sub-categones here are the private broadcasting industry, the 

cable industry, the satellite industry, and the independent production industry. The category 

of cultural communitIes extends beyond the workmg class. In addition to \vorker's l:,'TOUpS, 

the category encompasses nationalist l:,'TOUps. minority l:,'TOUpS, consumers' groups. abonginal 

broadcasters. and community broadcasters It therefore includes v.hat Mosco calls the 

dominated classes and strata. 

Ideology 

The notion of idcolohJY has had a long hIstOry. As Jorge Larrain indicates. the 

term was first used in the 18th century and was fully de\ eloped as a concept during the 19th 

century Marx's contribution to an understanding of the concept mvolved linkmg It to the 

conditions of capItalist society 1.1 

Marx saw the concept ofideoloh'Y in several ditlerent \vays. Martin Allor argues 

that there were two particular tendencies in Marx's \\TItings. On the one hand, he notes that 

there was a focus on ideoloh'Y as false consciousness. On the other hand, Allor nCites that 

there \vas a focus on ideology as the upper level within a base-superstructure topography. 1·\ 

Stuart Hall contends that there are problems with both aspects of "classical Marxism." He 

describes the notion of false consciousness thIS way: "It is a highly unstable theory about 

the \,,'Odd whIch has to assume that vast numbers of ordinary people, mentally equipped m 

much the same way as you or L can simply be thoroughly and systematically dU{)l~d into 
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misrecognizing entirelv where their real interests lie." 15 As Hall and others have argued, one 
...... - . -

of the inadequacies with the base-superstructure topography is its economIc determInism; 

since it holds that the ideological superstructure is reflective of and detennined by the 

economic base, it falls to see that the ideas and meanings in the superstructure can have a 

social effectivity of theIr own. 16 

Hall has discussed how ideolob'Y is addressed within the field of cultural studies. 

He notes that there are strands within the field which utilize the terms of a classical political 

economy of culture and therefore retain the base-superstructure topography as well as the 

notion of Ideoloh'Y as false consciousness 17 HO\vever, Hall also notes that the ·'t\\O 

paradigms'" whIch are central to the field, the cuIturalist and structuralist approaches, have 

attempted to move beyond the terms of "classical Marxism."Is Hall Indicates that hoth of 

these approaches have strengths and weaknesses. Indeed, he holds that the strengths In one 

paradigm can almost be derived from the weaknesses in the other. He argues, for instance, 

that structuralism has a strength relative to culturalism. \vhereas cuIturalism tends to neglect 

Ideoloh'Y in favour of a focus on culture, structuralism has elaborated the concept of 

ideolob'y. Hall recobrnizes that the structuralIst understandmg of the concept has often been 

functionalist, making it impossible to conceive of either ideology which is not "dominant" 

or struggle involving Ideology. However, he pOints out that structuralIsm has drawn on the 

work of Antonio Gramsci to more adequately' see the concept Hall also argues that 

cuIturalism has a strength relatIve to structuralism; unl ike structuralism, culturahsm has 

huilt on Gramsci' s ideas to emphasize conscious organizatIOn and struggle 1') All of these 

points In his analysis lead Hall to the conclusion that "the line 111 Cultural Studies which has 
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attempted to tlunk /rJni'llrd,' from the best elements m the structuralist and culturalist 

enterprISes, by \vay of some of the concepts elaborated in Gramsci' s work, comes closest to 

meeting the requirements of the field ofstudy."2(1 

HaIrs o\m orientation to ideology is rooted in a focus on discourses as well as 

Gramsci's approach to the concept of hegemony, As it appears in the work of Gramsci, Hall 

refers to "the superiority of hegemony over other concepts in approaching the task of 

hIstorical explanatlOn and analysis."21 Hall's interest is in "the struggle and contestation for 

the space in which to construct an ideological hegemony."22 He adopts "a modern, more 

discursive understanding of ideoloh,)', which mediates the link between ideas and SOCIal 

forces through language and representation --:3 Since Hall's approach is followed in this 

stud\'. It is necessary to explore more fully some Issues connected to hegemony and 

ideoloh,)·. We w1l1 begm by bnefly reVIewing GramscI's discussion of hegemony. 

THE CO~CEPT OF HEGEMONY 

Hegemony and the '''''ritings of Gramsci 

Hegemony is a concept \vhich has a long and varied hackground. As Raymond 

Williams points out the concept has progressed through several definitions. The tradItIOnal 

definition of hegemony was political rule or domination, especially in relations between 

states Marx extended this defimtion to relations between classes. The concept of 

hegemony was then further developed \vithin Marxism hy Gramsci. 2 .. Gramsci' S diSCUSSIOn 

of hegemony \vas multi-faceted and therefore complex. It IS not possible to 

comprehenSIvely address his ideas here, but it is necessary to hIghlight a few points 
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Although Gramsci did not focus on the economic aspects of hegemony, he did 

address them He pointed out that hegemony \vas, to some degree at least connected to 

economic factors: 

, . the fact of hegemony presupposes that account be taken of the 
interests and the tendencies of the groups over which hegemony is to 
be exercised, and that a certain compromise equilibrium should be 
formed - in other words, that the leading group should make 
sacrifices of an economic-corporate kind But there is also no doubt 
that such sacrifices and such a compromise cannot touch the 
essential: for though hegemony is ethicaJ-polJtical, it must also be 
eCOnOlTIlC. must necessarily be based on the decisive function 
exercised by the leading group in the decisive nucleus of economic 
acU\ It\'.:" 

As this passage indicates, Gramsci recof,'11lzed the economic basis of the hegemony that is 

enjoyed by the leadmg group. He also recognized that economic concessions are important 

in order to secure and maintain thiS hegemony; economic issues are among the interests of 

subordinate groups that have to be addressed within a "compromise equilibrium"' which 

favours the leading group. However, Gramsci emphasized that hegemony is not limIted to 

economic factors Indeed, Gramsci concentrated on what he called "intellectuaL moral and 

political hegemony "26 

By addressing these three aspects of hegemony, Gramsci incorporated the role 

offorce and consent into the concept. Gramsci indicated that, at times, hegemony is based 

on both force and consent: "The 'normal' exercise of hegemony on the now classical terram 

of the parliamentary regime is characterized by the combination of force and consent, which 

balance each other reciprocally, WIthout force predominating excessively over consent."27 

However. Gramscl also addressed force and consent in ways which implIed that only the 
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latter \vas associated \vith hegemony; he referred to "the levels of force and of consent 

authority and hegemony, violence and civilIzation. ·':x Similarly, he \\Tote that .. the 

supremacy of a social group manifests itself in two ways, as 'domination' and as 

, intellectual and moral leadership'. A social group dominates antagonistic groups, which 

it tends to 'liquidate', or to subjugate perhaps even by anned force; it leads kindred and 

allied b'TOUpS:'2<J For Gramsci, Ideology was clearly linked to leadership: "If the ruling class 

has lost its consensus, ie is no longer 'leading' but only 'dominanC exercising coercIve 

force alone, thIS means precisely that the great masses have become detached from their 

traditional ideologies, and no longer believe what they used to believe previously, etc ",., 

In an Important passage, Gramsci elaborated on the role of ideolob'Y in s,~curing 

the consent that is necessary for hegemony. He \\Tote: 

... previously germInated Ideologies become 'party', come into 
confrontatIOn and conflict. until only one of them, or at least a s1l1gle 
combi nation of them, tends to prevaiL to gain the upper hand, to 
propagate itself throughout society - bringing about not only a unison 
of economIc and jX)litical aims, but also intellectual and moral unit.y. 
posing all the questions around which the struggle rages not on a 
corporate hut on 'uI1IversaI' plane, and thus creating the hegemony 
of a fundamental social b'TOUP over a series of subordInate groups. It 
is true that the State is seen as the organ of one particular group, 
destined to create favourable conditions for the latter's maximum 
expansIOn. But the development and expansion of the particular 
b'TOUP are conceived of, and presented, as being the motor force of a 
universal expansion, of a development of all the 'national' energies. 
In other words, the dominant group is coordinated concretely with the 
general interests of the subordinate groups. and the life of the State 
is conceived of as a continuous process offonnation and superseding 
of un stahle equilibria (on thejundical plane) bet\veen the interests of 
the fundamental group and those of the subordinate groups -
equilibria In which the interests of the dominant b'TOUP prevail, but 
on Iy up to a certain point, i.e. stopping short of narrO\vly corporate 
economic interest 31 



Gramsci made three crucial points here. First, there is struggle as ideologIes come into 

contlict, but only certain ideologies become linked to hegemonIc leadership through theIr 

"UnIversal" character, Second, the "universal" character of ideologies involves establishing 

the particular Interests of the dominant group as the general interests of subordinate 6'TOUps. 

Third, the state aims to ensure that the interests of the dominant group prevail over those of 

the subordinate groups In the compromise at a particular moment. 

In his discussion of ideology, an important concept for Gramscl was the notion 

of common sense Quintin Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell SmIth, the two editors of Gramsci' s 

Se/eC{lOIlS from the PT/.Wll J\"uleh()()ks, explam' 

Essential to Gramsci's approach is the notIOn that an intellectual 
revolution is not perfonned by simply confronting one philosophy 
\vith another It is not just the ideas that require to be confronted but 
the SOCial forces behind them, and more directly, the Ideolo!;,'}' these 
forces have generated and which has become part of \\'hat Gramsci 
calls 'common sense'. The last tenn is used bv Gramsci to mean the 
uncritical and largely unconscious way of perceiving and 
understanding the world that has become 'common' in any given 
epoch 1, 

Gramsci himself defined common sense as '·the traditional popular conception of the 

,,,orld."Jl In hIS Vle\\', the struggle against capitalism in part involved "a cultural battle to 

transfonn the popular 'menta!Ity·."3~ 

Hegemony and Thatcherism 

Clearly. there were a number of dimensions to hegemony in the \Vntmgs of 

Gramsci. The theorists who have been influenced by Gramscl have placed different degrees 

of emphasis on the economic, political, and ideological aspects of the concept. ThIS can be 

illustrated by briet1y describing a theoretical debate which revolves around studies of 



Thatchensm. 

The tenn "'Thatcherism'" refers to the political project that was adopted by the 

Conservative government in Britain under the leadership of Prime Minister Margaret 

Thatcher dunng the late 1970s, The intention of this project was to eradicate the state 

mterYentiomst approach of Keynesianism. As Bob Jessop, Kevin Bonnett, Simon Bromley, 

and Tom Ling indicate, the project therefore had economic dimensions: "Thatchensm does 

have an explicit economic strate!,~· .. , Thatchensm has adopted a neo-liberal accumulation 

stratehJY premised on the deregulation of private capitaL the privatization of slgmficant parts 

of the public sector and the introduction of commercial criteria into the residual activIties 

of the state sector. The strate!,'Y also impl ies commitment to an open economy," 1< However, 

since support was needed for this economic strate!,'}, Thatcherism had significant ideologICal 

dimensions as well. Hall notes "the reversals at \vhich Thatcherism aimed in the area of 

social thought or the ideological domam. Its mission was to stem the anti-capitalist tide it 

believed had been allowed to gather Impetus dunng the 1960s, .. and also to crack the \vhole 

pattern of social expectations predicated on increased state support. "36 

Two concepts - those of the "pmver bloc" and the "people" - have been 

employed in studies of Thatcherism. As Bob Jessop points out, both concepts were 

elaborated in the work ofNicos Poulantzas. 37 The power bloc refers to the unification of the 

dominant class or class fractIOns through hegemony. The notion of the "people", whose 

active consent is sought through the process of building hegemony, reflects the broadening 

of oppositional forces beyond the working class. The exact composition of the "P\~ople" 

depends on the fonn and range of the state policy involved. 38 Hall utIlizes both concepts 



within his focus on ideologIcal issues: 

Certain ways of thinking, feeling, and calculating charactenstic of 
Thatchensm have entered as a material and ideological force into the 
daily lives of ordinary people. We underestimate the degree to which 
Thatcherism has succeeded in representing itself as 'on the side of 
the little people against the big battalions'. IdeologIcally, it has made 
itself to some deblTee, not only one of 'Them', but more 
dIsconcertingly, part of-Us'; it has aligned Itselfwith 'what some of 
the people really want', while at the same time continumg to 
dominate them through the power bloc3~ 
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Hall mdicates that, in part through ideolob'Y, Thatcherism has aimed "to rework and 

neutralize the people/po\';er bloc contradictIOn. ,'-III 

Hall has examined Thatcherism and its ideological aspects through the concept 

of hegemony. He states: 

I have delIberately used the Gramscian term 'hegemony' in order to 
foreclose any falling back on the mechanical notion that Thatchensm 
is merely another name for the exercIse of the same, old, familIar 
class dommation by the same, old, familiar ruling class. 'Hegemony' 
implies the struggle to contest and dis-organize an eXIsting political 
formation: the taking of the -leadership position' (on however 
minority a basis) over a number of dIfferent spheres of society at 
once - economy, civil socIety, intellectual and moral life, culture; the 
conduct of a wide and differentiated type of struggle; the winning of 
a strategIc measure of popular consent, and, thus, the secunng of a 
social authority sutliciently deep to conform society into a new 
historic proJect It should never be mistaken for a finished or settled 
project. It is always contested, always trying to secure itself: always 
-in process' Thus, I do not argue that Thatcherism is now and will 
he forever 'hegemonic'.-II 

Within this approach, Hall focuses on certain issues. He indicates that "questions of 

ideoloh'Y and culture playa key role in any analYSIS from the 'hegemonic' perspective and 

cannot be regarded as secondary or dependent factors. No social or political force can hope 

to create a new type of society or raise the masses to a new level of civilization without first 
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becoming the leading cultural force and in that way providing the organizing nuclleus of a 

wide-ranging set of new conceptions. ".)2 Hall indicated that "Thatchensm aimed for a 

reversal in ordinary common sense The 'common sense' of the English people had been 

constructed around the notion that the last war had erected a barrier between the bad old 

days of the 1930s and now: the welfare state had come to stay; we'd never go back to using 

the criterion of the market as the sole measure of people's needs, the needs of sOCiety." 

Since Thatcherism challenged this view, "it entered the political field in a historic contest. 

not Just for power, but for popular authority, for hegemony.".)' 

Hall has been taken to task by Jessop et al. for focusing on the ideological aspects 

of hegemony in his work on Thatcherism. In their view, "one should note that the 

Gramsclan heritage is problematic for all those inspired by him. Gramsci focused mainly 

on the politics and ideolo!:,'Y of class leadership and neglected the structural detenninations 

of hegemony. Hall shares this neglect."..i.J Jessop et al. were concerned that, because Hall's 

approach emphasized discursive strate!:,ries, "it could neglect the structural underpinnmgs of 

Thatcherism in the economic and state systems and its specific economIc and pol iticall bases 

of support among both people and po\ver bloc.".)) Jessop et al. preferred a different analYSIS: 

·· .. .in contrast to HaIrs approach, our account assumes that Thatcherism's success (llfany) 

as a hegemonic project cannot be analysed solely in Ideological tenns It must also be 

related to the emergent accumulation strate!:,'), and to a particular state strate!:,,), which seeks 

to institutionalize thIS project.""6 

Responding to Jessop et aL Hall defended his focus on the Ideological aspects 

of hegemony in his analysis of Thatcherism. He pointed out that, while important. other 



aspects of hegemony fell outside the scope of his analysis, 

. I have consIstently struggled against any definItion of hegemony 
\\ hICh identifies It as exclusively an ideological phenomenon. On the 
contrary. I have repeated ad nauseam Gramsci's argument about 
hegemony being impossible to conceptualize or achieve \vithout 'the 
decIsIve nucleus of economic actIvIty', It is therefore particularly 
galling to be accused of advancing an explanation ofThatcherism as 
exclusively an ideological phenomenon. simply because I have dra\vn 
attention to features of its ideological strate.slJ' which are specific and 
important. ,\7 

Hall extended this position elsewhere: 

The moment you gIve the ideological dImension of the analysis ItS 
proper place, people invert the paradigm, accusing you of thinking 
that things work by ideolo~'Y alone Ideology is tremendously 
Important and it has Its own specificIty, its o\'vn kinds of effects, its 
own mechamsms, but it doesn'1 operate outside the play of other 
detennmations, it has socIaL political. economic conditions of 
eXlstence,.Jx 
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Hall added that it is difticuIt to bnng the other dImensIOns of hegemony mto the analysIs and 

do justIce to all of them, Consequently, it is necessary to make allowances in the direction 

of the dimensIons \vhich are being left out of the analysis. Those who are studying 

ideological discourses or texts must therefore keep in mind the political and economIC 

factors that help to establtsh the field they are looking at..)'! 

As the case of Thatcherism illustrates, it is clear that a full understandmg of 

hegemony must take into account polIticaL economic, and ideological Issues. However. 

following Hall. the focus here will be on developing a better understanding of ideological 

factors. Although a well-rounded understandIng of hegemony is obviously an important 

objectIve, the more modest goal of this study - as stated in Chapter One - is to develop a 

better understanding of discourses on communication technologies in relation to hegemony, 



DEVELOPMENTS IN CANADL\N BROADCASTING HISTORY 

The debate about the analysIs of Thatcherism provides a good mtroductlon to the 

historical conjuncture which influenced the public proceedings on ne\v broadcasting 

legislation In Canada. The Impact of Thatcherism on the Canadian broadcasting situation 

is clear. As Marc Raboy notes in his history of Canadian broadcasting policy, "the definite 

turning point m the ideological winds can be marked by the electIOn of the Thatcher 

government m Great Britain in 1979. Britain thus became the first major Western country 

mth a government actually CUlllmIlled to rolling back the boundaries of the state, raIher than 

doing so with rhetorical reluctance in the face of fiscal crisis." Raboy goes on to mdlcate 

that the push toward privatization and deregulation received "its second boost" with the 

election of Ronald Reagan m the United States during 1980 These 1\vo developments set 

the stage for the Canadian situation 5U As Seth Feldman points out after Brian Mulroney 

came to po\\er in Canada dunng 1984, "the Conservative government mtroduced its 0\\11 

verSIOn of ReagamsmiThatcherism. "51 

Within this histoncal conJuncture, we are concerned with dIscourses on 

communicatIOn technologies during public proceedmgs on new broadcastmg legislation. 

Despite the focus here on ideological issues, it is important to have some understanding of 

the basic political and economic conditions. Building on the chronology of events that is 

presented in Appendix Tv.:o and Appendix Three, these conditions Will be outlined by 

reviewmg two histoncal developments. 

Shifts in Power Among Broadcasting Sectors 

The first historical development involves a change in the balance of power 
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bet\veen the public sector and the private sector in Canadian broadcastIng. 

Public broadcasters originally held the dominant position in the Canadian 

broadcasting system. The first two pieces of broadcasting leb,;s]ation to be passed by federal 

governments ensured that Canadian broadcastIng was founded on the principle of publIc 

Sef\lce. The Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commission (CRBC) was established under the 

1932 act, and it was later replaced by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) through 

the 1936 legislatIon. Both of these government agencies operated public radio stations. 

Hmvever, they abo regulated private radIO stations and even had the power to nationalize 

Canadian broadcasting. This power was never used though, and there was no question of 

elimInating private broadcasters by the 1940s. 52 The CBC later lost its regulatory control 

and was placed on an equal footing with the private broadcasters before 1\\'0 successIve 

independent regulators; the Board of Broadcast Governors (BBG) was set up through the 

1958 statute, and it was replaced under the 1968 legislation by the Canadian RadlO

Tele\ision Commission (CRTC). 

Private broadcasters eventually acquired the dominant position in the Canadian 

broadcasting system. As Raboy notes, "the power and influence of 'private' broadcastas 

in Canada have grown steadily and without interruption, but the role of the' public' element 

of the system has ebbed and flowed."53 For example, although the public sector lost 

regulatory control, it did eJ1io), some expansion in the early 1970s as provincial governments 

established four educational television broadcasting services: Radio Quebec. TV Ontano. 

British Columbia's Knowledge Network and Alberta's Access Network. 54 On the whole, 

however, television has been closely connected to the growth of the private sector. Although 
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the original intention was for the public sector to be the main provider of te levisi on services, 

the private sector qUickly developed m this area. During the early 1960s, the BBG licensed 

CTV, a private Enghsh language network, as well as TV A, a private French language 

network. Robert Pike notes the aftermath of further expansion by private broadcasters: 

By the mid 1980s, bolstered by the licensmg of Global TV in the 
Toronto market In ]972 and Television Quatre Saisons as Quebec's 
second pnvate TV network in 1985, private TV had become 
dominant In the conventional Canadian broadcasting market both In 
terms of revenues and viewers Concomitantly, cuts in the public 
appropriatIOns to public sector broadcasters, Including both the CBC 
and such publicly funded provincial broadcasters as Radio Quebec, 
have obliged them to augment advertiSIng revenues in order to bridge 
the shortfall betv,een income and expenditures. 55 

However, pnvate broadcasters soon began to have economic ditTiculties of their own, some 

of which they shared WIth the CBC These difficulties stemmed from a vanety of factors 

that are detaIled in the report of the Task Force on the Economic Status of Canadian 

Television, WhICh was chaired by Jacques Girard and J.R. Peters. The Girard-Peters task 

force indicated that these factors mcluded the emergence of new services, more competition 

for advertiSIng re\ enues, and increasing program expenses 56 

Cable companies later assumed the domInant pOSition In the Canadian 

broadcasting system. New communication technologies such as cable and satellites had 

become the basis for many firms \vithin the private sector. Indeed, Pike notes that new 

players such as the cable industry "increasingly shifted the balance between the public and 

private TV broadcasting sectors in favour of private sector dominance."57 Among the new 

players, the cable industry was the big winner. As Pike indicates: 

... the cable industry has become a major pnvate player In Canadian 



broadcasting. Cable's high profits, its substantial command over 
resources, and its grmving dominance by such corporate giants as 
Videotron in Quebec and Rogers Cablesystems in English Canada 
has, most notably in Quebec, largely eclipsed the power and 
influence of the ailing conventional broadcasters58 
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However. as Pike explains, the cable Industry has faced challenges from other sources, 

including companies which provide services through direct broadcast satellites. 5') These 

challenges began to appear prior to the policy formation process on ne\v broadcasting 

legIslation In the late 1980s. 

While power had shifted from the public sector to the private sector between the 

1920s and the 1980s, it is important to note as well that a community sector had been 

strugglIng to find a place within the Canadian broadcasting system SInce its emergence In 

the 1960s. From that time forward, community broadcasting had not been seen by the CRTC 

as a ne\v sector vvhlch should be fully developed in order to satisfy the needs that were 

unmet through public or private broadcasting (,U 

Changes in Economic Policy on Broadcasting 

The shifts In power among the sectors in Canadian broadcasting are linked to a 

second hIstorical development. ThIS second development Involves a change in economic 

policy which has affected Canadian broadcasting. 

The J 920s initiated a focus on state intervention in Canadian broadcastmg. As 

Raboy explains, state intervention was needed to protect Canadian cultural sovereIgnty and 

ensure Canadian national unity: 

The -national' purpose of broadcasting policy \vas to be double
edged. On the one hand, it \\ould be the main cultural component of 
the federal strate!:,,), for maintaining a political entity distinct from the 



U.S., a strategy requiring constant and vigilant state involvement in 
the cultural sphere, and particularly in broadcasting .. On the other 
hand, broadcasting was to serve as a strategic instrument against the 
lIIICrl/o/ threat to Canada's national integrity posed by cultural 
resistance among French Canadians in Quebec - whIch in its most 
extreme fonn was articulated as a demand for political 
Independence. (, I 
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The emphasis on intervention was first reflected 111 the report of the Royal Commission on 

Radio Broadcastlllg, which was chaired by John Aird The Aird Commission recommended 

"that broadcasting should be placed on a basis of public service and that the stations 

provldmg a service of this kind should be owned and operated by one national company.,,',2 

That paved the \vay for the first two pieces of Canadian broadcasting legislatIOn which, as 

noted above, created the CRBC and the CBC. The spint of the Aird Commission report was 

also reflected in the reports oflater commissions and committees63 

Starting in the early 1980s, there \vas a shift away from a focus on state 

intervention in Canadian broadcasting. As already indicated, the focus turned to 

privatizatIOn and deregulation. The first signs of this \vere in the report of the Federal 

Cultural Policy ReVIew Committee, which was chaired by LOUIS Applebaum and Jacques 

Herbert. The Applebaum-Herbert committee suggested a significant role for the private 

sector. It called for the CBC to get out of in-house production (except in relatIOn to news) 

and carry entertainment programmlllg by independent producers. (>-1 Many of the committee's 

proposals were adopted by the Department ofCommurllcatlons (DOC) in its 1983 statement 

on new broadcastmg policy and a subsequent statement on the role of the CBC.t)s The 

approach developed by the DOC was continued when Marcel Masse, as Mimster of 

Communications, established the Task Force on Broadcasting Policy, which was chaired by 



Gerald Caplan and Florian Sauvageau The terms of reference which Masse set for the 

Caplan-Sauvageau task force stated that it was to make recommendations on . -an industnal 

and cultural strate!:,,)," which met the following conditions: 

The strategy \';111 take full account of the overall social and economic 
goals of the government, of government policies and priorities, 
including the need for fiscal restraint, increased reliance on private 
sector initiatives and federal-provmcial co-operation, and of the 
policies of the government in other related economic and cultural 
sectors. It will also take full account of the challenges and 
opportunities in the mcreasmgly competItIve broadcastmg 
environment presented by ongoing technological developments. 66 

This mandate \vas clearly in line with the thinking that had emerged with the Federal 

Cultural Policy ReVIew Committee. 

During the late 1980s, there was a partial return to the focus on state mtervention 

in Canadian hroadcasting. The revival came through the report which was submitted by the 

Task Force on Broadcasting Policy. As John Meisel has pointed out, --the extremely strong 

pro-CBC and pro-public broadcasting orientation of many of the key recommendations of 

the task force were not qUIte compatible \vith its mandate.",,7 In many respects, the task 

force recommendations were clearly a departure from the prevailing political winds Among 

other things, the task force called for expanding the public sector through the creatlOn of TV 

Canada('~ The task force breathed new life into the long-standing argument for state 

interventIOn m Canadian broadcastmg. 

Broadcasting and Two Forms of Hegemony 

These two historical developments - shitts in power among broadcasting sectors 

and changes in economic policy on broadcasting - imply that there were efforts to secure two 
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forms of hegemony. 

The first form of hegemony concerns private capital. Once occupyIng a 

subordinate position within Canadian broadcasting, private capital eventually assumed the 

dominant positIOn. This was partially due to the emergence of firms based on technologies 

such as cable and satellites. However, for private capital to enjoy hegemony \vithin 

Canadian broadcasting, the expansion of the private sector required consent. Discourses 

which made connections to a variety of interests \vere therefore essential 

The second form of hegemony deals with the federal state. From the beginning. 

Canadian broadcasting policy was associated with the federal state's goal to secure 

hegemony over Its institutional components and the regions (as concerns about the mternal 

threat of Quebec's political independence clearly illustrate). This necessitated an economic 

policy of state intervention and the establishment of natIOnal broadcasting at the federal 

level of the public sector. It also necessitated discourses \vhich made connections to a 

variety of Interests. However, as the federal state has shifted economIC policy away from 

state intervention, it has actually undermined the economic conditions for its hegemony. A 

sigmficant contradiction has therefore emerged. 

The latter form of hegemony does not imply the independence of the state from 

class. Some have argued that the state has its own interests. "y However, through his concept 

of the stafl! pro/eel, Bob Jessop has suggested something else. Jessop had once thought that 

his concept of the hegcl1loJ1lc pr(yect was adequate to understand the unity of the state. He 

eventually decided that "this view was clearly unsatisfactory because it failed to distmguish 

properly between the strictly administrative problem of 'apparatus unity' and the more 
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general problem of the state's potential role in unifYing a society divided by classes." 

Consequently, he formulated the notion of the state project as a specific type of hegemonic 

project. He believed that it was important "to separate analytllcally the sort of political 

hegemony Involved III securIng the substantive institutional unity of the capitahst type of 

state from that which was involved In infusing this institutional LInity with a definite class 

unity."!\' Although Jessop indicates that the state project need not be a class project, Rianne 

Mahon has suggested in her discussion of his concept that the internal unity of the state IS 

a condition for capital accumulation. 71 

The general ideas behind Jessop's two concepts have some usefulness In this 

study. However, the concepts themselves are not employed since they are quite specific and 

do not address discourses. In Jessop's View, a hegemonic project involves '"the mobilization 

of support behind a concrete, national-popular programme of action which asserts a general 

interest in the pursuit of objectives that, explicitly or impliCitly, advance the long-term 

interest of the hegemomc class (fraction), and which privileges particular 'economic

corporate' interests compatible with this programme, whilst derogating the pursuit of other 

particular interests that are Inconsistent with it."n This suggests the need to examine how 

the dominant cable industry related to other fractions of the cultural mdustries in the process 

of securing the hegemony of private capital Within Canadian broadcasting. With regard to 

the state project, Jessop \Hltes that "any substantlve unity which a state system mIght 

possess derives from specific political projects and struggles to impose unity or coherence 

on that system."73 This may mean that a dominant state has to contend \vith "local or 

regional state projects" and "rival 'states within the state'." 7 .. Indeed, Mahon has suggested 
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that a state proJect in Canada mIght entail efforts to save federalism 75 With this in mmd, 

several institutIonal components of the federal state (the CBe. the provincial governments, 

etc) and a number of rebrional organizations are of partIcular importance in this study The 

concern here is with hO\v dIscourses on communication technologies may playa role in the 

unity and hegemony of the dominant federal state. 

HEGEMONYA~DIDEOLOGY 

WIth a basic framework in place, we can now consider some issues more 

precIsely. A few issues involving hegemony and ideology wiH be addressed before 

proceeding to a discussion of discourses on communication technologies. 

Aspects of Ideological Struggle 

Follo\\1ng Gramsci, common sense is a sigmficant aspect of Ideology m relation 

to hegemony. Hall elaborates on the concept: 

Common sense shapes our ordinary, practIcal, everyday calculatIOn 
and appears as natural as the air we breathe. It is simply 'taken for 
brranted" in practice and thought, and forms the starting point (never 
exammcd or questioned) from \VhlCh every conversation bcgim, the 
premises on \vhich every television programme is predicated. The 
hope of every ideology is to naturalize itself out of History into 
Nature, and thus to become invisible, to operate unconsciously 7(, 

The hegemony of capital or the state is therefore secured when cel1am definitions acquire 

a naturalized meaning that can be taken for granted. Because they seem obvious, the 

definitions are unquestioned. 

However, alternative definitions may be advanced by subordinate groups. As 

Jennifer Daryl Slack notes, "not all ideologies are equaL Indeed, the ideological contest -
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so to speak - is a struggle to develop a system of meaning that can achieve dominance over 

competing systems in Its claim to common sense:,n Hall illustrates the importance of 

struggle over definitions with reference to the notion of democracy: 

The real problem is which meanmg of democracy is actually in play, 
The struggle in this case is over the different meanings of the same 
word, Different meanings will share some common characteristics 
but dIffer in their connotations, In ideology, in the kind of struggle 
over languages that goes on, the struggle is to fill out the precise way 
in \vhich my 'popular democracy' differs from your 'liberal 
democracy', Irs exactly there, in the Intersection of different 
connotations \vithin the same lInguistic sign, that the struggle takes 
place, And it does matter which becomes the dominant definition, 
It has real effects, Every tIme the word 'democracy' is used, which 
of th0se two associations does it trigger? So you can't exempt the 
domaIn of meaning, language, representation from the play of social 
forces ~x 

There is, then, a significant struggle for dominance between the discourses that are put 

forward by different interests, 

In thIS ideological struggle, connections emerge between discourses, Discourses 

become linked to each other through the process of articulation, As Hall notes, "ideology 

al\vays conSIsts, internally, of the articulation of different discursive elements, <,79 The 

dIscourses of capItal or the state are often articulated to moral discourses, Hall explains how 

this pertained to Thatchensm: 

The aim was to reconstruct social life as a whole around a return to 
the old values - the philosophies of tradition, Englishness, 
respectability, patriarchalism, family, and nation, The most novel 
aspect ofThatcherism was indeed the very way in whIch it conzhll1cd 
the new doctrines of the free market with some of the traditional 
emphases of organic Toryism, XI) 

Through articulation, the discourses of capital or the state come to represent subordinate 



groups. For Hall, Thatcherism again provides an example: 

It really is puzzling to say, in any simple way, whom Thatchensm 
represents ... .In the course of 'representing' corporate capital, 
however, it wins the consent of very substantial sections of the 
subordinate and dominated classes. What is the nature of this 
Ideology which can inscribe such a vast range of different positions 
and interests in it, and which seems to represent a little bit of 
everybody? For, make no mistake, a tiny bit of alI of us is also 
somewhere inside the Thatchente project."] 
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As the case of Thatchensm indicates, articulation allows discourses to become universal and 

reHect many Interests rather than particular interests. By appropriating and accommodating 

other discourses, articulation helps to secure hegemony. 

However, he!!emony may be difficult to secure since contradictions which are 
~ . . 

assOCIated with the discourses may be identified and alternative discourses may be put forth. 

Hall made this clear in hiS discussIOn of a strate!:,'Y for the Left In defeating Thatcherism: 

I do think one can begin to identifY some weak spots, some 
contrndictions, places where the discourses don't match up, or where 
there is a disparity between the promises and the delivery. There are 
lots of contradictions there, but they don't easily break in our 
direction or offer us big political opportunities; they require the 
constitution of an equally powerfuL equally convincing alternative all 
the way across the political terrain. X2 

Ultimately, as Hall mdicates, "the only way of genUinely contesting a hegemonic ionn of 

politics is to develop a counter hegemOnic strategy." 83 Like other discourses, the discourses 

associated with this strategy may also be appropriated or accommodated in order to 

eliminate their oppositional force 

The state plays a role in the ideological struggle. As Hall notes, the state often 

sets the questions, tenns, and definitions which frame a debate: 



The power to initiate and formulate .. .is not decisive because you 
can't impose that formulation on everybody; but it does give you a 
first shot at the field - the power to formulate the question, to set the 
terms. Other definitions then have to respond to you; it's your 
definitIOn that is being negotiated. The political apparatuses are 
effectIve precisely because of the monopolization of the power to 
formulate in our society.lS-l 
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However, the state also accommodates or makes concessions to discourses which do not 

favour domInant interests. Hall explains· 

The state is clearly absolutely central in articulatIng the ditferent 
areas of contestation, the different POInts of antagonism, into a 
regime of rule. The moment when you can get sufficient power in 
the state to organize a central political project is decisive, for then 
~ ou can use the state to plan, urge, incite, solicit and punish. to 
conform the different sites of power and consent into a single 
rcgime g

, 

By striking a compromise among the discourses. the state aims to win the consent of 

subordinate groups while ensuring that dominant interests prevail. In so doing. it aims to 

secure the hegemony of dominant interests. 

Ideological Struggle and Communication Technologies 

A certaIn meaning of the term "technology" has perhaps come close to achieVIng 

the status of common sense. Dallas Smythe once considered how often a definition of 

"technology" is provided by writers. Smythe reported that "1 made a modest search in some 

dozens of books (out of the thousands published in the past century with technology as a 

central theme) for definitions of the term. What I learned was that hardly any of these 

authors ever troubles to define the term technolob'y. Is it so obvious that It doesn't need 

definitionT&) Jennifer Daryl Slack implies that the "obvious" defimtion is "machines, tools. 

and devices."x7 The definition is not linked to social orgamzation. Smythe suggests that this 
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ha<; important implications' "If 'technolo!:,lJ" can be blamed for the ills of our social order, 

then the responsibility is displaced. A convenient scapegoat has been found, labelled and 

critIcized. But the social order rolls on, protected to some extent against serious critIcism 

by the smoke screen of the controversy over technology. ,,88 

This is not to suggest that the dominant definition of technology is entirely 

unquestIOned. A challenge may be presented by alternative understandings of the concept. 

As Slack notes: 

... it is incumbent on anyone \witing a treatise on technology to define 
what is meant by the term Domg so is not an easy task, for a 
plethora of definitions must be considered. Nevertheless, the task of 
definition is of critical importance, for the way in which we define 
technology, or conceive of it, influences our attitudes toward it, our 
understanding of it, and our prescriptions for changing it. X9 

Slack adds that "there are advantages in adding the dimension of social orgamzation to the 

definition oftechnoIO!:,y ... By embedding technolo!:,lJ' in social organization and practIce, we 

acknowledge that technology is not an autonomous, isolated force, unconnected to the rest 

of socIety." Slack regards "technology" to be the machines which are produced by a 

"technical system" and thereby acknowledges the social organization hehind technology. '.II) 

In this study as well, technology is regarded to be social. 

A number of issues are linked to the dominant definition oftechnolo!:,,}'. Flowing 

from the definition of technologies as asocial objects, there are several discourses whIch 

concern the implications of communication technologies. We will now tum to a 

consideration of three such discourses. We will examine their articulation to other 

discourses. the contradictions that are associated with the discourses, and the characteristICS 
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of some alternative discourses. 

DISCOURSES ON COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES 

Technological Causality 

The first discourse is teclmolo}!.lcal causalzly. Building on an understanding of 

technologies \vhich separates them from social organization, this discourse suggests that 

technologies themselves shape societal developments. 

The discourse of technological causality seems to have had consllderable 

mfluence. It has been associated with the ideas of some academics, most notably Marshall 

McLuhan. McLuhan has been negatively described by a number of writers as reflecting 

technological determinism.~l He indicated, for example, that "all media work us over 

completely. They are so pervasive in their personal, political, economic, aesthetic, 

psychological, moral, ethicat and social consequences that they leave no part of us 

untouched, unaffected, unaltered."n HO\vever, in part stemming from the attention which 

McLuhan paid to specificity (the characteristics and implications of different medIa), his 

work has been descnbed more charitably by Raymond Williams as "an apparently 

sophisticated technological determinism. "93 The discourse of technological causality has 

been expressed in a dIfferent way through the work of lthiel de Sola Pool. Through his 

notion of "soft technological determinism", Pool argued that barriers, such as gov1ernment 

regulation, can impede the effects of communication technologies. 44 As this suggests, the 

discourse can be used as an argument for deregulation. It may therefore have been 

particularly apparent in statements made by both industry and government during the 
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historical conjuncture which is examined m this study, The discourse may also have been 

reflected by these interests since, as Robert Babe argues, it mystifies theIr powerful role, ')5 

Indeed, some of the critical literature on communication technologies suggests that the 

discourse has been taken up by industry and government Frank Wt~bster and Kevm Robins 

have noted, for example, that aspects of the discourse exist in corporate advertising as well 

as government policy,')r, 

hom a cntIcal perspective, Babe sees the discourse of technological causalIty 

as takmg 1\VO fomls, Babe discusses technological determinism, but he also makes 

reference to the technological Imperative, He defines the technological Imperative as the 

idea that "most or all technological developments ('technological evolution') are mevitable 

and/or necessary: stated otherwise It holds that human choices are: severely limited, ifnot 

illusorv," Technological determinism suggests that "all important human phenomena -

cultures, the dIstribution ofpO\ver, belief systems, industry structures - are the products of 

or are explamable by 'technology', which has, in accordance with the doctnne: of the 

technological Imperative, a life, gro\'vth, and development of its OWft," Babe concludes that 

"the dual doctrines of technological dependency - the technological Imperative and 

technological detenninism - posit technolo!:,'Y to be active and humans to be paSSIve, 

implying that at best one can only adapt in order to survive,",)7 

fn a ditTerent way, both Jennifer Daryl Slack and Raymond Williams also see the 

discourse of technological causality as taking two fonns, The first and most prevalent fonn 

is what Slack calls "simple causality," This view of commUnIcation technologies !l1volves 

a simple cause and effect relationship. As Slack puts it, "communication technologies are 
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conceived of as autonomous causes whose appearance produces inevitable effects."Y~ 

Williams calls simple causality "technological determinism."~9 The second and less 

common form of technological causality is described by Slack as "symptomatic causality" 

(a term which is derived from Williams' notion of "symptomatic technology"). IUO This view 

of communication technologies builds on the simple cause and effect relationshIp by 

mtroduclng social Institutions as a mediating variable. Although they are still seen as 

autonomous causes, communication technologies are no longer seen as having inevitable 

effects. The effects of the technologies are either thwarted or enhanced by social 

instltutlOns. 11i1 Through \vhat is done with them \vhen they appear, communicatIOn 

technologies become symptoms of forces that are connected to social Institutions. 

There are alternatives to the discourse of technological causaltty which present 

more useful \vays of seeing causality. Williams, for example, pushes beyond the discourses 

of simple causality and symptomatic causality. He argues that the problem with SImple 

causality IS that It excises all notion of intention (since the technologies are autonomous). 

He argues further that the problem with symptomatic causality IS that It only sees intentIOn 

as indirect (since SOCIal institutIOns make deciSIOns regarding the use of autonomous 

technologies). As an alternative to technological causality, Williams suggests that 

commul1lcation technolOgIes reilect dm:cl mtentlOn in the research and development which 

is conducted by social organizations.](I2 This direct intention may be scientific, military, 

commercial, admll1lstrative, or some combination of the above. 11

)3 As Vincent Mosco has 

indicated, the approach taken by Williams is valuable since it "situates technology within 

a SOClU/ setting that shapes the design, production, dIstributIon, and use of the 
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techno\obry. "1Ii4 There are contradictions involving the discourse of technological causality. 

Marike FInlay argues that discourses on communication technologies are '"inherently 

contradictory and therefore in a state of crisis." lOS She notes that "technological determInism 

still thrives today In many discourses on new communications technology" but adds that 

"very often, these causalist discourses turn the deterministic procedure otT and on a1 will as 

it suits their argument." IIJ6 Consequently, there is a contradiction between the tecJm%glcU/ 

and the S()CW/ dlmensions of causality. According to Finlay, the discourse of technological 

causality is also sometimes tied to contradictions that take the fonn of "double binds."IIi7 

We will examine some of Finlay's ideas more fully in Chapter Four. 

Technological Democracy 

The second discourse is tec/m%glca/ democrw.y. ThiS discourse maintains that 

technologies facllitate such thIngs as participation, equality, access, and control 

The dlscourse of technological causality is articulated to the discourse of 

technological democracy. As Mosco explains, those who adopt the latter discourse "assume 

that technologies are responSIble for social transfonnatlOn and can achieve widt~spread 

partiCIpation and equality. "ll)~ This connection between the 1\vo dl scourses is apparent in 

the work of several writers, although the extent of the connection differs. On the one hand, 

Alvin Toftler stresses pure technological detenninism in relation to democracy. He suggests 

that technologies give nse to other fonns of political partIcipation: "The pennutations 

offered by the new communications technologies are endless and extraordinary. Once we 

recognize that our present Institutions and constitutions are obsolete and we begIn searching 

for alternatives, all sorts of breathtaking political options, never before possible, suddenly 
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open up to us." For example, Toffler envisions individuals registering their political views 

from home through electronic to\\TI hall meetings. IvY On the other hand, in relation to 

democracy, Pool again advances his soft technological determinism: "The characleristics 

of media shape what is done with them, so one might anticIpate that these technologIes of 

freedom will overwhelm all attempts to control them. Technology, however, shapes the 

structure of the battle, but not every outcome." 1](1 Pool contends that the inherent democratic 

potentIal of the technologies may be inhibited by government regulation. Like the dIscourse 

that is linked to it the discourse oftechnologIcal democracy can be used as an argument for 

deregulation. It too may therefore have been apparent within indust!), and government 

circles during the historical conjuncture which is examined in this study. 

Building on Williams' points in response to technological causality, there are 

alternatives to the discourse of technological democracy which offer more useful ways of 

seemg democracy. As Mosco notes, the discourse of technological democracy IS 

problematic: "By emphasizing the determining influence of technology, even in Pool's and 

others' 'soft' versions, technological democracy misses an important historical lesson' 

technologies embody, In their production, distribution, and use, eXIsting political and social 

relationships,"lil Mosco also notes another difficulty with the discourse. Apart from seeing 

democracy as a technological process, the discourse sees democracy as an lIldlVlJuul 

process~ we have noted that technological democracy focuses, for example, on the indiVIdual 

electronically voting from home. For Mosco, "the danger in this VIew is that it fails to 

recognize that democracy is a .'lOCUli process. propelled by social movements and social 

gatherings."112 Mosco therefore advances an alternative understanding of democracy: " ... It 
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is not technology that creates democracy~ rather, democracy grows out of economic, 

political, and social forces that use a variety of tools, including advanced technolot,'Y, to 

achieve democratIc endso"1l3 

The discourse of technological democracy is associated with contrachctionso 

Finlay's point that discourses on communication technologies are inherently contradictory 

applies once again She notes that sometimes there is a contradiction between the overt 

claims of the discourses and their covert rules of operationo II.! With regard to the Issue of 

democracy, "the contradiction lies between a content of democra1ization and a procedure 

of hierarchical exclusivityr "ll5 On the one hand, many of the statements which deal WIth 

communication technologies make the claim that the technologies will lead to active roles 

for people through participationo On the other hand, many of the statements situate people 

in passive roles rather than active ones11o Thi s raises an interesting ditference between 

technological causality and technolof,rical democracy. Whereas the contradiction that IS tIed 

to technological causality IS between the teclm%g[(;ai and the sUClal, the contradictJlOn here 

is between dCn10CraLT and c/m711llatlOll. 

Technological Nationalism 

The third discourse is technological natIOnalism. This. discourse suggests that 

technologies are associated \vith creating a countryo 

The discourse of technological nationalism is mon: closely linked to the 

state/government than industry or academICS. To be sure, Melville Watkins has argued that 

the discourse is reflected in the work of Marshall McLuhan and Harold Innis. 117 However, 

several v,Titers have also noted the important role of the discourse with regard to the 
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Canadian state or government. Arthur Kroker mdicated that "technological nationalislTI ... has 

alwavs been the essence of the Canadian state and, most certainly, the locus of the Canadian 

Identity."118 Maurice Charland showed how the discourse of technological nationalism has 

been reflected by the Canadian state since the 19th century 119 Robert Babe illustrated how 

the discourse has been apparent in the policy documents issued by the Canadian government 

dunng the last few decades. 120 Although they agree on a number of points about the 

discourse of technological nationalism, Charland and Babe have divergent interpretations 

of It in relatlOn to technological causality. 

On the one hand, Babe suggests that the discourse of technological causalIty 

(which he refers to as technological dependence) IS not artIculated to the discourse of 

technologIcal natlOnalism. According to Babe, "the doctrine of technological nationalism 

postulates that Canadians have purposefully deployed systems of communication for nation

building but, paradoxically, the myth of technological dependence asseverates that we have 

few optlOns in deploying mdustrial techniques."121 Grounded as it is in human agency and 

the decislOns of the Canadian government, this version of the discourse suggests the need 

for government intervention. 

On the other hand, Charland suggests that the discourse of technological causahty 

is articulated to the discourse of technological nationalism. Charland holds that there is a 

connection between technologIcal causalIty and technological natIonalism because the latter 

"ascribes to technology the capacity to create a nation by enhancing communication."122 

This suggests something similar to what we have seen with the other discourses: technology 

itself: rather than the government through regulation and legislation, is sufficient to achieve 
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the goal of nationalism. However, it also suggests that the role of the state/government vis 

a vis natIOnalism is mystified rather than celebrated. 

The discourse of technological nationalism may also be articulated to the 

discourse of technological democracy and, in the process, open up contradictions which are 

similar to the ones that plague the latter discourse. Charland notes "the paradoxical promise 

of democracy and domination inherent to the rhetoric of technological nationalism." In the 

Canadian experience, technological nationalism "proposes the electronic polis and affirms 

no value save the communication of the people's voices ... However, this VIsion of a society 

in and through technolot,l)' is undermined by technological nationalism's other goal, that of 

creatmg a lilli/cd Canada. "123 The discourse of technological nationalism presents 

technology as a neutral medium which offers democratic communication while also 

revealing technolot,'Y to be a medium that sustains power relatIons among the federal

provincial or central-peripheral components of the country. 

There are alternatives to the discourse of technological nationalIsm. Several 

"alternative discourses" have been reviewed by Raboy. 12.J As in the critique of technological 

democracy, these discourses feature an understanding of democracy which focuses on social 

rather than technological elements. In the view of Raboy, these discourses also feature an 

understanding of the public which goes beyond "national" consldi~rations. Raboy suggests 

that "broadcasting can become an instrument of democratic social development only if Its 

public dimension is fully realized." 125 He suggests that this necessitates several things. For 

example, jurisdiction over public broadcasting must transcend "federal" or "provinCial" 

categories: the issue of cultural sovereignty must be framed in a way that goes beyond 
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"natlOnal" or "Canadian" terms: and public participation must be widely extended and 

clearly defined in a number of areas. 12b 

THE PRINCIPLES OF A THEORETICAL MODEL 

The dIscourses of technological causality, technological democracy, and 

technological nationalIsm have been addressed in the literature on communication 

technologIes. However, studies have tended to focus on one or two of the discourses and 

the most powerful social agents (capital and the state). 

The relationships among the discourses, social agents, and hegemony are 

complex There are at least two reasons for this. FIrst, histoncal change in the discourses 

and the social agents may have a bearmg on the lInkages between them. Second, the 

discourses are not equivalent to each other and neither are the social agents: the discourses 

vary in then prominence and internal characteristics \vhile the SOCial agents (cultural 

industries, cultural agencies, and cultural communities) vary in their power. 

Although the relationships involved are complex, the aim here is to make some 

sense of them through a theoretical model which has been assembled from the literature 

reviewed above. This theoretical model, which will be evaluated in the study, IS comprised 

of three basic principles. 

Connection 

The first prinCiple is that connections between the discourses are most likely to 

be made in the arguments of the cultural industries and the arguments of the cultural 

agencies that are associated with the centre of the country. These connections work toward 
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establishing hegemony. 

The discourse of technological causality mystifies the role of private capital, but 

the hegemony of the latter within Canadian broadcasting could require the articulation of 

technological causality to other discourses The aq,'1lments of the cultural industries may 

reflect connections behveen the discourse of technological causality and discourses on 

democracy or nationalism. ThiS can be illustrated with reference to Thomas Streeter's 

analYSIS of hO\v the cable industry developed in the United States. Streeter notes that the 

cable industry drew a linkage between cable technology as an asocial., autonomous force and 

its potential for democratic communication. 127 He explains that this won favour among a 

number of public interest groups and had an Impact on the bTfowth of the cable industry: 

It is important to note that the mdustry that benefited from the policy 
debate did not simply manipulate the debate to\vard its own ends: it 
was not just a case of the public interest being ovenvhelmed hy the 
power of big business. Cable was brought into the regulatory fold in 
the early 1970s not simply because an industrial elite demanded It but 
hecause a coalition of groups, some with goals quite at odds with 
those of corporate management, cajoled the FCC [Federal 
CommunIcations Commission] into action through .a collective 
public argument that coalesced around the discourse of the new 
technologIes. The hopes for diversity, democracy, and cultural 
expression embodied in the discourse of the new technologies may 
have been naive, but they were rarely cynical: they were largely 
fueled by genume SOCial and political concerns. Clearly, the policy 
debate nonetheless served the industry much more effec1ively than it 
did the social and democratic ambitions that helped generate the 
debate. J~x 

This suggests that the articulation of technological causality to discourses of democracy or 

nationalism may facilItate the hegemony of private capital; through connections to general 

or moral interests, consent to the expansion of the private sector could be secured. 
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The hegemony of the federal state over its institutional components is a different 

matter. and two possibilities seem to exist with regard to the arguments made by the cultural 

agencies that are associated with the centre orthe country. On the one hand, technological 

causality may be artIculated to discourses of democracy or nationalism. Charland noltes, for 

instance, that Prime Minister Mackenzie King once linked radio 1:0 both nationaltst and 

democratIc Interests (since it would bring the citizens of Canada together and enhance their 

incorporation into Canadian democracy through the opportumty to hear their leaders) 12', 

ThIS mystifies the role of the federal state in dominatIOn while reflecting general and moral 

interests. On the other hand, technological causality may not be articulated to technological 

nationalism, and the latter may instead focus on human agency. A statement by Prime 

MInister RB. Bennett provides an example of this: Bennett once indicate that, "properly 

employed, the radio can be made a most effective instrument in nation-building."U() This 

version of technologIcal nationalism justifies the role of the federal state by suggesting the 

need for human agency to protect national interests. 

Contradiction 

The second prinCIple IS that contradictions involving the dIscourses are most 

likely to be identified and acted upon by the cultural communities as well as the cultural 

agencies which are associated WIth the periphery of the country. These contradictions can 

work against establishing hegemony, and they may take two forms. First, there IS a 

contradiction between the technological and the socwl which appears in arguments that are 

linked to the discourse of technological causality. The cultural industries might for 

instance, suggest that communication technologies themselves create conditions which the 
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industries must adapt to and then later indicate that the industries playa crucial role \vithin 

the broadcasting system through their design or control of the technologies. This 

contradictIon opens up the space for alternatIve discourses that focus on the social origins 

and development of communication technologies. Second, there is a contradiction between 

dClnOC.-r1.1(1· and domznl.1twn which figures into arguments that are associated with the 

discourses of technological democracy and technological nationalism. The arguments of the 

cultural industries might for example, emphasIze the choices which communicatIOn 

technologies aHo\\ audIence members to make while at the same time revealing how those 

chOIces are structured and limited by the industries themselves. This contradictIOn opens 

up the space for alternative discourses \vhich push beyond domination and propose new 

forms of democracy in the broadcasting field. However. private capital or the federal state 

may make connections to the alternative discourses of a counter hegemony in order to strip 

them of their oppositional force. 

Compromise 

The third pnnciple IS that the federal state attempts to secure its own hegemony 

as well as that of prIvate capital by meshing various interests and discourses into a 

compromise within broadcasting legislation. The compromise is weighted in favour of 

private capital and the federal state, but it b1fants concessions to oppositional interests. In 

the history of Canadian broadcasting legislatIOn, a number of such compromises have been 

formed. Perhaps the best examples focus on the issue of Canadian content. Marc Raboy 

notes that, in debates precedIng the 1991 Broadcasting Act, there was strong support for a 

greater contribution to Canadian programming by the private broadcasting industry. The 
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private broadcasting industry was among the few opponents of this principle. The final 

legislation emphasized the importance of Canadian programmlng, but the legislation 

weakened and restricted the provisions for it. This aspect of the legislation was, as Raboy 

indicates, ··more in line with the industry's view."!]l 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter has examined some theoretIcal ideas about hegemony and 

discourses on communication technologies. It began by developing an approach to the 

concepts of state, class, and Ideolobl)'. The chapter then tied Ideology to hegemony through 

an overview· of Gram sci's ideas and the debate about hegemony in relation to Thatcherism. 

Building on Hairs concern with the Ideological aspects of hegemony, the chapter proceeded 

to outline some important developments in the history of Canadian broadcasting. These 

developments suggested that there were efforts to secure two forms of hegemony, one 

Involving private capital and the other involving the federal state. The chapter then outlined 

some major issues pertaining to hegemony and Ideolobl)'. It went on to address the 

discourses of technological causality, technological democracy, and technological 

nationalism. The three discourses and their implications for hegemony were brought 

together within a theoretical model. 

We are now in a position to consider this theoretical model through reference to 

how discourses on communication technologies played a role in the public proceedings on 

new CanadIan broadcasting legislatiorJ. To put it in Martin Allor's terms, we have 

completed the first step in a conj unctural analysis of ideology and can now proceed to the 



second step: 

The first move of a conjunctural analysis of ideology should be 
dISCurSIVC .... A discursive analysis of a representation focuses on its 
regularities, internal consistencies, and connections to other terms -
other representations ... But this discursive analysis is only the first 
step in this conjunctural analysis Discourses only have existence 
within particular institutional sites. And the second move should be 
to document and analyze (through sociological analyses), the ways in 
\\hich particular Institutions have taken up, deployed, and altered the 
discourse ... He 
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We \vill soon tum to this sociological approach. Since some of the major issues are the 

expansIOn of the private sector (partially through its involvement in new forms of 

broadcasting), the emergence of the community sectoe and the contraction of the public 

sector, it may be useful to focus on the discourses in terms of debates about broadcastmg 

definitions. community broadcasting, and national broadcasting. Before addressing these 

debates, howevee it is necessary to discuss how the research for the stud:\! was done. That 

is the subject of Chapter Three. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES 

This study mvolves historical, qualitative research. The present chapter descnbes 

hmv the research for the study was done The first section addresses data gathering while 

the second section considers data processing and analysis. In both of these sectIOns. r outline 

what was involved. the problems that I encountered and. where it was possible, what I d1d 

to overcome these problems. 

It is important to note that this study has undergone a metamorphosis. Ongmally. 

it \vas Intended to be an analysis of political. economic, and ideological factors pertainmg 

to communication technologies and the policy formation process which led to the 1991 

Broadcasting Act. 1 Eventually. of course. it became more focused on ideological f:lctors. 

it was transformed into an analYSIS of discourses on communication technologies m the 

public proceedings that \vere part of the process. The following discussion. which IS 

organized in a chronolob";cal fashion. addresses methodologIcal issues that are linked to all 

phases of the study. 

DATA GATHERING 

A distinction is usually made between primary and secondary sources of data. 

As Theda Skocpol puts it, primary sources are "the original residUt~s of the pasf' \vhereas 
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secondary sources are "published books and articles." 2 A number of secondary sources were 

utilized when doing research for the study. These sources included the reports issued by the 

Task force on Broadcasting Policy. the House of Commons Standing Committee on 

Communications and Culture, and several other committees. They also included academic 

works which dealt with the topic of the research. However, most of the research for the 

study was based on primary sources. These sources included histoncal documents that were 

produced by blTOUps and organizatIOns. 

The methodologIcal literature on such documents has noted several problems 

which pertain to them rhe most basIc problem is getting access to the: documents. As Marc 

Bloch pomts out, access may be hampered by groups and organizatIOns through the Impact 

of two factors, -'that negligence which loses documents and, even more dangerous, that 

passion for 5ecrecy ... whlch hides or destroys them."J Jennifer Platt indicates that two 

problems may result from documents bemg lost, hidden. or destroyed. FIrst, if the factors 

responsible for a lack of access playa significant role, there will be an inadequate quantity 

of data. Second, even if a sizable amount of data is collected. the factors whIch generate a 

lack of access could still have produced "'a qualitatively unsatisfactory distribution of data."-l 

In other words. there might be much information on some issues but little on others. My 

experience in gathering data on the proceedings of the task force illustrates a number of 

these problems. 

\Vritten Submissions to the Task Force 

My research began in late 1991 Since I needed to know the positions of vanous 

organizations on broadcasting policy issues, I thought that it would h~ important to acqUIre 
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the wntten submissions (also referred to here as the briefs) that were given to the Task 

Force on Broadcastmg Policy during 1985. The first step in my research therefore involved 

efforts to obtain these submissions or bnefs. 

I began by trying to locate where they were being held. I contacted the 

Department of Communications (DOC) on the reasonable assumption that they were being 

held there. I was told by DOC otTicials that their library had the research reports which were 

commiSSIOned by the task force, but it did not have the written submIssions. After 

conducting a search for me, DOC otTicials established that the submIssions \vere being held 

in the National Archives of Canada. I was told that there were 24 boxes of matenaL 7 or 8 

of which contained wTitten submissions. Some of the other boxes contained audio tapes of 

public meetings which the task force held. It was not made clear to me what was in the 

remaming boxes. Although the task force material was being held in the National Archives 

of Canada. 1 was told that it was still under the authority of the DOC and therefore not in the 

public domam. Consequently, DOC offiCIals indicated that I could only obtam the \\TItten 

submISSIOns if 1 went through Access to Infonnation. I was advised that this could take 

some time since they would have to contact all of the orgamzations whose submissions I 

wanted to see and get theIr pennission in writing for me to view the documents. The case 

of the task force material proVIdes a perfect IllustratIOn of the "passion for secrecy" which, 

as Bloch notes, leads to documents being withheld. 

Interestingly, while doing research for the study, I later discovered that other 

writers have had similar difficulties in obtaining the task force material Presumably 

stemming trom experiences in doing research tor hiS book on Canadian broadcasting policy, 



Marc Raboy commented in 1989 on the exclusivity of access to the material: 

More than 350 groups made representations to the task t~orce, either 
submitting briefs, meeting with the task force in private, appearing 
at public meetings with the task force, or some combination of the 
above. Its work generated several dozen cases of documents, 
currently lodged in a NatIOnal Archives of Canada depot where only 
a handful of DOC employees can reach them without going through 
cumbersome Access to Information procedures. s 
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Difficulties in getting access to the task force material were also noted by Michael Nolan, 

a member of the Faculty of Journalism at the University of Western Ontario, when he 

appeared as a witness before the House of Commons Standing Committee on 

Communications and Culture in 1987. Nolan told the committee that he was concerned 

about the unavailabilIty of records on what Canadians had said to the task force, and he 

asked the commIttee about obtaining the records. The chair of the committee asked Paul 

Audley, who had been in charge of research for both the task [.orce and the standmg 

committee. to answer Nolan's question. Audley indicated that no transcripts were made of 

the pnvate meetings. Notes were taken and a series of books providing summaries of the 

private meetings were prepared, but these were "not available." (This explains, at least 

partially, what was in the rest of the boxes). Audley added that the public meetings had been 

taped. He was about to expand on this before the chair of the committee interrupted and 

advised Nolan to try going through Access to Information. 6 

At this point I decided to seek the assistance of some people who had been 

directly associated with the task force. I wrote to Gerald Caplan and asked ifhe had any of 

the submissions or could offer some advice on obtaining them. In his reply, Caplan wTote 

that ''I'm terribly sorry you're having such a problem getting access to our research: we were 
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solemnly assured this \vould not happen, but we have no control of any part of the process 

any longer." Caplan indicated that he did not have any of the submissIOns In his own tiles. 

However, he advised me to contact Paul Audley because "if anyone can help you out. It is 

he."7 I subsequently contacted Audley Audley wrote back, indicating that 'Tm sorry to 

say that it IS my understanding that there are real problems in getting access to task force 

materiaL" With regard to the written submissions, Audley indicated that "I might have some 

copies myself: but if they were submitted in confidence, I would be unable to share them 

with you.-' He explamed that he would only be able to share submissions WIth me 1 f I had 

letters from the organizatIOns involved which authorized me to see their submissions. In 

light of thIS, Audley suggested that I adopt the stratebl)' of writmg to the orgamzations which 

made the submissions and asking them if they would be willing to send their submissions 

directly to meg 

I decided to [ollmv Audley's advice and wnte to the organizations themselves. 

The report issued by the Task Force on Broadcasting Policy indicated that 242 briefs had 

been received from organizations and individuals. The names of the many organizations 

and the relatively fe\v individuals vvere provided along with their province of origin. '! I 

focused on the organizations and tried to find them through a variety of directones and other 

reference sources. Locating the organizations proved to be a difficullt task. Many of them 

could not be found in any of the directories or other sources that I consulted. There are 

several possible reasons for this. Some organizations may not have been listed simply 

because they no longer eXIsted. Others may not have been listed because they were too 

small or othef\\~se did not meet the criteria for inclusion. Using their province of origin or 
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(bdter vet) any location references in their names, I was able to find a few of these - . 

organizations through telephone books, Even if they were listed in reference sources, I 

might not have found some organizations because they were not listed v:here I expected 

them to be: they may have changed their names or amalgamated with other organizations, 

I found evidence that this was the case with a few organizations, and I was subsequently able 

to track them down. However. there may have been others that I did not catch, I managed 

to find mailing addresses connected to 141 of the 242 hriefs, that is, 58 per cent of them 

I then prepared and sent out letters to organizatIOns asking them to send me a copy of the 

brief which they submitted, After six weeks, I sent out follow-up letters to the organizations 

that I had not vet heard from. As I discovered, there were several problems v"ith this strategy 

for getting the briefs, 

First, 1 sometimes received the wTong bnef from organizations. A fe\v 

orgamzations apparently misunderstood what I wanted or otherwise erred even though my 

letter had clearly made reference to the Caplan-Sauvageau Task Force on Broadcasting 

PolIcy. For instance, CTY sent me its bnefto the Girard-Peters Task Force on the Economic 

Status of Canadian Television. I subsequently made two phone calls to CTY to ask for the 

correct brief. Although I was told both times that the correct brief would be sent I never 

receIved it. The Association canadienne francaise de I' Alberta sent me a bnef that \vas 

submitted to the House of Commons Standing Committee on Communications and Culture 

during the latter's proceedings on the task force report in 1987. I wrote to the organization 

again and tried to clarifY what I wanted. The organization wrote back insisting that it had 

sent the correct hnef 1(1 This does not appear to have been a language problem since the 
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organization \\Tote to me in English. Moreover, some English-language organizations made 

the same mIstake. The letter which the British Columbia Association of Broadcasters 

(BCAB) enclosed with its brief to the standing committee clearly mdicated that the 

association thought It had sent the brief to the task force. 11 The confusion on the part of 

the BCAB and other organizations may have stemmed from the fact that the cover page on 

most of these briefs made reference to the Task Force on Broadcasting Policy. It may also 

have stemmed from a lack of familiarity \vith the various stages of the policy formatIOn 

process. In any event, my etTorts to resolve these problems by contacting the organizatIOns 

all met with failure. 

Second, I did not receive briefs from a number of organizations. In some cases, 

organizations did not respond to my letters. I was not necessarily being slIghted since some 

of the mailing addresses that I used may have been inaccurate or outdated. In other cases. 

organizations responded to my initial letter or the follow-up only to note that the requested 

material could not be provIded. It is mteresting to conSIder the variety of explanatIOns they 

offered for this. Although it was listed in the task force report as having provided a bnef 

Baton Broadcasting claimed that it only made an oral presentation before the task force and 

did not submit a brief 12 Several organizations simply said that their brief could not be 

located. U Some remarked that their current fi les dId not go that far back. They eIther 

explicitly or implicItly indicated that their brief may be in storage, but they dId not search 

those tiles. 1-1 Others also mdicated that their current tiles did not go that far back, but th~y 

had checked their archival files and still not found their brief 15 

Several organizations that apparently conducted thorough searches tnied to 
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account for why their brief could not be found. Although these explanations do not 

necessanly reveal the "negligence" that Bloch speaks of they do draw attentIOn to some of 

the factors which can lead to documents being lost. Some organizations noted that staff 

changes may have made It difficult to locate their brief 16 Telemedia went further, 

suggesting that staff changes may have had an efrect on its filing system. 17 The Council of 

Canadians specified that it could not locate its brief because its filing system \vas not \vell 

kept in earlier years. Ig The Bntish Columbia Motion Picture Association said that it could 

not tlnd Its hrief possibly because of "an inadequate filing system" and a move. jq Several 

other organizations speculated that a move may have resulted in their brief being lost20 

Only one organizatIOn specifically pointed to documents being destroyed: of its bnef CISN

FM indicated that "it may have been discarded some years ago.'';'1 These instances of 

documents being lost or destroyed suggest that the strategy of making direct requests for 

briefs from orgamzations is only viable within a year or two of the point when the brie ts had 

been submJtted. 

The Issues outlined above meant that there were serious problems with my data. 

I managed to obtain 63 briefs This was 45 per cent of the 14] requested briefs and =~6 per 

cent ofthe total 242 briefs. r clearly had an inadequate quantity of data. More significantly, 

I also had what was described above as "a qualitatively unsatisfactory distribution of data" 

The Jow number of briefs might not have mattered as much if the briefs had been spread 

more or less evenly across the various types of organizations that submitted them. HoweveL 

I had an over-representation of briefs from the cultural communities (particularly workers' 

groups and minority groups) and an under-representation of briefs from the culltural 
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industries (especially cable companies and independent producers). Although I had most 

of the briefs that were submitted by the eBC, I did not have briefs from some other cultural 

agencies. 

Transcripts of Committee Proceedings and Government Debatt:~s 

Other aspects of my research were being undertaken while I was trying to obtain 

the task force briefs, and they continued long after my efforts to acqUIre the briefs had 

ceased. Some ormy research involved looking at the transcrIpts of debates in the House of 

Commons and the Senate. All debates Involving Bill C-136 and Bill C-40 \vere studied to 

get information on the positions of major political parties and the development of the bills 

as they passed through various readings. In total, approximately 600 pages of debates were 

examined. My research also involved looking at the transcripts of proceedings conducted 

by the House of Commons Standing Committee on Communications and Culture; the House 

of Commons LegIslative Committee on Bill C-136; the House of Commons LegIslative 

CommIttee on Bill C-40; and the StandIng Senate Committee on Transport and 

Communications. I studied everyone of the oral presentations that organizations and 

individuals made to these vanous government committees as well as all of the questioning 

done by committee members after each of the oral presentations. 1n total. an estimated 

6,000 pages of government committee proceedings were examined. All of the government 

debates and committee proceedings were available in the Government Documents sectIOn 

of the Mills Memorial Library at McMaster University. 

Compared to the task force briefs which I had been able to collect, the transcripts 

of proceedings by the House of Commons Standing Committee on CommunIcations and 
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Culture gave me a much better picture of the positions taken by various organizations. 

Unlike the case with the written submissions to the task force, I had a complete collection 

of standing committee transcripts. The standing committee heard oral presentations from 

38 organizations or individuals in the first phase of its inquiry on the task force report. and 

it heard oral presentations from 246 witnesses in the second phase of its inquiry. In both 

phases, these witnesses were well distributed across the vanous types of organizations that 

had mterests m broadcasting. It is also worth notmg that the questioning of organizations 

by committee members was useful; the questioning probed further into issues that were 

addressed in an oral presentation. and they often dealt with issues that were not mentIOned 

in a presentation. This advantage extended to the transcripts for the proceedmgs of other 

committees. 

Taking Notes from the Data 

Notes were taken in two different contexts. My research on the transcripts of 

government debates was done in the Mills Memorial Library at McMaster University, but 

the library statTkindly gave me permission to borrow the volumes of commIttee proceedmgs 

so that I could do some of my research at home. Doing some of the research at home rather 

than in the library had several benefits. I \vas able to take notes in confortable, quiet 

surroundings at hours convenient to me. Instead of writing notes by hand, 1 was also able 

to type them directly mto my computer. These are not insigificant matters when doing 

research such as this. The more pleasant working conditions better enabled me to read the 

lage amount of data carefully and take comprehensive notes. 

Taking comprehensive notes is an important strategy in historical research Even 
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though such a practice may lead to considerable "waste", it is simply better 10 have too many 

notes rather than two few. I consequently set a broad guideline to direct my note-taking. 

Reflecting the ori!:,rinal focus of the study, the guideline that I set for myself was to take notes 

on any Issues involvmg communication technologies and characteristics of the policy 

formation process. Although this guideline was broad, it eliminated a large number of other 

issues. I f the wording of points on the relevant issues seemed like it might be lInpOTtant. I 

copied direct quotations into my notes. If the wording did not seem to be important, I 

paraphrased the informatIOn. 

DA TA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS 

Two Filing Systems 

As a result of my research, I had thousands of pages of notes and other materials 

such as briefs or photocopies. In order to get a handle on the massive amount of data that 

I had, I utilized two filing systems. 

The first filing system was based on partiCipants in the debates about new 

broadcastmg legislation. I established a scheme for categorizing these participants. From 

the beginning, my scheme had three categories. The earliest version of the scheme induded 

the categories of private capital, subordinate groups, and state agencies. However, changes 

were made to the names and even the nature of these three categories until they were 

eventually transformed into cultural industries, cultural communities, and cultural agencies 

1 also retined the three categories by developing sub-categories for each. The final versIOn 

of my categonzation scheme is presented in Appendix One. Since I had separate notes and 
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Qther materials IOn each Qf the partIcipants in the broadcasting debates, It was a simple 

matter fQr me tQ Qrgamze and re-Qrganize my data files so that they fit the changes which 

were made in my categQrizatiQn scheme. 

The secQnd filing system was based IOn issues in the debates about new 

broadcasting legislatIOn As my research progressed, r became interested In examinIng 

certain issues Once [ cQmpleted my dQcumentary research IOn the general polIticaL 

eCQnQmic, and IdeQIQgIcal issues invQlving communicatiQn technQlQgies and the policy 

formatIOn process. I went through the data to cQllect infQrmatiQn IOn the specIfic: Issues 

\vhich Interested me. I began the process Qf establishing files IOn these issues by gQing 

thrQugh my first filing system and Its data IOn the partIcIpants in cQmmittee proceedIngs. 

This enabled me tQ gather infQrmation IOn the Issues while also systematIcally keeping track 

of the partIcipants and the cQmmittee proceedings that \vere associated wIth the infQrmatlon. 

After this was dQne. 1 examined the government debates fQr further data. This secQnd filing 

system provided my ""analytical files", the files from which I constructed much Qf my 

analysis 22 Although some of these files were not used in preparing the final study. others 

were. FQr example, SQme Qf the latter tiles bQre titles like "IncQrporating New 

TechnQIQ!:,ries", "Challenges tQ CQmmunity Broadcasting", and "Problems with Distribution 

by the eBc.'· AI lOng with a fev,: Qthers, these files were the baSIS fQr what is nQW Chapter 

FlOur, Chapter Five, and Chapter Six. 

Selection and Presentation of the Data 

It may be useful tQ CQmment IOn the selectiQn and presentatiQn Qf qUQtatlOns or 

paraphrased matenal from the files fQr inclusiQn in the study. 
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As Jennifer Platt points out, there are two extremes in the selection and 

presentation of material. On the one hand, we have "the appeal to authority. ,. Platt notes that 

this can be problematic: 

Where it is known that someone is truly an authority in a particular 
area. \\ ith wide familIarity with its primary sources, his general 
impressions and broad summaries are clearly worth quite a lot 
however, human frailty is always present, and without equal 
experience of one' s own, one cannot telI when statements are truly 
authoritiatively grounded and when then are not. 23 

On the other hand. \ve have ··the total display of data." As Platt notes, this can also be 

problematic. In her ovm expenence, she once found that ·'1 felt obliged to quote all the 

instances which supported a particular point, for lack of any alternative way of indicating 

the weIght of the data. although this did not seem a satisfactory solut1lOn.'·2-1 For Platt. this 

was an unwieldy solution to the issue of demonstrating that the data do indeed SUppOl1 the 

interpretations \vhich are made. 

Platt suggests that there are three "middle ways" between these two extremes. 

In the tirst strate!:,'y. It is fX>ssible "to use a systematic method and to give a general account 

of It rather than to show its operation at each individual point; the main presentation of the 

data and conclusions can then be done just as if the method of authority were being used .. 

The second strategy involves ··giving specific accounts of relevant aspects of methods in 

relation to individual conclusions, or devising ad hoc ways of supporting them. Here vV'ould 

come such suggestions as counting fX>sitive and negative instances and refX>rting the results." 

In the thiru strategy, it is important "to write in a style that proceeds by \vay of illustrations. 

but to choose these 1llustratlOns on principles WhICh make them qualilatively representative 
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of the \vhole body of data - ensuring that any generalizations can be supported by several 

different examples, choosing examples strategically so that they cover the range of meanIngs 

to be conveyed and indicate relative \veights."25 

The thlrd strateb'Y outlined by Platt is the one which most closely resembles the 

approach taken in this study. Since there were many organizatIOns within each of the 

general categones and sub-categories, and since many of these organizations took sImilar 

positions, no attempt has been made here to provide a quotation from all of them to support 

a point. When there were similar positions, these have been illustrated through a qu01ation 

from one organization which clearly sets out the perspective and an endnote has been added 

to indicate \vhat other organzations shared this perspective. When positions were different 

from those expressed by most other orgamzations, these too have been illustrated or at least 

referenced. 

Re-focusing the Study 

As noted earlier, the present study was originally intended to be an analysis of 

political. economic, and ideological factors pertaining to communication technologies and 

the policy tormation process \vhlch led to the 1991 Broadcasting Act. Some aspects of this 

approach were later abandoned since initial chapters of the study proved to be problematic 

The early chapters tried to contend with the political economIc and the ideological 

dimensions of the polley formation process in relation to three issues besides the ones 1hat 

are examined in the current study. The additional issues were cable programming, cable 

distribution, and aboriginal broadcasting. Since the chapters were attempting to do loo 

much, a narrower theoretical and substantive focus for the study was sought. DespIte 
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considerable data in the public transcripts on the wide-ranging consultatlOns that occ:ured 

behind closed doors. it would have been essential to conduct additional research through 

interviews with key players in order to successfully concentrate more on the poliitical 

economic (and the non-public) dimensions of the policy formation process. The eXisting 

data therefore favoured a focus on ideological factors rather than political and economIc 

ones. The focus of the study was subsequently narrowed down to three issues (broadcasting 

definitions, community broadca"ting, and national broadcasting) in relation to the role which 

discourses on communication technologies played dunng the public proceedings. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

WhIle adopting a focus on ideological factors, speCIfically three discourses on 

communication technologies, this study is marked by a few limitations. These limitations 

involve the issue of representativeness, \vhich IS of concern to social scientists since It 

affects the generalizability of their findmgs.26 

The issue of representatIveness arises in terms of reliance on the transcnpts of 

public proceedings for textual analysIs. As it has been noted, my efforts to obtain the briefs 

that were submitted to the Task Force on Broadcasting Policy met with mixed results. It 

should also be noted that the organizations which made oral presentations to vanious 

government committees submitted briefs to these committees. Are there differences 

between the transcripts of the public proceedings and the briefs? Some evidence suggests 

that there are no substantial differences. During the proceedings of the parliamentary 

standing committee, for instance, both Maclean Hunter and the Satellite Communications 
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Association of Canada specIfically indicated that their presentation Simply summarized the 

brief which they had submitted to the task force a few years earlier. 27 Moreover, in the rare 

cases where I had access to a brief which had been submitted to a committee, the brief was 

very similar to the presentation that an organization had made. 28 It is nevertheless important 

to bear in mind that, to some degree at least the public proceedings may not be 

representative of all the ideas which were expressed in the policy formation process. 

The issue of representativeness also arises in terms of the organizations which 

participated in the public proceedings. Briefs were submitted by many organizatIOns which 

did not appear before the government committees: for example, while the House of 

Commons Standing Committee on Communications and Culture heard oral presentations 

from 38 witnesses in the first phase of its inquiry, it also received briefs or letters from 8~ 

additional witnesses. 2
<J Are there ditferences between the organizations which made 

presentations and the organizations which simply submitted briefs? Furthennore, are there 

dIiferences between the organi7.ations which played some sort of role in the policy formation 

process (through presentations and/or briefs) and the organizations which played no role at 

all? The latter situation might be particularly problematic: the organizations which played 

no role might, for example, have had lower levels of opposition to proposed 

recommendations or legislative clauses than orgamzations of a similar type which did play 

a role. In light of this, it is possible that the views of participants in the public proceedings 

may not be representative of all similar organizations. 

Due to the potential existence of problems pertaining to representativeness, the 

generalizability of the study (with regard to positions on communication technologies) may 
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be restricted. However, at the very least, the findings of this case study could provide a basis 

for further research. 

CONCLUSION 

No research is perfect, and the preparation for this study certainly reveals a 

number of the problems that can afTect historical, qualitative research. Bearing all of these 

methodological issues in mind, we will now tum to the results of the analysIs. In the next 

three chapters, the discourses of technological causality, technological democracy, and 

technological nationalism will be addressed as they pertained to the publJc proceedings 

which led to the 1991 Broadcasting Act. 
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CHAPTER F01JR 

BROADCASTING DEFINITIONS AND TECHNOLOGICAL 
CAtlSALITY 

Chapter Two briefly described the expanSIOn of th,~ private sector In the 

Canadian broadcasting system and its current dominant position v"ithin the system. The 

historical changes regarding the private sector were partially due to the Involvement of 

companies in communication technologies that fell outside broadcasting definitions This 

chapter examines the private sector in relation to debates about broadcastIng definitIOns 

JUring the pubJ ic proceedIngs which led up to the 1991 BroadcastIng Act. Although the 

pri\ute sector \vas dominant its hegemony had yet to be secured. The analysis suggests that 

the d1scourse of technological causality played a role in the process of establishIng pri\,ute 

capnal" s hegemony withIn Canadian broadcasting. 

HISTORICAL ISS1.lES 

Technological Causality and the Rise of Cable Companies 

The discourse of technological causality is associated with the growth of the 

cable industry Th1s has been demonstrated by Thomas Streeter with regard to the cable 

industry in the United States Although Streeter focuses on American developments, h1s 

analysis also appears to reilect the Canadian experience. 

81 
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Streeter contends that a shift in terminology from -'CATV" to "cable" was 

slgmficant. From the early I 950s to the late 1960s. the common term was CATV. Streeter 

notes that "the term "community antenna television', still dominant in 1966, reflected an 

understanding of CATV as a service, as an alternative method of program delivery." The 

service aspects of CATV were stressed when it was discussed by those involved with it. 

However. "-hy 1970, CATV had hecome cable: all references to service were dropped and 

replaced by the name of a piece of hardware." I The emergence of "cable" was accompamed 

hy treatment of it as an autonomous technolot,'Y- Consequently, as Streeter argues. "'a 

complex set of historical and economic circumstances was thoroughly obscured as CA TV 

\\as abstracted In discourse into a simple ne\\' technology, something that was outside 

society.": ThiS notion of autonomous technolot,'Y \vas combined \vith a notion of 

determining technology: the discussion of cable included the theme of ""technological 

revolutIOn, of major change caused by technology "3 Similar discursive modifications took 

place in Canada. Between the late 19605 and the early 1970s, the NatIOnal Commumty 

Antenna TeleviSIOn ASSOCiation of Canada renamed itself as the Canadian Cable TeleVision 

AssociatIOn and began to discuss "cable" rather than "CA TV.".) 

Streeter argues that the discurSive change from CATV to cable helps to explain 

a ""regulatory about-tace" In the position taken by the Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC)5 It helps to explain '"the shift in the FCC's attitude towards CATV from one of 

restriction to one ofencouragement."6 Initially, FCC rules had placed restrictions on CATV 

systems because they were seen as a threat to local broadcasters. However, the FCC ended 

up supporting the development of the cable industry through new rules. Streeter explams' 



The reconceptualization of CATV as cable, associated with the 
discourse of the new technologies, ... had made it increasingly difficult 
to speak of cable as merely a marginal enterprise that concerned the 
FCC only Hlsofar as It threatened local broadcasters. The dIscourse 
had given birth to a new common sense, a new set of taken-for
granted ideas about cable as an inevitable wave of the future, as a 
manIfestation of the progress that was supposed to be the FCC's 
concern. The reconceptualization, combined with unrelenting 
pressure from lobbying cable operators and their financial backers, 
made it only a matter of time before new rules were drawn up 7 
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Although other factors were involved, Streeter makes it clear that discourse was partially 

responsible for a change 10 the position of the FCC. It helped the cable 10dustry to obtam 

a better position \"IS a vis broadcasters and regulation 

Robert Babe indicates that a number of factors, including discourse, also played 

a role in altering the position of the Canadian Radio-Television CommissIOn (eRTC). 

Dunng the early 1970s, the CRTC saw cable operators as a threat to broadcasters (\\'ho were 

responsible for fulfilling a public purpose). The CRTC offered special protectlOn to 

broadcasters through various policies. However, by the end of the 1970s, the CRTC's 

positIOn on cable began to change. According to Babe, three factors \\fere behind this. First, 

the economic impact of cable on broadcast1Og was not as extensive as it had originally been 

anticipated to be. Second, the CRTC had become less optimistic about the willingness of 

private broadcasters to serve a publIc purpose. Third, there was "receptivity of rhetoric 

about the imminence of an information revolution." As a result of these three factors, cable 

\vas transformed into a chosen 10strument that would bring the information revolution to 

Canadians. By the mid-1980s, the CRTC's ""about-face" on cable was complete and the 

cable industl)' had be!,:run to assume the dominant position in Canadian broadcast1Og. Babe 
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notes that like broadcasting before it, "cable was now held in such high esteem by Ottawa's 

mandanns that It too warranted special protection - from the even newer 'new technologies' 

of private dish antennae, VCRs [video-cassette recorders], and apartment MATVs [master 

antenna television systems 1. "g 

Changes in Broadcasting Definitions 

The definition of broadcasting was changed slightly between the first few pieces 

of broadcasting lebTislation In the 1932 Canadian Radio Broadcasting Act, broadcasting was 

defined as "the dissemination of radioelectric communications intended to be received by 

the public, either directly or through the medium of relay stations."9 The 1936 Broadcastmg 

Act reproduced this definition, but it specified radioelectric communications to include 

"radiotele!:,rraph. radiotelephone, the \vireless transmission of writing, signs, signals, pictures 

and sounds of all kmds bv means of Hertizan waves."IO 

The focus on radioelectric communications in the definition of broadcasting was 

challenged by the development of CATV because the latter involved the wired transmissIOn 

of signals. Canada's first CATV system was set up in the town of NicoIet Quebec during 

1950. The first urban system was established in London, Ontario during 1952. II Many other 

CATV systems \vere tormed in Canada over the next few years. Throughout the 1950s, there 

was httle etlort to control the development of these systems. The Department of Transport 

(DOT) issued licenses to CATV operators, but it only kept technical considerations in mind 

when doing so: the DOT did not attempt to supervIse the selection of program services to 

be relayed by CATV systems. Moreover, no provisions for CATV s.ystems were included 

in the 1958 Broadcasting Act. Since CATV systems \vere then mainly used to bring 
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television to small communities which could not otherwise be served due to terraIn or 

distance from transmItters, it did not seem necessary to the drafters of the 1958 act to bnng 

the systems under regulation by the Board of Broadcast Governors (BBG). 12 Consequently, 

the definition of broadcasting remained as it had been in the 1936 legislation; the definition 

was confined to radioelectric communications and did not include the transmISSIOn of 

si!:,'11a\s through \vired systems. 13 

By the early 1960s, pressure to change the definition of broadcasting was 

mountmg due to contlict between broadcasters and the operators of CATV systems Since 

the systems were IncreasIngly being used to multiply the number of services available in 

urban areas, television broadcasters were concerned about the added competItion and the 

resulting fragmentation of the audience. 14 In 1961, before the Hom,e of Commons SpecIal 

Committee on Broadcasting, both the Canadian AssocIation of Broadcasters (C AB) and the 

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) argued that the defimtlOn of broadcasting should 

be widened to include CATV systems and thereby bring the systems under the regulatory 

authority of the BBG. 15 CATV systems vvere regarded as such a threat to teleVISIOn 

broadcasters that the government asked the BBG to undertake a special inquiry on the 

systems. For this reason, CATV systems \vere excluded from the terms of reference for the 

Advisory Committee on Broadcasting (Fowler II). j(, Fowler II nevertheless chose to 

comment on CATV systems. It concurred with the conclusion of the BBG inquiry that the 

systems should be considered as a component of broadcasting which is subject to licensing, 

regulation, and control by the BBG. The White Paper on Broadcasting as well as the House 

of Commons Standing Committee on Broadcasting, Films, and Assistance to the Arts t~choed 
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that assessment I7 However, the National Community Antenna Television Association of 

Canada expressed its opposition. IB In the end, CATV systems were not brought under the 

detinition ofhroadcasting in the 1968 Broadcasting Act. Broadcasting was detined as --any 

radlOcommunication in \\:hich the transmissions are intended for direct reception by the 

general public."!'! Smce broadcasting was limIted to radiocommunication, it did not cover 

CA TV systems. HO\vever, CATV systems were to some degree covered in the legislation 

through the new concept of a broadcasting receiving undertaking2
(1 

The definition of broadcasting which appeared m the 1968 Broadcasting Act was 

c1earlv obsolete from the outset, and it became even more obsolete over the years. Durin~ . . ~ 

the 1970s and early J 980s, cable systems became more prevalent in Canada whIle satellites 

became crucial in Canadian broadcasting 

PRE-LEGISLATIVE ISSUES 

Developing a New Approach to Broadcasting Definitions 

Against this historical background, the Task Force on Broadcastmg Policy tried 

to establish what should be done vv'ith the definition of broadcasting. The Caplan-Sauvageau 

task force pointed out that the definitIOn established in the 1968 Broadcasting Act was now 

inadequate: 

This definition covers only the actIVItIes of undertakmgs that 
broadcast theIr proE,rrams free of charge to anyone who has equipment 
capable of receiving the signals. It is based on the assumption of 
program transmIssion by Hertzian waves, which was the dominant 
confIguration in J 968 \vhen the Broadcasting Act was passed. 
Because it covers only radiocommunication in which the broadcasts 
are Intended for "direct' reception by the 'general' public, the 
definItion appears to ignore the many program services such as 



specialty services transmitted by point-to-point satellites that are 
distributed to subscribers only.21 
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The task force indicated why the omissions in the definition were problematic. The task 

force argued that "it is not fair for individuals or companies involved in activities that very 

closely resemble the activities of companies considered to be part ofthe broadcastIng system 

to be able to avoid the obligations incumbent upon the latter simply because the defimtlOn 

of broadcasting in the act IS too narrow to include them."22 Consequently, the task force 

recommended that "'the act should broaden the definition of broadcasting and related 

concepts to cover all types of program reception and distributlOn whether by HertZlan waves 

or through any other technology. "2-

One of these '"related concepts" was that of a broadcasting undertaking. The 

1968 Broadcasting Act stated that a broadcasting undertaking included a broadcasting 

transmItting undertaking (c.g .. a televislOn station); a broadcasting receiving undertakIng 

(e.g., a cable system); and a network operation (e.g., a television ndwork). 2-1 The Caplan-

Sauvageau task force explained what should be done with the notion of a broadcastIng 

undertaking: 

The definition of a broadcasting undertaking should of course tally 
with the definition of broadcasting. It should cover not only the 
transmissIOn and reception of broadcast signals. but also any other 
form of program distribution by telecommunication, whether or not 
there is a charge for the service, as well as networks. All 
undertakings involved In such activities would, within 1he meaning 
of the act, be considered broadcasting undertakings. Only common 
carriers such as telephone companies should be exempted because 
their role is limited to relaying ;nessages. 2

' 

Clearly, although the task force argued that broadcasting definitions should be expanded, 



they dId not go so far as to include telephone companies within those definitions. 

The Growth of Competition 
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The House of Commons Standing Committee on Communications and Culture 

Investigated the ideas \vhich numerous organizations had about the recommendations of the 

task force. Including the ideas of the cultural industries. Most of the cultural industnes 

agreed \vith the task force that the broadcasting definitions in the legislatIOn had to be 

modified. The arguments of several industries centered around the growth of unregulated 

and unfair competition. 

Private broadcasters have long been preoccupied with competition which 

stemmed from various communication technologies. As we have seen, the CAB had been 

concerned about CATV systems during the 1960s SInce the latter did not fall under the 

definition of broadcasting and were therefore unregulated. Although cable never was 

brought under the definition of broadcasting in the 1968 Broadcasting Act, it was subjected 

to regulation as a broadcastmg receiving undertaking. This situation had been enough to 

satisfy private broadcasters for many years. However, m light of new technologies, private 

broadcasters now believed that it was time to make changes in the definition of 

broadcasting. The CAB built on the point that the task force made about unfair competition: 

"As to where specialty [services] and everybody else fits in, basically private broadcasters 

believe in having level playing fields - equal rules for all people who are on that playing 

field"' 2
F, Like the conventional private broadcasters which the CAB represented. specialty 

services and pay-TV services were concerned about unfair competition. First Choice stated 

that, although "government policies have said much about fostering a level playing field for 
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all broadcast players", unregulated 5atellit~ systems were importing the company's 

American counterparts - including Home Box Office (HBO), Cinemax, Showtime, and The 

Movie ChanneL~' Both First Choice and Superchannel called for changes, including 

changes in the definition of broadcasting, to contend with such problems. 2
& 

Along with private broadcasters, cable companies faced competition from 

satellite systems Two types of satellite systems were of concern to cable companies. The 

first type of systems, \vhich permit direct-to-home (DTH) satellite distribution, are kno\\l1 

as TVRO (tele\ ision receive-only) systems. These are personal systems comprised of an 

earth station (a satellite dish) that an individual home owner has installed for reception of 

satellite serV1ces. The second type of systems are known as SMA TV (satelhte master 

antenna television) systems. These are essentially --mini-cable systems" that are Installed 

In buildings such as apartment complexes, hotels, and motels. All of the units or rooms in 

each buildmg are equipped for receptIOn of satellite services from an earth station which IS 

linked to the building. Although the cable industry was worried about both types of satelhte 

systems, TVRO systems \vere considered to be less of a threat than SMA TV systems. This 

\vas because TVRO systems were at that time still largely confined to rural areas and 

SMA TV systems therefore represented greater competition In urban areas. HmveveL the 

cable mdustry had the same basic objectIOns to both. Apart from the cost of the receiving 

equipment, including the decoding devices for scrambled signals, both types of systems 

enabled people to pick up largely American services without havin~ to pay fees for the 

programming. Alberta Broadcasting made its objections to satellite systems quite cleaf" 

Perhaps the most senous of the threats we face right now, and a bIg 



threat to the Canadian broadcasting system as we see it IS the 
unchecked bJTOwth of illegal satellite distribution systems. The latest 
assault comes through the advertised and mass-marketed decDding 
eqUIpment now available ... \vhich promises to unscramble any and all 
available satellite services, including the three-plus-one U.S. 
networks, providing all that a licensed cable operator can offer and 
less. no Canadian content, no community programming, no 
educatlOnal programming, and all for the low one-time charge of 
approximately $2,000. Who needs cable?29 
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Several cable companies or cable organizations voiced similar concerns about satellite 

systems.'1l Others indicated the need to establish a "level playing field" between the cahle 

industrv and the satellite industrv:\1 
. -

The satellite mdustry generally agreed with thIS need, but It disagreed with the 

cable industry over the amount of competition that existed between them The Satellite 

CommunicatIOns AssocIation of Canada (SCAC) noted that cable svstems had a lock on over 

63 per cent of Canadian homes while TVRO systems were set up in only 2 per cent of 

Canadian homes. It also noted that acquiring services through TVRO systems was more 

expensive than getting them through cable systems due to pricing dIscrepancies. As the 

SCAC concluded, "the possihility of private satellite TVRO receiving systems competmg 

with cable television is remote and unrealistic ":12 HO\vever, the SCAC acknowledged the 

competition between SMA TV systems and cable companies as well as the practice by some 

SMATV systems of importing American pay-TV services. In the marketplace for the 

distnbution of services, the SCAC called for "a level playing field situation ... so that cable 

and satellite enterprises can compete for that marketplace \'¥ith fair rules in place. There 

should be regulation and rules in place for the Importation of foreign signals as well as 

CanadIan domestic signals."'} As a precursor to this, the SCAC indicated that satellites 
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should be brought under the Broadcasting Act, and SMA TV systems should be brought 

under the definitIOn of a broadcasting undertaking. 3
-1 Canadian Satellite Communications 

(Cancom) concurred. Cancom, which had been licenced as a broadcasting receiving 

undertakmg, endorsed the task force recommendations that called for changes to the 

definition ofbroadcastmg and the associated definitIOn of a broadcasting undertaking. The 

company argued that these changes were important to ensure fair competition since some 

courts have held t lat SMA TV systems fall outside the definitions in the Broadcasting Act 

and consequently escape regulation. 35 

While lhe cable industry faced actual competition from the satellite industry. it 

also faced potential competition from the telecommunications industry. The CanadIan 

Cable Television Association (CCTA) wanted to preclude this. It argued that since 

telephone companies were much larger and more powerful than cable companies, '\ve have 

to recognize that there is not a level playing field between cable and telephone companies 

and never \vill be. It is impossible to create that level playing field. "30 Telephone 

companies were regulated by the Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications 

Commission (CR1C) as carriers rather than as broadcasters, and the CCTA wanted to keep 

things that way by putting appropriate provisions in the Broadcasting Act: "Our position here 

is straightforward; keep the telcos out of the broadcasting business .... Telephone companies 

are carriers, and .. the rules governing their business are generally incompatible with 

broadcasting. The prohibition in the holding of broadcasting licences should extend not only 

to telephone companies and their subsidiaries but also to affiliates, including holding 

companies such a~; Bell Canada Enterprises. "37 
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The cable industry defended excluding the telecommunications industry from 

broadcasting by pointing out that cable companies faced a b'Teat deal more competitIOn than 

telephone companies. Ted Rogers, the presIdent of Rogers Communications, stated: 

We feel tremendously under pressure - and I mean it most sincerely
from the rental of movies, which is probably taking as much money 
out of homes as cable does in our area. Secondly, the discs and the 
satellit~s to the home with high-definition television, far better 
quality than over-the-air broadcasters can deliver, is a tremendous 
threat to us over the next three to five years .... Therc is a lot of 
competitIon in our business. There is no competition for people 
\vantin.~ to make phone calls3x 

Because of this sItuation, Rogers Communications contended that it ,,,,ould be unfair to make 

the two industries go up against each other. 

Cable Companies and Technological Causality 

The issue of convergence or divergence between the cable mdustry and the 

te1ecommunication~; industry came up during the public proceedings. In order to understand 

these aspects of the proceedings, it IS first necessary to review some points that have been 

made by Robert Babe 

Through historical analysis, Babe has challenged the ideological representation 

of the convergence and divergence between mdustrial sectors. Babe \\Tites: 

Although a superficially persuasive case is sometimes made that 
years ato the nature of the underlying industrial arts necessitated 
fundamentally diverse industrial structures and legal/policy 
framewc1rks ... careful historical analysis reveals otherwise. Rather, 
industrid and government pmverplays, not mere machines, were 
decisive in causing the imtial dIvergences. These prototypical 
powerpJays continue today, restructuring and converging markets. 
None th(: less, visionaries currently are declaring, erroneously, that 
it IS -technolo!:,,)" which is imposing a convergence (more accurately, 
a recon'/ergence) among publishing, telecommunications, and 
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broadcasting. 3Y 

As Babe 1Odicates, the technolOgIcal imperative and technological determinism prominently 

figure in explana1ions for convergence or divergence. ·HI 

This is illustrated in the public proceedings through statements made by cable 

and telecommur lcations interests. As we will see later, telecommunications firms 

sometimes suppOlted their entry into broadcasting through reference to a technology-driven 

convergence bct\veen cable and telecommunications activities which stemmed from fibre 

optics. However, the cable industry defended excluding the telecommunications industry 

from broadcastir g through arguments which also reflected the d1scourse of technological 

causality; cable companies responded to the arguments of telecommunications companies 

by suggesting that if anything, a technolot,,)r-driven divergence was occurring. The CCT A 

indicated that "we are much less persuaded that technology is convergmg. We \vould argue 

that quite the rev([se is true." According to the CCTA, the reverse situation existed because 

the techmcal infrastructures of the cable industry and the telecommunications industry were 

forcing each to put quite separate uses to fibre optics: --We should not attribute so much 

importance to our common use of fibre that \ve say the two industries have converged. We 

are very specialized. We are optimized to carry and deliver large numbers of broadband 

signals. The tel,~phone companies are optimized and structured as a switch network, and 

they will use fible 10 that optimum format',,Jj 

The discourse of technological causality entered the arguments of the cable 

industry in other ways as well. Although several cultural industries believed that it was 

necessary to alter broadcasting definitions, only the cable industry considered how the 
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definitions might actually be revised. The cable industry did not want new broadcasting 

definitions to est'.blish inequalities among technologies. The CCTA was worried that, in 

drafting a new def nition of broadcasting, the Department of Communications (~OC) would 

enshrine one oftht: available technologIes as a chosen instrument in legIslation and impose 

its use over otber technologIes.4~ The cable industry did not want satellite or 

telecommunicatIOns technologies to be selected over cable, nor did it want to have its 

options in utilizing various technologies restricted. The discourse of technological causality 

\"as reflected in th~ CCTA's call for a definition of broadcasting which recognized a variety 

of technologIes For the CCT A, "'the reality is that technological change is invariably the 

result of evolutlOn and not revolutlOn." Since it was autonomous, evolutionary 

technological chmge was difficult to manage· "The danger is that we can greatly 

overestimate the ;ate of impact of technological change or, even worse, we can wrongly 

estimate it and attempt somehow to control its outcome. For the most part, technologIcal 

change cannot be accurately predicted.-' The CCTA concluded, thl~n, that the DOC should 

not try to shape te~hnological change by preparing a definition of broadcastIng that aimed 

to support one technolobl)' while inhibiting others. For the CCT A, it was important to adapt 

and "accommodate technological change'-' Consequently. "the focus has to be on 

programming and its distribution and not on a particular delivery 1echnology.".)] 

The On.tario Cable Telecommunications Association (OCTA) also made the 

argument that technological evolution necessitated a definition of broadcasting which was 

not based on one delivery vehicle. In making its presentation to the House of Commons 

Standing Comml1tee on Communications and Culture, the OCT A placed this argument 



within the contexl of its interest in providing services through fibre optics: 

We expect the technology will continue to evolve, and that where it 
makes economic sense fibre optic cable \\iill be used in Canada as it 
is beginning to be used by some u.s. cable operators. We urge the 
comm ttee to avoid the temptation to establish a policy framewmk 
that anoints a particular technology as desirable over others. 4

.
1 
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Therefore, like the CCT A, the OCT A stressed that there must be no efforts to mterfere with 

the "evolution" of technologies by establishing a definition of broadcasting which restricted 

any of them. 

The c<lble industry implied that a definitIOn of broadcast ing which recognized the 

need to accommod,,'lte technological change would not simply benefit cable companies, The 

CCTA stated: 

Cable represents the most cost-efTective method of delivering an ever 
increasing range of programs and services to Canadians .... Cable 
televl~;jon is more appropriately designated as a communications 
systel'1. It is an aggregate of many different technologies. For 
example. cable television is one of the main users of microwave 
capac tty in this country and indirectly the major user of satellite 
fac!l11ies .... Cable's technology is a model of adaptability and IS 

const<lntly changing to meet the needs of Canadians. 4
< 

Even more forcefully, the Association des cablodistributeurs du Quebec argued: "We all 

know that our broadcasting system is subject to regulation; it is therefore essential to have 

the same rules for everyone, Cable subscribers who pay to receive services feel unfairly 

treated, and rigbtly so, when the same services are available free of charge to other 

people:""" According to the cable industry, then, all Canadians would benefit from an 

approach \vhich permitted the use of various technologies in broadcasting and eliminated 

unregulated corn petition, 
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Contradictions hlvolving Technological Causality 

The ex1ent to which the discourse of technological causality appeared m the cable 

industry's arguments about changes to the definition of broadcasting encourages a closer 

inspection of the i I1dustry' s arguments during the pub! ic proceedings on new broadcasting 

legislation As Wi: noted in Chapter Two, Marike Finlay has suggested that discourses on 

communication technologIes are plagued by contradictions. A closer inspection reveals 

these contradictions. 

Some of the contradictions In the arguments of the cable industry involved 

tenSIOns between the technological and the social dimensions of causality. As we briefly 

sa\\ in Chapter 1\vo, Finlay indicates that causalist discourses sometimes turn the 

determining role (If technologies on and off in order to fit particular arguments. The cable 

industry prOVIde:; a good example of this. For the cable industry, there were at least four 

sources of causality. The first source was communication technologies. The CeTA was, 

for Instance, cOlcerned about "the impact of technological change on cable and the 

broadcasting system ,'H This focus on technological forces was contradicted by other 

sources of causal ity, all of \vhich were based on social forces of one form or another The 

second source was the regulator. This was evident when the CCT A argued that some 

aspects of regula10f)' policy have inhibited technological advancement. 4X The third source 

was the consume'. For example, the CCTA argued that "distribution technologies will need 

to make si6rnificant changes to accommodate consumer demands for services." -19 The fourth 

source was the cable industry itself CUC Indicated that the cable industf)T "is an industry 

committed to research through involvement in the maInstream of development of new 
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technologies suer as high definition television."su Videotron also made explicit reference 

to its role in research and development on communication technologies. 51 Thus, the 

arguments of thl~ cable industry conveniently ranged between decontextualizatlOn of 

communication technologies to contextualization of the technologies 

The arguments of the cable industry also featured contradictions which mvolved 

what Fmlay calls "double binds." She indicates that "the discourses on new communications 

technology seem tD function principally by producing either/or situations where there IS no 

real possibility cf making the 'right' choice and yet where the discourse provides a 

compulSIOn to do so. "52 The compulsion stems from the side of the contradiction which 

Involws technologIcal causality. Two double binds seem to have emerged during the 

proceedings ofth~ standing committee 

As de5cribed by Finlay, the first double bind focuses on reflection vs. urgency. '3 

This can take the form of an oppositIOn between the need to consider the new technologIes 

cardully_ which means studying them and even trying to impose limitations on them until 

more IS known, and the need to move fonvard quickly and decisively under the propelling 

intluence of thes,~ technologies. During the proceedmgs of the standing committee, this 

double bind was apparent in the presentation made by Greater Winnipeg Cablevision The 

company argued that '\ve should be encouraging initiative and innovation within this highly 

competitive technolob'Y and program-dnven broadcasting environment, not applying more 

regulatory or legislative constraints."5-l In the case of Greater Winnipeg Cablevision as \vell 

as some other members of the cultural industries, the discourse of technological causality 

was a component in their arguments for deregulation. 55 
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The se:ond double bind suggests that it is dangerous to adopt the technologies, 

but it is more danferolls to not adopt them. As Finlay indicates, this double bind often takes 

the fonn of a trade off between dependence and development. 51
, A focus on development 

was reflected by Rogers Communications. The company admitted that the new technologies 

are a ·'threat to our sovereignty."57 However. It also argued that "we cannot build a \vall 

around this country" to protect us from the impact of the technologies. Consequently, In 

order to meet "a1l1he nation's video needs today and tomoITo\'/', the company said that "we 

wi II use fibre or ,vhatever other technology IS useful for the plant and for the distribution 

system "5S The po:;ition of Rogers was more succinctly stated by a member of the standing 

committee who summanzed it for the representatlVes from Global: '"The thrust \vas that we 

cannot stop the \vorId and get ofI~ that technolob'Y is going to keep on rolling along whether 

we like it or not. I ~\\'e do not keep up, then we will drown in the sea of Americanization or 

world technology anyway.")') 

There are two strategies for getting out of such double hinds. The first strategy 

is to eliminate the discourse of technological causality by pointing to the role of social 

torces. The second strate!:,,),, as Finlay notes, is to identify a third option and thereby move 

beyond "the ridiculous either/or position."60 For example, as Bah~ suggests, it is possible 

to be selective, imtead of adopting all technologies or !lone of them, it is possible to adopt 

some but reject ohers with particular social. culturaL and political goals in mind. ,I 

The Absence of a Critical Challenge 

A surprising aspect of the discussion about broadcasting definitions was the 

absence of a criti,~al challenge from the cultural commumties. Very few organizations 
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among the cultural communities addressed the issue of hroadcasting definitions. To the 

extent that they dvl they echoed the cable industry's arguments. They also echoed the cable 

industry's focus on the discourse of technological causality and did not identifY the 

contradictIOns in :he positIOns taken by the industry. 

Some organizations among the cultural communities took the lead of the cable 

industry and uncritically discussed incorporating new technologies into the Broadcasting 

Act. The Union d~s Artistes argued that "a review of the act is required since it goes back 

to 1968 and does rot always take mto account the appearance of new technologies."62 The 

Canadian Authors' AssociatIOn said that the revised legislation "should not only be on the 

cutting edge oftec~nology, but ahead Ofl1."63 The Canadian Conference of the Arts (CCA) 

specifically consid~red the question ofre-defining broadcasting. The CCA argued that .. the 

definition of broadcastmg should be adjusted to reflect the changes in the broadcasting 

enVlronment."(") Uke the cable industry', the CCA told the standing committee that the 

legIslatIOn should recognize the unpredictable nature of technological change by allowmg 

all technologies to be accommodated: 

In the course of your discussions much consideration has been gIven 
to technological change in the field ofbroadcastmg and much debate 
dunng :your heanngs focused on the need for a revised broadcasting 
act to meet the changing technological environment... [W]e would 
sugges1 that it is Impossible to predict all the changes which \""ill 
have an impact on broadcasting in Canada. Instead of planning for 
all eve ntualities, we would urge the government to develop a new 
Broadcastmg Act \vlth a bUIlt-in revIew mechanism designed to 
respond to changes and developments in the delivery of radio and 
televiSIOn probrramming.(') 

As Appendix One indicates, the CCA was an umbrella organization that represented several 
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types of cultural communities. It can be suggested, then, that the cultural communities 

generally agreed \~ith the position taken by the cable industry. 

The di ,course of technological causality was reflected in the arguments \vhich 

some members of the cultural communities made about communication technologies A 

representative of the National Aboriginal Communications SocIety said that "1 believe 

technical change has the ability to steamroll over you, or has the ability to accelerate your 

progress as a society or a community."M The Societe des Acadiens du Nouveau-BrunswIck 

mdlcated that "the development of a modem Acadien society will only be possible if 

informatIOn dissemination programs and cultural promotion activities adapt to new 

technologies ,,(-; Given the power and largely positive impact whIch the cultural 

communities accorded to communication technologies, it is little wonder that they believed 

the definition of broadcasting should include all of the technologies. 

There were a few exceptions to this focus on the discourse of technological 

causalIty by the cultural communities, but even the exceptions did not fully escape it. 

O(luglas Myers of Henson College in Nova Scotia said the follo\ving about the task force 

report: "Among Its many strengths, it seems to me, are its attitude toward technology, WhICh 

is dynamic rather than passive and deterministic."bR Although it is critical of technological 

determinism, this statement is contradictory SInce it still identifies communication 

technologies as being active; the notion that technologies are active is a component of 

technological determinism. A more critical statement came trom John Parry, an NOP 

Member of Parliament who appeared before the standing committee to speak on behalf on 

native peoplesn his area of Ontario: "Oespite the development of new technologies of 
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communications, and despite a grand, though flawed, theoretical concept of the global 

village, very real political and economic barriers to access still exist in northwestern 

Ontario. ,,6" Even this statement misses the mark to some degree. Although it correctly 

directs attention to political economic conditions, the statement also remains within a 

dominant view of communication since it concentrates on access. ThIS raises one oft\\o 

opportunities whIch the cultural communities missed when they made their arguments. 

First, the cultural communities missed the opportunity to focus on the practlcL' 

of communication. Finlay argues that communication is usually seen as an object: ilt is seen 

as a thing or a commodity Discussion has therefore focused on ensuring a fair distrihutlOn 

of communication, making sure that everyone has access to technologies and services. 

While such an orientation is useful, Finlay argues that a more fruitful strateb')' must begin 

with a different understanding of communication: 

The first alteratIOn of discursive procedures that could be suggested 
would be to consider communication as an activity or a practice 
rather than as an object. This change of procedures \vould result In 

the shifting of issue formation from one of trying to ensure eqUItable 
distnbution of commodities to one oftrymg to guarantee an equitable 
order of communicational practices and processes71l 

Finlay suggests that such an approach could involve pushing for the right to communicate 

rather than advocating the right to access. 71 The implications of these two concepts WIll be 

addressed more fully in Chapter FIve. 

Second, the cultural communities missed the opportunity to focus on the deSIgn 

of communication technologies. This is because their arguments were linked to the 

discourse of technological causality and its decontextualization of communicatIOn 
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technologtes. As Finlay points out, the notion that communicatIOn technologies are asocial 

(and therefore neutral) suggests that the only relevant policy issue is the use of the 

technologiesn We have seen, for example, that the discourse of technological causality, as 

expressed by the cable Industry, led to the argument that the ddinitIOn of broadcastIng 

should not restrict the use or application of particular technologies In contrast, the 

contextualization of communication technologies draws attention to a different policy issue: 

the social intentions which lie behInd the conception and production of the technologies 

As several writers have shown, many communication technologies \vere developed WIth 

military and commercial intentions (among others) in mind. 71 By zeroIng in on thIS - as well 

as the way that contextualizatIOn slipped into some of the arguments made by the cable 

industry - the cultural communities could have established the need to eradicate certain 

discursive procedures which are built into communication technologies. One of these, what 

Finlay calls "a procedure of hierarchical exclusivity", denies people the chance to speak7~ 

Perhaps the best example of such a procedure is the structure of radio and television as one

way forms of control rather than two-way forms of interaction. Finlay indicates that 

"discursive procedures are part of the Inherent design and structure of new communications 

technology .. .If we \vish to change some of these procedures, it does not suffice to legislate 

merely the social uses of technology while not also legislating the design of technology. ,,75 

In combination, emphasis on the practice of communicatIOn and the design of 

communication technologies could have made etTective arguments for the cultural 

communities with regard to the definition of broadcasting. These components of an 

alternative discourse could have helped the cultural communities make a case for Infusing 
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the definition \vith social and democratic objectives. As Finlay suggests, "instead of 

permitting or forbidding satellites, for example, certain satellite transmission practIces 

(which could be built into satell ites) would have to be legislated. ,. 7(, 

Solidifying a New Approach to Broadcasting Definitions 

In the absence of a critIcal challenge, the House of Commons Standmg 

Committee on Communications and Culture simply followed the lead of the task force and 

the witnesses that appeared before the committee. The standing committee endorsed the 

recommendation of the task force which called for the definition of broadcasting to be 

widened so that it covered all forms of reception and distribution. The committee also 

endorsed the task force recommendation to have the definition of a broadcasting undertaking 

fit all enterprises involved in providing and disseminating programming. 77 Moreover, like 

the Caplan-Sauvageau task force, the committee called for excluding common caniers ~uch 

as telephone companies from broadcasting definitions. n The standing committee discussed 

the reasonIng behind these recommendations: 

" we believed that technological change had overtaken the 1968 
BroadcastIng Act. As a result, we felt we must propose changes In 
the Broadcasting Act that \vould provide a just and eqUltable basis for 
future broadcasting policy and regulation. It is our view that the 
recommendatIOns we have made accomplish that purpose, and we 
note that there was \\ldespread agreement in the indus1ry on the need 
for such changes. 7') 

Therefore, like the task force and cultural industries, the standing committee echoed the 

need for fair competition. 
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LEGISLATIVE ISSllES 

As Appendix Three indicates, the work of the standing committee was follO\ved 

by both Bill C-136 and Bill C -40, The issue of broadcasting definitions was addressed in 

these bills and the debates about them. 

Technological Causality and Technology Neutral Legislation 

The Department of CommunicatIOns (DOC) used the policy statement that 

accompanied Bill C-136, Canadzan VOIces, Canadzan ChOlces: A New Broadcasting Polzey 

I()r ( '(llladu, to set out an approach to new broadcasting legislation. The policy statement 

emphasized the importance of what was called a "technology neutral" approach This meant 

that broadcasting would not be confined to any specific technology or set of technologIes. X'I 

The statement indicated the significance of such an approach. 

The new broadcasting bill allows for the optImum use of new 
technology WIthout predeterminmg a legIslatIve or regullatory bias for 
or agamst a particular technology. By allowmg the broadcasting 
system to adopt and adapt to changes in technology, the polIcy is 
deSIgned to stimulate the system to become as cnmpetitive as 
possible, Individual firms will be able to choose the particular 
technologies they wish to invest in.xI 

Although this passage of the policy statement accorded companies the ability to "choose" 

technologies, it was only in an effort to "adapt" to conditions created for the broadcasting 

system and those within it by the technologies themselves. Once again, the imphcatIOn at 

least was that the technologies are the primary movers. This was the latest in a long line of 

statements that were issued by the DOC over a few decades which featured the discourse of 

technological causality. R2 

Among the politIcal parties that participated in debates on Bill C-136, the 
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Conservatives were most closely associated with the discourse of technological causality 

ThIs is perhaps not surprising since their government was the architect of the new approach 

to broadcasting legislation. The discourse was clearly reflected in a statement by Pierre 

Cadieux. He indicated that "'both communications technolob'Y and the very nature of our 

society have changed signIficantly" and "we know we will be unable to resist these 

changes."x3 The Conservatives also made several references to the need to embrace new 

technologies. X4 Similarly, they discussed the need to accommodate technological change. X5 

Finally, the Conservatives addressed technological evolution. x6 The discourse of 

technological causality appeared less frequently in the arguments that \vere made by the 

LIberals and the Ne\v Democrats. Indeed, there was one refl~rence to technologIcal 

evolution from each of the partles.x7 

The Conservati\es once agam proVIded more references to technological 

causality that the other political parties during debates on Bill C-40. Marcel Masse, the 

Minister of CommUnications, said that '"technology always has been a driving force in 

broadcasti ng. "xx Jim Edwards, the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of 

Communications, made several remarks that were even more striking. He indicated, for 

instance: 

Technological advances .. have made available new services over 
whIch the government and the CRTC technically have no control. 
Canadians are embracing that progress and, indeed, it has such pO\ver 
and momentum that in some situations no government or people can 
stop it, even if they wished to. XQ 

Edwards also indicated: 

We cannot cling to outdated technological limitations as a basis for 



regulating a changing environment. The technologies used for 
broadcasting and telecommunications are converging and this trend 
appears to be inevitable. '10 
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Finally, Edwards spoke of the need to embrace new technologies. 91 Similarly, both the 

Conservatives and the Liberals discussed the need to adapt to new technologies. 'i2 The two 

parties also shared references to technological evolutlOn.'!·l However, the discourse of 

technological causality does not seem to have appeared in the arguments that were made by 

the New Democrats. 

During proceedings on both Bill C-136 and Bill C-40, the Idea of technology 

neutral legislation received support from most of those who mentioned it. Of course, the 

Conservatives enthusiastically emphasized the technology neutral character of theIr 

approach during debates on Bill C _136. lJ
.j HO\vever, Liberal Sheila Finestone just as 

enthusiastically proclaimed that "It \\ias an excellent move to make this bill technology 

neutra1."')5 Although the New Democrats did not specifically address the notIOn of 

technology neutral legislation, the comments of Tan Waddell indicate that they supported 

efiorts to alter the Broadcasting Act in a way that b'Tappled \\~th technological change. ')0 One 

of the cultural agencies that participated in the proceedings on Bill C-·136 - the Department 

of Transportation and Communications for the Government of Nova Scotia - contended that 

the legislation would make it possible to "accommodate" technological: change and facilitate 

"adaptability" to such change97 This particular department repeated its support for 

technology neutral legislation when Bill C-40 \vas addressed.'i8 It was joined by several 

members of the cultural industries and cultural agencies."'! 

Although most of those \vho mentIOned technology neutral legIslation offered 
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support for the idea, some expressed concerns. This was the case \vith some of the cultural 

c(lmmunities. The Alliance of Canadian Cinema, Radio and Television Artists (ACTRA) 

endorsed the idea of technol06lJ neutral legislation when it addressed Bill C-136, but the 

union qualified its comments by stating that it had begun to wonder about two things; 

ACTRA questioned whether the objective of technology neutral legislation had been 

achieved and, more fundamentally, the union questioned whether it should be an objective 

to make the legislation technology neutraL 100 The Canadian Conference of the Arts (CC A) 

took the next step: 

In recognizing that technology has changed and will contInue to 
change our broadcasting system, \\le should make sure we have the 
means to use that technology to meet our national broadcasting goals 
The technologically neutral blll the government has tabled does not 
resolve the issue. Rather, it ignores or escapes it altogether. Iill 

The CC A seemed to suggest that a strategy should be devised for using communication 

technologies to meet national purposes rather than paving the way for blanket acceptance 

ofal! technologies for any purposes. HO\vever, the CCA did not move beyond the discourse 

of technological causality (sInce it argued that technology will continue to change the 

broadcasting system). The cultural communities nevertheless took a more critical stance 

than they had during the pre-legislative proceedings. 

Technology Neutral Legislation and Broadcasting Definitions 

The Conservative government's technology neutral legislation entailed a major 

departure from the existing definition of broadcasting. As we have seen, the 1968 

Broadcasting Act stated that broadcastIng is "any radlOcommunication in \vhich the 

transmissions are Intended for direct reception by the general public." l(j~ In contrast to this 
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technology specific approach, Bill C-136 did not restrict broadcasting to over the air 

reception which is freely available. It specified that broadcasting includes "any transmission 

Ofprob'TamS, whether or not encrypted, by radio waves or other means of telecommunication 

for reception by the public by means of broadcasting receiving apparatus, but does not 

include any such transmissIOn of programs (a) made on the demand of a particular person 

for reception only by that person, or (b) made solely for performance or display in a public 

place."lo3 Since the definition of broadcasting clearly emphasized the programs rather than 

the technologIes which carried them, the definition of what constituted a program became 

crucial. Accordmg to the terms of Bill C-136, a program includes "sounds or visual images, 

or a combination of sounds and visual images, intended to inform, enlighten or entertain, but 

docs not include visual images, whether or not combined with sounds, that consist 

predominantly of alphanumeric text."JIl-l Cunadwn VOices, Canudwll CIzOlce.~· therefore 

indicated that "broadcasting is specifically defined not by its technolob')', whIch it may share 

with other non-broadcasting uses, but by its content."IU) 

The new definition of broadcasting, as well as other modifications that were 

made in Bill C-136, addressed concerns that had been expressed by the cable industry. Tn 

our discussion of pre-legislative issues, we saw that the cable industry offered the only 

substantial comments about revising the definition. The cable industry had been worried 

that the DOC would establish a definitIOn of broadcasting which favoured one technology 

over others. The satellite industry or the telecommunications industry might be advantaged 

by such a move. At the very least, the cable industry's choices in using technologies would 

be restricted. The discourse of technological causality was reflected in the cable industry'S 
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call for a definitIOn of broadcasting in which the focus was on programming rather than a 

particular delivery technology. The discourse \vas also linked to the industry's call for 

keeping the telecommunications industry out of broadcasting. While presenting a definition 

of broadcasting that was in line with what the cable industry \vanted, Bill C -136 also 

prohibited Bell Canada from holding a broadcasting licence. 106 

Nevertheless. the cable industry had concerns about the new definition of 

broadcasting and the other modifications that had been made in Bill C-136. The industry 

wanted telecommunicatIOns firms other than Bell Canada to be prohibited from entering 

broadcasting. 107 However, the cable industry focused most of its attentIOn on the new 

defimtIOn. Among the few organizations in the debates that discussed the new definition of 

broadcasting. there was a mixture of enthusiasm and uncertain1y. 10~ The cable industry - - ~ 

retlected both types of reactions. While it favoured the new dl~finition, the CCT A was 

worried about one of the two exemptions. As noted above, Bill C-136 excluded from the 

definition the transmIssion of programs "made on the demand of a particular person for 

reception only by that person." According to Canadwfl VOIces, Canadwl1 C/wlces, this 

meant that scheduled pay per view services were covered by the definition while 

broadcasting services operating on demand were not. lll'l The CCTA argued that this set up 

an unequal regulatory situation bet\veen two technologies for delivering programming: 

Pay per view is in essence an elementary or early fonn of video on 
demand. The essential difference is in the technolot,l)·, not the 
program content.. .. Presumably, the definition of broadcasting is 
intended to exclude video on demand but not pay per view. So 
should this bill be enacted, video on demand would be unregulated 
and pay per vie\v will be captured under the proposed act. So we 
urge that the defimtIOn of broadcasting be amended to exclude 
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ckarly all services delivered on demand. ] 111 

Since it alluded 10 technological differences between the telecommunications industry and 

the cable industry, this position was consistent with the latter's view that there was no 

technolob'Y-driven convergence between the two industries. This position was also 

consistent with the interest of the cable industry in a technology neutral approach; the focus 

had to be on programming rather than technologies. However, the cable industry \vanted to 

establish a fair regulatory situation through the definition of broadcasting by excluding 

(rather than including) similar programming services. 

The definition of broadcasting in Bill C-I36 was altered before it reappeared in 

Bill C-40, and the change \vas satisfactory to the cable industry as well as others. One of the 

two exemptions - that which pertained to programs delivered on demand - was removed. J J J 

Presumably because an exclusion for all pay per vie\v/video on demand services would have 

left out services whose content conformed to the definition of a program, there was now an 

implicIt incluslOn tor all such services. Although the cable industry had argued for an 

exclusion, it accepted the inclusion and even argued that it should be explicit. The CCTA 

stated: 

... in Bill C-136, there \vas a specific exclusion of the dehvery of 
programs 'made on the demand of a particular person for reception 
only by that person.' In simple language, to us that means pay per 
view or video on demand, as the telephone industry prefers to call 
it. [W]e argue that the two tenns mean essentially the same thing. 
The only issue is whether pay per view or video on demand service 
is regulated or not under the Broadcasting Act. We think Bill C-40 
wisely elimmates the spt.,vific exclusion ... But in doing so, it leaves 
the matter unresolved. So we argue ... that what was heretofore an 
exemption from the definition should now be made a specific 
inclusion such that regardless of who delivers such a service. pay per 
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policy .. 112 
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This position \vas strategically useful to the cable industry since it conformed to the interests 

of others among the cultural industries as well as organizatIOns within the cultural 

communities. For example, Allarcom argued that the change in the definition was Important 

since the company was committed to support for Canadian production through its reccntly-

licensed pay per view serVIce; if video on demand remained outside the definition of 

broadcasting and therefore not subject to the Broadcasting Act the telephone companies 

would be able to escape offering support for Canadian production or having other simIlar 

conditions Imposed by the CRTC through the legislation. iU A desire for Canadian 

production may also have been behind the positions that were tak.en by at least some 

orgamzations \vithin the cultural communities Although it did not explain why, ACTRA 

also wanted a specific mcluslOn for video on demand. I I,) 

The only participant in the public proceedings to oppose the altered definition 

ofbroadcastmg was one of the cultural agencies The discourse of technological causality 

wa~ a central feature in the argument made by Alberta Government Telephone (AGT): 

We are confident that many new and important service opportunities 
WIll develop out of the evolution of traditional telephone technolo!:,'Y 
to the new high-capacity broadband technology based on the fibre 
optic transmission systems. Since this technolo!:,'Y is compatible with 
the delivery of video serVIces, which are usually associated with the 
cable TV industry, there is a technolo!:''Y-driven convergence between 
the two mdustries. i IS 

AGT contended that "this convergence should be exploited for the benefit of Canadians" IIi> 

However, It added that technology-driven convergence creates legislative and regulatory 
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problems which necessitate the exclusion of video on demand from the definition of 

broadcasting. According to AGT, there is "potential for an uneven, unnecessary and 

redundant duplication of regulation for many services that would fall within the defimtion 

of both telecom and broadcasting. In order to aVOId this ambiguity and any potentIal 

confusion. we recommend that the definition of broadcasting be amended to replicate the 

definition as \\Titten in Bill C-136."1I7 As Allarcom pointed out though, a return to the 

defimtion in Bill C-136 would also have allowed the telecommunicatIOns industry to escape 

conditions pertaIning to support for Canadian production which would be imposed under the 

Broadcasting Act for VIdeo on demand services that were similar to pay per view services 

Therefore, although AGT linked the discourse of technological causality to the interests of 

Canadians and its arguments about regulation, it had difficulty connecting these arguments 

to interests other than those of telecommunications firms. 

Despite the opPOsItion of AGT, no further change was subsequently made to the 

definitIOn of broadcast mg. The definition that was introduced in Bill C-40 became part of 

the 1991 Broadcasting Act. J I X 

CONCLlTSION 

Through a diSCUSSIOn of debates about broadcasting definitions, this chapter has 

shown that the discourse of technological causality played a role In the process of 

establishing private capital's hegemony within Canadian broadcasting. 

The di scourse of technological causality was featured in the arguments of the 

cultural Industnes. The discourse historically had a divisive role since it advantaged cable 
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companies over broadcasters. However, in the debates about broadcasting definitions, the 

discourse seems to have had a uni (ving role (which can be interpreted \vith reference to 

some principles of the hegemonic project, as outlined in Chapter Two). Through arguments 

rooted in technologIcal causality, the dominant cable industry advocated a definition of 

broadcasting \vhich focused on programming rather than technologies. This fit the economic 

interests of many cultural Industries since it addressed their concerns about unregulated 

competition from new communication technologies. While privileging those interests that 

\vere compatible \vith its 0\\11 particular interests, the cable industry derogated those 

economIC interests which \vere incompatible: the cable industry employed a variety of 

arguments, including some based on the discourse of technological causality, to contend that 

the telecommunications industry should be excluded from broadcasting. The cable mdustry 

also presented Its particular interests as the general interests of Canadians. Although the 

discourse of technological causality appeared in the arguments of the telecommUnIcatIOns 

mdustry, the latter industry was not as successful as the cable industry had been at making 

connections between particular interests and general interests. The arguments of the cable 

industry were, however, marked by a contradiction between the lecllfl%gICU/ and the socilli 

dimensions of causality with regard to communication technologies. 

The cultural communities dId not offer an alternati've to the discourse of 

technological causality. Although some of them took a slightly cntical stance, they never 

identified the contradiction in the pOSItions taken by the cable industry. The cultural 

communities tended to uncritically adopt the cable industry's arguments about the definitIOn 

of broadcasting as well as its focus on the discourse of technological causality. Some of 
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them saw new communication technologies as being responsible for positive changes in 

society. In pan due to the discourse of technological causality, th~ cultural communities 

gave their consent to a definition of broadcasting that would legitimize and deepen the 

expansion of the private sector in Canadian broadcasting by bringing under regulation 

compal11es which had previously not been covered in the definition The cultural 

communities missed the opportunity to put forth an alternative discourse which could have 

provided the basis for a very different definition. The discourse of1technological causality 

therefore appears to have played an effective role in the ongoing process of secunng private 

capital's hegemony withIn Canadian broadcasting. 

The above findings have implications for the theoretical model that was 

established in Chapter T\vo. These implications will be considered in Chapter Seven, but 

It is first necessary to examine the other discourses which are addressed in the theoretical 

model. The next chapter discusses the discourse of technological democracy, and that is 

followed by a chapter which focuses on the discourse of technological nationalIsm. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

COMMtTl\ITY BROADCASTING AND TF:CHNOLOGICAL 
DEMOCRACY 

In Chapter Two, reference was made to the struggle of the community sector to 

find a place \vithin the Canadian broadcasting system. This chapteT focuses on the prIvate 

sector and the community sector with regard to debates about community broadcasting 

during the public proceedings whIch led up to the J 991 Broadcasting Act The analysis 

suggests that the dIscourse of technological democracy played a role in the process of 

establishing private capital's hegemony \vithln Canadian broadcasting, but it became the 

target of a counter hegemony which favoured community broadcasting. 

HISTORICAL ISSliES 

Technological Democracy and Cable Companies 

As we saw In Chapter Four, the discourse of technological causality was 

associated with the rise of the cable industry in the early 1970s. Accordmg to Thomas 

Streeter. the discourse had significant effects in the United States We saw that similar 

developments took place m Canada. With the discourse of technologIcal causality 

articulated to it the discourse of technological democracy was also tied to the development 

of the cable Industry in both countries during the early 1970s. 
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As it emerged in the United States, the dIscourse of technological democracy 

reflected several themes, Streeter describes "the hopes for diversity, democracy, and 

cultural expression embodied in the discourse of the new technologies." 1 The wires of cable 

would overcome a lack of diversity in programming which had stemmed from limIted 

spectrum space 2 Moreover, the discourse offered "progressive hopes for new forms of 

electronic democracy." Through the access that it provided, "cable could increase citizen 

participation, allO\\' repressed minorities cultural and political expression, and generally help 

lead society toward a more enlIghtened future.,·J One aspect of this \vas a technolob",:,'-dnven 

shift from the passive to the active which \vould give control to the public and do aW'ay With 

the need for most governmental control. Summarizing these VIews, Streeter ,Hites that 

··cable. in other \\ords, had the potential to rehumanize a dehumanized society, to eliminate 

the eXistIng bureaucratic restrictions of government regulation common to the industnal 

world, and to empower the currently powerless public,"4 The discourse presented cable as 

being wonderful for everyone. Hmvever, as Streeter notes, it had a material basis: "'By 

describing their busmess not as a mere ancillary community service but as a new technolohTY, 

the cable operators might gain ne,v leverage against their commercIal opposition. the 

broadcasters. The discourse of the new technologies might help raise their profits.'" The 

benefits that were touted by the discourse would differentiate cable operators from 

broadcasters and encourage people to subscnbe to cable services 

These themes were also part of the discourse which took shape in Canada, Many 

of the themes were reflected in the approach which the Canadian Cable Television 

Association (CCTA) took when it appeared before the Canadian Radio-Televlslon 
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Commission (CRTC) in 1971. Marc Raboy has described the CCT A brief to the CR Te. As 

Rabol' indicates, the CCT A added the theme of the public as consumers: 

The cable companies' claim to represent the public was rooted in a 
conception of the public as a market of consumers who had been 
rejected by Canadian communications policy ... They could also make 
a new and unique claim that the mUltiplicity of channels they were 
able to offer responded to a 'public demand for greater viewer 
choIce', liberating the public from dependence on advertisers, and 
catering to minonty audiences with specialized tastes. The industry 
brief mentioned such possibilities as multiple program scheduling, 
enabling the vie\ver to choose a convenIent viewing time, and local 
prOb'Tam origination with community partiCipation ('people talking 
\vith people'). Audience fragmentation was not only good for the 
cable companies, it could be presented as being good for democracy. 
cable \vas providing 'a degree of public access that is new in the 
history of media', and the industry argued that it viewed the public 
'as the most important constItuent In the broadcasting system. 'f, 

In summary, as Raboy notes, "the cable companies had appealed to the dream of 

technological democracy."" Like Streeter, Rabol' points to the material basis of the 

discourse; audience fragmentation would bring "democracy", but it would also bring the 

cable companies profits as they acquired subscribers. 

In the UnIted States and Canada, then, the arguments of the cable industry 

extended beyond the discourse of technological causality while still supporting the industry's 

economic interests. We saw in the previous chapter that the discourse of technological 

causality had helped the cable industry to obtain a better position VIS a vis broadcasters and 

regulation. HO\vever, we have now seen that the arguments of the cable industry were 

enhanced through the articulation of technological causality to several moral themes which 

produced the discourse of technological democracy. Consequently., there was a focus on 

how the technoloblJ' of cable would satisfY consumer or minonty interests by generating such 
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thIngs as diversity, choice, access, and control. 

Cable Companies and the Development of Community Broadcasting 

Community broadcasting through cable systems got off to a promising start In 

the early 1970s. Canada's first community channel was established during 1970 in the town 

of Normandin, Quebec. R Oribrinally, the community channel on many cable systems had an 

advisory board of elected community members which oversaw the general functioning and 

directIon of the channel.'! Working within this democratic structure, community groups 

(many of which were committed to achieving social change) produced a great deal of 

Innovative programming 

The CRTC did little to ensure that this promising start continued. Issues such as 

control and funding to community channels were addressed by the CRTC in ways \vhich did 

not fit its enthUSIastic support tor the channels. Dunng 1969, the CRTC contended that the 

community channels provided by cable systems were adding a new dimension to 

broadcasting by assisting In the development of community identity through locally 

produced programs.;11 In 197 L the CRTC again emphasized the importance of community 

channels. Hov,;ever, even though community b'TOUPS asked to be given licensed control over 

the channels, the CRTC gave this control to cable companies. II The CRTC also did not 

require cable companies to provide funding to community groups or even make provision 

of a community channel mandatory for cable companies. I: During 1975, the CRTC finally 

specified that all but the smallest cable companies must provide a community channeL The 

CR TC also addressed the issue of funding at that time and considered requiring cable 

companies to devote 10 per cent of their revenues to their community channel. In the end, 
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hO\vevec the CRTC decided that this should simply be a volun1ary rule. Despite the 

resistance of community groups, the CRTC also upheld its decision to vest licensed control 

wIth cable companies U 

During the mid to late 1970s, community channels went through a number of 

changes. The programming on the channels, \vhich had once been innovative, became more 

conventional. Kim Goldberg has suggested that there were several reasons for this. For one 

thing, the "soft boundaries" of community channels as a "creative concept" started to harden 

when the channels were institutionalized. More importantly, what could be done through 

community channels increasmgly became limited by the structure in which the channels 

were embedded. As Goldberg notes, community channels were "a democratic concept 

without a democratic structure." As a result of the CRTC's decision, cable companies held 

direct control over community channels More and more cable companies started to 

exercise this control. Decisions about programming shifted from community advisory 

boards to employees of cable companies who \vere hired to run the community channels. 

Because of this, groups that \vere committed to social change largely gave up on commumty 

channels as an avenue to achieve their goals. I .. 

In the early to mid 1980s, community channels went through further changes 

The community advisory boards virtually disappeared. Where the boards still eXIsted, the 

members were appointed by the cable companies rather than being democratically chosen 

by the community. The t,'TOUpS that now used the channels tended to be the well-organized, 

well-established, non-controversial community groups. The shift to conventional 

programming also became more obvIOUS. This was facilitated by the appearance of 
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advertising. In 1986, the CRTC granted a long-standing wish of cable companies to have 

advertising on community channels. 15 

The exceptions to these developments were mostly in Quebec. Unlike the 

general situation in English Canada, community b'TOUPS in French Canada still had control 

over community channels through associations which had a democratic structure based on 

non-exclusive membership and voting rights. However, since cable companies held direct 

control over community channels in Quebec as elsewhere, the control enjoyed by these 

community groups \vas limited. 16 

PRE-LEGISLATIVE ISSUES 

Cable Companies and Technological Democracy 

When the cable industry appeared before the House of Commons Standing 

Committee on Communications and Culture, a number of its arguments reHected themes in 

the discourse of technological democracy. 

Cable companies continued their historical tendency to address the public as 

consumers The CCTA made this clear while taking issue with the Task Force on 

Broadcasting Policy. The Caplan-Sauvageau task force had insisted that research on 

consumers was irrelevant and asked the cable industry to consider the people of Canada as 

citizens rather than consumers. 17 During the standing committee's proceedings, the CCTA 

mocked the orientation of the task force: "We find it significant that the task force chose 

to not to consult \vith consumers before making its recomm.:ndations .... Perhaps they feared 

what ordinary Canadians actually think about current television services; that is, they are 
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quite happy \vith them."18 The cable industry frequently referred to the public through the 

term "consumers" and associated words such as "customers ", "subscribers" or '·viewers." 

The industry rarely used the term "citizens." 

Cable companies were joined by members of some other cultural industnes .. 

chiefly private broadcasters, in focusing on technology-driven, democratIc choice which puts 

control in the hands of the public/consumers. Global put it this way: "Ultimately, the public 

controls \vhat gets viewed, not this committee and not us. The public votes by the fact that 

they control the switch on their television sets."19 A representative of Maclean Hunter 

alluded to the idea that communication technologies (such as satellites) have magnified 

choice for consumers and given the latter control: "There is the viewer, and \ve can no 

longer dictate what he or she is going to watch. Whether we like it or not, the viewer has 

open season, and in my view it is foolish in the long term to think we are going to be able 

to dictate or somehO\v censor Canadian viewing habits. All we can do is entice; we cannot 

dictate."2o These arguments played a role in debates about cable distribution and Canadian 

programmmg since they allowed cable companies or private broadcasters to justii)' offenng 

profitable American services or programming. The Ontario Cable Telecommumcations 

Association even contended that regulations to prohibit American material v,,·ere 

unacceptable since they mmed to restrict "freedom of choice." 21 Through connections to the 

general interests of consumers, the discourse of technological democracy supported the role 

of the burgeoning private sector and its selection of American material. 

Cable companies also made arguments which tied some themes in the discourse 

oftechnological democracy specifically to the technology of cable. A few cable companies 
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emphasized the role of cable technolo!:,lY in facilitating diversity and choice. 22 Several cable 

companIes stressed the notion that cable technology - through community broadcasting -

enhances cultural expression and enables a focus on minority interests. 23 Finally, as we will 

see, at least one member of the cable industry addressed the role of cable technology in 

fostering access via community broadcasting. 

Community Broadcasters, the Public, and Democracy 

Community broadcasters rejected the cable industry's interpretation of the public 

as consumers along \\ith the industry's associated view of regulations. The Regroupement 

des organismes communautaires de communication du Quebec (ROCCQ), said that "we feel 

there are two ways of viewing the Canadian public: either as citizens or as consumers. The 

\ lew of the ROCCQ is that the public should be considered primarily as citizens rather than 

consumers In that sense, \ve feel it is necessary that certain regu.lations continue to be 

imposed. ":'4 

Building on this foundation, community broadcasters advanced a vIew of 

democracy which differed from that of the cable industry. Community broadcasters dld not 

see democracy in terms of diversity, choice, and other qualities \vhich flow from 

communication technologies Rather, they saw it in terms of social processes which 

communicatIOn technologies can assist. The ROCCQ indicated that communitv television 

is characterized by --its democratic structure of operation. general assembly, board of 

directors, various programming and funding committees. In fact, the people acquire their 

own means of communication through community television and participate in all 

production or management-related processes. ":'5 The ROCCQ also indicated that "this 
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democratic structure ensures the participation of the people at every level of decislon

making. It is part of a deslfe to allow the people to participate in t,~levision programming 

in order that the content of that programming reflect the needs and experiences of the 

people." In short, the democratic structure of community television helped "to change the 

passive viewer into an active participant."21> 

Further ciarif)ring their vision of democracy, community broadcasters described 

what they meant by '"community television." The ROCCQ regarded community television 

to be "'a community and local television undertaking with social, cultural and economic 

objectives, which is actively and formally ovmed and supported by the community." The 

organization elaborated on some components of this definition. The term '"community" 

meant that community television is "'open to the community. to its needs, problems, 

stren!:,rths, and achievements." The term '"local" indicated that it '"serves a roughly defined 

local and regional population" and "'operates at the grass roots level" Through ""social 

objectives ", the ROCCQ meant that ""we promote the idea of citizens and community groups 

taking control oftheir educational, political, economic, and cultural development." In terms 

of ""cultural objectives", the organization meant that '"community television contributes to 

the development of our cultural Identity and of both Quebec and Canadian culture."27 

Community broadcasters also described the content of the programming on 

community television. The ROCCQ indicated that the role of programming on commumty' 

television is ""to discuss community issues. For the most part, they ar~ controversial issues 

of a socio-political or a socio-economic nature."2g The Societe de communication du 

Saguenay-Lac Saint-Jean said that it provided programming "on a whole range of subjects 
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relating to our collective life: the municipality, the economy, culture, social activities, and 

politics."2'1 The organization also said that "disadvantaged people working with limited 

resources have found in the community television station a means of communication, they 

have developed remarkable solidarity." These "disadvantaged peopi!e" included women, the 

young, the old, the disabled, and the unemployed. 30 

Contradictions Involving Technological Democracy 

Community broadcasters clearly offered an alternative discourse. The\ 

challenged ideas about the public, regulations, and democracy in the cable industry's 

discussion of communication technologies. However, they did not IdentifY the 

contradictions in the industry's discussion. Contradictions existed since cable companies 

did not deal consistently with the notions of the active and the passive. 

To understand this, it is necessary to examine some of Marike Finlay's Ideas 

about the presentation of the active and the passive in discourses on communication 

technologies. Fmlay identifies three major agents in the discourses: commUnICatIOn 

technologies themselves, corporations, and the public. As she indicates, there are a variety 

of roles for agents in the discourses. The "active roles" include those of "subJecC and 

"sender" while the "'passive roles" include those of'"objecC and "'rec,~iver.":1 1 Finlay points 

to a problem \vith the presentation of these roles: "'Obviously, if the discourses on new 

communications technologies are to be believed ",;hen they declare that new 

communications technolo!,lJ! will encourage public participation at all levels of society_ [the 

discourses] should grant the active roles to the public. This, however, is not always the 

case. ,-32 Finlay suggests that most of the active roles go to the other major agents, either 



communication technologies or corporations. The public is sometimes presented in actIve 

roles, but this is usually only \vithin the realm of consumption and vis a vis hierarchically 

superior corporations. More often than not, the public is presented in passive roles or even 

omitted altogether. 33 It is on this basis that Finlay suggests there is a contradiction within 

discourses on communication technologies and democracy. As we noted in Chapter Two. 

she argues that "the contradiction lies between a content of democratization and a procedure 

of hierarchical exclusivity."'" Even in references to democratic broadcasting, the context 

is one of domination and subordination. To a considerable degree, Finlay's ideas are borne 

out in the comments which the cable industry made to the standing committee about 

communIty channels 

The cable industry sometimes presented communicatllOn technologies or the 

public in active roles with regard to community broadcasting. We have already noted ho\\ 

cable companies focused on the role of cable techno!ot,l)! in facilitating such things as 

diversity and cultural expression. The active status granted to communication technologies 

also occasionally took other fonns. For example, the Association des programmateurs de 

la teledistribution du Quebec described how satellite distribution systems have made 

jX)ssible programming exchanges between community channels. 35 The public was less likely 

than communication technologies to be granted active status. Only ffio organizations \\;thin 

the cable industry even acknowledged that community groups produce their O\\TI 

programming36 Just two other organizations referred to the public making use of productIOn 

facilities or community channels. 37 

The cable mdustry also sometimes presented corporations in active roles when 



addressing community broadcasting. In so doing, the public was reduced to a subordinate 

status Witness how the B.C./Yukon Division of the Canadian Cable Television Association 

discussed community programming: 

Community programmIng in Canada has grown dramatically in many 
ways over the course of the past 15 years. However, it \Vas not until 
about 1980 that the cable industry seized the opportunities that 
community prof,rramming represented to provide a high quaJit)r, 
comprehensive, and much appreciated reflection of community life 
through the medium of television. 38 

Here, the cable industry is the explicit, active subject (sender) while the public is the 

implicit, passive object (receiver) which gratefully acquires what IS given. Remarkably, 

despite the fact that community groups produce their own community programming, the 

public is stripped of any active role or even a presence. This structuring of roles was also 

reflected in other ways Several cable companies referred to community channels as 

"services" which they provide, thereby emphasizing the active role of the corporate subject 

as sender.]'! The passive role of the public object as receiver was reinforced by Videotron. 

this cable giant only referred to the public in terms of the number of groups that \vatch its 

community channels . .)" In the roles presented through the cable industry's discussion of 

community channels, corporations were dominant and the public was subordinate. 

Recognition for the Community Sector 

We saw in Chapter Four that communication is regarded a5, an object rather than 

a practice in dominant discourses on communication technologies. Consequently, much 

discussion focuses on ensuring that everyone gets a fair amount of communication. The 

issue of access is a component of this discussion. As Marike Finlay indicates, "the access 
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debate hinges on a consideration of communication as a set of objects, instruments, or bits 

of information that must be equitably distributed. "41 

It is not surprising, then, that the Task Force on Broadcasting Policy placed a 

great deal of emphasis on the issue of access in relation to community broadcasting The 

task force reflected the notion of technology-driven access: 

Access to the airwaves, which has for so long faced technical 
barriers, is now withm reach and the new technologies have given a 
renewed impetus to demands for such access, spurred on by the 
apparent realization of the old dream of a universal forum in \vhich 
people In isolated villages become part of the bustling 'global 
village.' Although the reality is perhaps not on such a grand scale, 
many new forms of access are indeed appearing ... 42 

The task force also put the issue of access at the centre of its argument for giving community 

broadcasting a place in the new Broadcasting Act. 

Community broadcasting has proved to be very useful on occasion in 
providing access to the system. That IS why we recommend that it 
should be reco!,lTIized in the act as a distinct sector in the system, on 
an equal footing \\ith the public and private sectors which it 
complements ... It Is ... important to give community radio and 
television a statutory baSIS to allow it to fulfil the role of grantmg 
access to the system, a responsibility which the other 1\\'0 sectors, 
\vith other calls on their services, have been unable to fulfil 41 

More specifically, the Caplan-Sauvageau task force put forth the recommendation that "the 

Canadian broadcastmg system should be recognized as comprising not··for-profit community 

elements as well as the 'public and private elements' already acknowledged in the 1968 

Broadcasting Act. "44 

Before addressing the reactions to this recommendation, tt is important to note 

a point of agreement between the views of community broadcasters and cable compames 
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Although community broadcasters had offered an alternative to the discourse which was 

presented by cable companies, they joined cable companies in reHecting the dominant 

notion of communication as an object to which access must be obtained, The ROCCQ 

indicated that ·'the fundamental characteristic of community television is access to 

broadcasting.".J) The organization indicated as well that the democratization of access to the 

airwaves is what makes community broadcasters different from other broadcasters. 4(, This 

focus on access as a distinguishing feature of community broadcasting was also expressed 

by the Association des cablodistributeurs du Quebec. Playi ng up the role of cable 

technolob,)' in providing choice as well as access, the organization stated that "cable 

television has become over the years a unique and special medium of communication for 

Canadians .... It provides the population of remote areas \vith a larger choice of broadcasting 

serVIces; it also gives citizens access to a local forum for expression and information through 

community television.".J7 

Community broadcasters and other organizations supported the recommendation 

of the task force to recognize the community sector. The recommendation was supported 

by organizations involved with community broadcasting through television and radio . .JR The 

recommendation was also favoured by the vast majority of the cultural communities and 

cultural agencies which mentioned it. 49 

At least in the appearances \vhich it made before the standing committee, the 

cable industry was completely silent on the specific issue of the recommendation to Identify 

community broadcasting as one of the elements in the Canadian broadcasting system. 

However. one member of the industry did mdicate general opposition to any measures that 
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involved glv10g specification to community broadcasting (on the grounds that its 

development could be restricted).5() 

Although the lack of substantial opposition from cable companies may also have 

played a role, the dominant focus on communication in terms of access to objects appears 

to have been influential 10 the decision of the standing committee to endorse the task force 

recommendation Like the task force, community broadcasters, and cable companies, the 

committee stressed the umque role of community channels in relation to access' 

"Considering the nature of community programming, which giv,~s access to e\ents and 

organizations that may be unable to be accommodated by conventional broadcasters, we 

view the contribution of community channels to the Canadian broadcasting system as a 

positive one."" The standing committee therefore indicated that the Broadcasting Act 

should refer to "the Canadian broadcasting system, comprising public, private, and 

communIty broadcasting eiements."S2 

Access to Community Channels 

A vanety of organizations among the cultural communitit~s had pushed the Task 

Force on Broadcasting Policy to go beyond the notion of technology-driven access. The task 

force noted: 

The problem remains one of providing an equitable place for 
everyone in the broadcast1Og system: Canadians Il1 general; 
producers: \vorkers and artists in various regions or representing 
varIOUS views, finally, aborigmal peoples, minorities, women and 
local communities. All these groups stated in our consultations that 
they had li:tle or no access to the system. The introduction of a new 
multI-channel environment increases the number of doorways but 
does not necessarily open them. 53 
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Instead of emphasizing technolot,'Y-driven access, organizations among the cultural 

communities clearly focused on social barriers to access. 

The Caplan-Sauvageau task force attempted to deal with the social barriers which 

these organizations faced. Since it saw community broadcasting as a vehicle for providing 

access, the task force recommended that "the licences of all community radio and television 

broadcasters should recot,'11ize the need of fair access for various ethnic, cultural, interest, 

and opinion groupS."5-1 More significantly, the task force recommended that a democratic 

right "the right of access of all Canadians to the broadcasting sys1em ", be \\Titten into the 

Broadcasting Act. 55 

Community broadcasters in both televIsion and radio supported the task force 

recommendation to include a right of access In ne\v broadcasting legislation The ROCCQ 

regarded the recommendation to be "absolutely fundamental."56 The Association des 

radiodiffuseurs communautaires du Quehec said that "it is important to recognize that all 

Canadians have a right of access to the broadcasting system. As far as we are concerned, 

this statement forms the cornerstone of the work being done by the community 

communications organizations. It goes without saying that this recommendation is our 

highest priority."s: Few other organizations commented on the recommendation to include 

a right of access in the legislation, but the recommendatIOn was supported by those cultural 

communities and cultural agencies which mentioned it. 58 Communi~~T broadcasters and other 

organizations within the cultural communities supported the task force recommendation 

because it helped to deal with social barriers to access. With only one exception, all of the 

organizations and other witnesses which discussed access to community channels reported 
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having problems in getting access from cable companies. 59 

The cable industry did not support the task force recommendation regarding the 

right of access. Several representatives of the industry claimed that they had received few 

or no complaints about access to community channels. 6(1 Some cable companies even 

indicated that they often had to 10vite .blTOUps to use the channels. 61 The cable industry 

clearly minimized the notion that there were social barriers to access. However, while 

presenting access as being quite open, the industry made one comment which suggested that 

it was not This comment came from the B.C.!Yukon Division of the CCTA. The 

orgamzation rejected the right of access as it responded to a question from the standing 

committee about \vhether the content of the programming produced by community groups 

could cause problems. 

Yes, most definitely it could. Certainly, we are responsible at this 
present time for what we carry on our community channel. We could 
have !:-lTOUpS coming to us if they had the right to demand access, 
proposing programming \ve \'liould not find acceptable for our 
channel because it \vas either too controversial or whatever. There 
have been pro.blTamming concepts that would raise substantial 
commumty concern 10 almost any community, I am sure.": 

This dre\v attention to the issue of control over community channels, another issue which 

was dealt WIth by the task force. 

Control over Community Channels 

The Task Force on Broadcasting Policy attempted to further contend with the 

problem of social barriers to access by addressing the issue of control. In this regard, the 

task force was clearly influenced by the ROCCQ. The task force 5,tated: 

The Regroupement des orgamsmes communautaires de 



communication du Quebec (ROCCQ), representing some 25 
community television organizations in Quebec, made a strong 
presentation to this Task Force urging a licensing procedure for 
commumty television associations. The group made the point that 
lack of licensing raises questions of legal responsibility for 
broadcasts. Cable operators have felt inhibited from !:,'Tanting access 
because of their legal responsibilIty for content. The ROCCQ would 
like to see each community TV association have official beneficial 
and legal status distinct from that of cable operators. 63 
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The task force agreed with the suggestion of the ROCCQ and recommended that the CRTC 

begin licensing community television associations. M 

The cable industry objected to the task force recommendation since cable 

companies \\·ould experience a loss of control. The Association des programmateurs de la 

teledlstributlOn du Quebec stated: 

... Caplan-Sauvageau made recommendations which \vould impact 
negatIvely. It would first mean that the cable company loses all nght 
of control pertaining to the product distributed by the communIty 
channel. The f,'Tanting of licences to mdependent corporatIOns would 
allow them to dlstnbute on a channel belonging to the cable company 
and traditIonally set aside for its community programming a program 
for which the same company would have to abandon all vested rights 
and responsibilities h

) 

The cable industry had support from several organizations. One of the cultural agencies and 

even some members of the cultural communities joined the industry III opposing the task 

force recommendation. 06 

Although there may have been several reasons why the cable industry wanted to 

retain control over community channels, perhaps the most prominent of these reasons 

involved the industry's desire to move further into programming. During the proceedings 

of the standing committee, cable companies repeatedly indicated that they should be allowed 
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to originate specialty services or pay per view services to meet competition from satellites 

and other communication technologies. 67 Since they wanted to move further into 

programming, they could hardly argue that they wanted to be relieved of their responsibility 

for community programming. Cable companies instead utilized this responsibility to 

strengthen the case for extending their programming role. For instance, the Cable TelevisIOn 

Association of Alberta (CT AA) said: 

We are bothered that many seem to have a perception of cable as not 
voluntarily contributing to the Canadian broadcasting system and not 
being a logical choice for the creation of new and mteresting 
specIalty services .... Cable is a strong component of the Canadian 
broadcastmg system, not only because of our technical capabilIty of 
delivenng a multitude of high quality signals, but also because we 
offer a variety of interesting and unique services that the customer 
values. We create programming: we assemble programming: and 
we control how at least some of it is developed. Community 
programming is one example .. f>8 

According to the CTAA, then, the c'customer" values cable-originated "services" such as 

communit) programming and would therefore have a similar response to more services. 

Several other members of the industry also utilized their role in community broadcasting to 

argue for a more extensive role in programming. 69 

Not surprisingly, community broadcasters favoured the recommendation of the 

task force. While endorsing the recommendation, the ROCCQ indicated that control by 

community broadcasters was necessary to establish democratic access and partiCipation: 

It would be interesting to know how many cable companies currently 
Involved m programming have a programming committee that allO\vs 
tor input from the local people. It would also be interesting to know 
how many cable companies are publicly accountable for the 
management and programming of the community channel. For all 
these reasons, and in order to maintain the principles of access and 



local partIcIpation in the pro!:,Tfamming and management of the 
community channel, we feel that responsibility for production and 
management of the community channel should legitimately be held 
by non-profit corporations. 70 
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Several organizations among the cultural communities and the even cultural industries 

agreed that community broadcasters should be able to obtain licenses. 71 

The arguments for and against the task force recommendation included reference 

to a conflict of interest. On the one hand, community broadcasters pomted to a conflict 

between the oblJgations of cable companies to the community and the economic goals of 

these companies. The ROCCQ contended that this conflict necessitated democratic control 

by community broadcasters: 

Since the role of community broadcasting is to facilitate and 
encourage the participation of local people in creating, designing, 
producing and administering community programming whose 
objective .. is not merely to achieve economic cost effectiveness, but 
to meet the communication needs of the local people, there is 
therefore a conflict of interest with the function of cable companies, 
\\'hich is to make profits. How can we expect the content of 
community programming to reflect the reality of the local commumty 
when the right to make program choices remains the responsibilIty 
of an individual \vho is accountable to the company, and not to the 
local people?72 

On the other hand, cable companies implied that there was no conflict between their 

obligations to the commumty and their economic goals. Quite to the contrary, they 

contended that the cable industry and its economic resources were crucial to the 

development of community channels and it would therefore be best for community groups 

if control over the channels remained with cable companies. According to the Association 

des cablodistributeurs du Quebec, "it is thanks to the cable industry that community 
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television has reached a deb,lTee of operational and financial stability that would be 

impossible to maintain without the full management of such programming by cable 

operators ,,73 A similar vievv' was expressed by the Association des programmateurs de la 

teledistribution du Quebec, J.l 

Access, Control, and the Absence of Conflict 

The standing committee rejected the task force recommendation which called 

for licencing community broadcasters. The committee stated that "we do not think the 

mterests of cable operators are mevitably in conflict \vith those of community program 

producers."7s Indeed, "operating a community channel, vvith its focus on local access, seems 

particularly appropnate for a cable television licensee in light of the blTass roots relationship 

bet\veen the licensee and the community it serves."7b The standing committee therefore 

recommended that cable companies should continue to have control by operating and taking 

responsibility for community channels. 77 

Since the standmg committee did not believe that there was cont1ict between 

cable companies and community broadcasters, it is perhaps not surprising that the committee 

also rejected the task force's recommendation to include a right of access in the 

Broadcasting Act. The standing committee believed that the issue of access was adequately 

dealt WIth by proviSIOns in the existing legislation, including those which pertained to 

"balance, "n 

Limitations of the Critical Challenge 

Clearly, community broadcasters attempted to challenge the arguments of cable 

companies. How'ever, in two ways, the challenge which community broadcasters posed did 
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not go as far as it could have. 

First, community broadcasters did not critique the cable industry's presentation 

of the passive and the active. We have seen that community broadcasters focused on 

developing a democratic structure which would transform the passive viewer into an active 

participant. We have also seen that, while cable companies had referred to democratization 

in relation to community channels, they spoke largely in terms of domination by reserving 

the active roles for technologies or corporations and relegating the public to passive roles. 

Community broadcasters might have strengthened their arguments for control over 

community channels by pointing to the contradlction between democracy and domination 

in the way that cable companies addressed community broadcast mg. 

Second, and more problematically. community broadcasters did not go as far as 

they could have in their arguments since they confined themselves to pushing for the right 

of access. Their concern with access reflects the dominant view of communicatlOn. 

commumcatlOn is seen as an object which must be equitably distributed. Commumty 

broadcasters therefore argued for equitable access to community channels for communit:, 

blfOUPS, and they called for a right of access in the Broadcasting Act to ensure it. Trying to 

establish a right of access was certainly a laudable goal. especially in light of evidence that 

there were actual or potential barriers to access. However, this goal was not enough to 

guarantee democratic communication. 

In order to facilitate such communication. it was necessary to move beyond the 

right of access. As Marike Finlay notes, "communication rights must shift away from the 

question of access to objects and towards the right to practice certain discursive 
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procedures."7<i Transfonning the concept of communication from an object to a practice, 

Finlay calls for focusing on the right to communicate. This is not a new notion As Finlay 

indicates, it originated during the late 1960s She writes that "'the fonnulation of a specific 

right to communicate .. bTfew out of a felt need to specify which dIscursive procedures would 

be involved in a more participatory, interactive, and democratic society."gn Although it has 

been eel ipsed by preoccupation with the issue of access, the notion of a fight to 

communicate has never disappeared: Finlay points out that it \vas featured in several books 

and reports during the 1970s and 1980s. Rl 

The fight to communicate is a broader and therefore more useful concept than 

the right of access Whereas the right of access is only concerned with the quantIty of 

communication - ensuring that everyone gets an equitable amount of it - the right to 

communicate is also concerned \vith its LjUaltty. As FInlay notes, "·the right to access \vould 

have to come to mean, within the perspective of communication as practice, a certain 

communicational competence, i.e., a right to communicate in certain ways." 82 Thus, people 

should ah\'ay's have the opportunity to communicate "in tenns of specific interactive rules 

of discourse favouring participation."83 The notion of the right 10 communIcate therefore 

aims to alter the existing, hierarchial rules of communication which Finlay describes, 

When one participant has the right to initiate communication 
(technological or other) while the other has not: where one 
participant is ahvays in the position of answering questions in terms 
posed by the other; where one party is in control of the context that 
situates another's infonnation; where some are excluded by 
encryption or closed user groups from certaIn fields of discourse; 
there we are velY far indeed from democratic, participatory, 
dialogical communication. X~ 
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These hierarchical rules are often embedded in communication technologies themselves" 

including the one-way distribution system of broadcasting. Consequently, Finlay argues that 

it 1S sometimes necessary to redesign technologies with alternative communication practices 

in mind. 8
' 

Even though a different technological structure was not likely to emerge, some 

form of the right to communicate would still have been more useful to community 

broadcasters than the right of access. After all, it is possible to have access and still have 

the content ofprob'Tamming controlled. This point can best be illustrated with reference to 

advertising on community channels. Cable companies had long desired such advertising. 

HO\vever, as Erik Barnauw has sho\'m, advertising gives sponsors the power to influence the 

content ofprof:,'Tamming. XI> The ROCCQ seems to have been aware of this when it expressed 

opposition to the introduction of advertising on community channels: --If community 

television were to adopt mainly commercial practices, their programming \vould have to be 

adapted to these commercial practices, and they would no longer be truly commumty

oriented."87 Nevertheless, community broadcasters did not push for the right to 

communicate. Although the right of access was perhaps adequate to deal with the role of 

cable companies, the right to communicate was needed to deal \vith the potential role of 

sponsors. By focusing on the desire of cable companies for advertising on community 

channels, community broadcasters could also have enhanced their contention that there was 

a conflict between the obligations of cable companies to the community and the economic 

goals of these companies. That in tum may have strengthened their case for control over 

community channels. 
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LEGISLATIVE ISSlJES 

As Appendix Three indicates, the work ofthe standing committee was followed 

by both Bill C-136 and Bill C-40. The issue of community broadcasting was addressed in 

these bills and the debates about them. 

The Absence of Community Broadcasting Organizations 

The absence of all organizations which had direct interests in community 

broadcasting is a striking feature of the debates on both bills. Although it is possible that 

they submitted briefs, community broadcasters did not appear before the t\VO legislative 

commIttees in the House of Commons or the Standing Senate Committee on Transport and 

CommunIcations. This was also the case with aboriginal broadcasters, who shared with 

community broadcasters concerns about democratic broadcasting and \\fere in some cases 

involved in community broadcasting. 

The absence of these organizations most likely stemmed from not being invIted 

to appear The transcnpts of the proceedings for various committees make it clear that only 

certain organizatIons \vere invited to make presentations. gg Th<~ probable exclusion of 

community broadcasters and aboriginal broadcasters is ironic given the emphasis which they 

placed on the need for democratic participation. In their absence, other organizations among 

the cultural communities spoke for them 

Recognition for the Community Sector 

The Department of Communications (DOC) dealt with community broadcasting 

through its policy statement, Canadwn Voices, Cwwdwn Clwlces: A NeH' Broadcast Illg 

Po/icyfiw Canada, as well as Bill C-136. The issue of access seems to have been influential 
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in the approach taken by the DOC. After addressing community broadcasting, the DOC's 

policy statement emphasized "fairness and access" in relation to several general and specific 

issues. 8lJ With regard to community broadcasting, the statement indicated that "the 

government's policy recognIzes the importance of community broadcasting in all its forms. 

Programming must be responsive to the needs and aspirations of Canadians wherever they 

live. The 1988 broadcasting bill recognizes the importance of 'local' or community 

programming \vherever and however produced."9n Thus, Bill C-136 specified that "the 

programming provided by the Canadian broadcasting system shoUlld ... be drawn from local, 

regional, national. and international sources."9] The DOC's pobcy statement argued that 

"this recognizes community broadcasting but does not confine it in terms of legislative 

definition. Operationally, it provides the CRTC with a clear rationale for continuing to 

authorize and licence such activities as community broadcasting and student radio and to 

encourage the provision of community television on cable channels. ,,92 

The approach which the DOC took to community broadcastmg was the subject 

of debate during proceedings held by the House of Commons Legislative Committee on Bill 

C -136. Cable companies believed that "local" was a sufficient reference to community 

broadcasting, as did the CRTC. These organizations contended that it would not be in the 

best mterests of community broadcasters to be mentioned more specifically since this mIght 

limit their possibilities. 93 However, several organizations among the cultural communities 

indicated that a community element should have been specifically added alongside the 

public and private elements of the Canadian broadcasting system. 94 In their vie\v, a 

reference to "local" programming was not enough to acknowledge and protect community 
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broadcasting. As the Federation des francophones hors Quebec stated, "that does not ensure 

permanent recognition of such broadcasting. We feel that community broadcasting must 

obtain equal status \vith public and private sector broadcasting because it contributes just 

as actively to Canadian broadcasting in general."<)5 

Both the New Democrats and the Liberals tried to obtain recognition for 

community broadcasting. During clause by clause amendment in the legislative committee, 

New Democrat Ian Waddell introduced an amendment to specify that the Canadian 

broadcasting system was comprised of public, private, and community elements. However, 

his amendment was defeated. % Apparently responding to complaints about the lack of 

recognition for community broadcasting in Bill C-136, the Conservatives later put an 

amendment before the legislative committee \vhich included "community programs" as part 

of an eXisting reference to "educational prObTfams." This amendment, \vhich made more 

specific reference to community broadcasting while preserving the traditional duality 

between public and private elements, was passed.'!7 The change was not enough to satisfy 

e\eryone though. In the House of Commons, Liberal Sheila Finestone noted the "the light 

\veight given to educational and community broadcasting, which have now been moved 

jointly into a subparagraph."9x Finestone introduced an amendment to place the references 

to each on separate lines, but her amendment was defeated.<l9 When Bill C-40 was later 

brought forward, the amendment established by the Conservatives remained the only 

provision for community broadcasting. !(~J 

The issue of recognition for community broadcasting \vas addressed during 

proceedings held by the House of Commons Legislative Committee on Bill C-40. Cable 
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companies and the CRTC were now more inclined to agree with a stronger reference for 

community broadcasting; the CCTA said that it would not have a great deal of difficulty 

accepting some kind of recognition, and the CRTC indicated that it agreed with including 

the community sector in the le6>1slation. lOl Some members of the cultural communities were 

apparently satisfied with the reference to "community programs."I02 However. others 

continued to push for recognition of a community element alongside the public and private 

elements of the Canadian broadcasting system. IOJ 

The New Democrats tried again to get recognition for community broadcasting. 

During clause by clause amendment in the legislative committee, Waddell argued that 

community broadcasting could not be described as either public or private. He therefore 

once again put forth an amendment to speclfy that the Canadian broadcasting system was 

comprised of public, pnvate, and community elements. Waddell indicated that the 

amendment represented "the view of a number of community and multicultural broadcasters 

who argue that the community sector in its present form should be recognized as being a 

distinct element of the system."104 The amendment was passed this time, and it is part of the 

1991 Broadcasting Act. 105 

Access, Control, and the Community Sector 

An emphasis on the notlOn of access may be one of the reasons why community 

broadcasting was eventually recognized as a unique element within the Canadian 

broadcasting system. We have seen that the notion of access, which is a prominent 

component in the discourse oftechnologlcal democracy, was also featured in the alternative 

discourse presented by community broadcasters and other members of the cultural 
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communities. As It was during the pre-legislative stages, the issue of access was persistently 

raised in debates during the legislative stages. 

The issue of access was stressed in the positions of the New Democrats and the 

Liberals. Like many others before them, they referred to the theme of access as they pushed 

for giving community broadcasting recognition in the Broadcasting Act. New Democrat Ian 

Waddell made access the core of his argument during the legislative committee's clause by 

clause amendment of Bill C-136: 

The government does mention local programming in para!:,Tfaph 3 (1 ) 
(g), but that IS not sutlicient in my view to deal with the commumty 
sector. Community broadcasters are playing a vital role in giving 
access to the broadcasting system to - dare I use the word - ordinary 
Canadians ... .J ust to mentIOn local In passing does not do this sector 
justice.I'11l 

During second reading in debates on Bill C-40, Liberal Sheila Finestone addressed the theme 

of access while arguing that the Canadian broadcasting system should be recognized in the 

legislation as being comprised of public, private and community elements. She Indicated 

that "there is no serious provision in this bill for community broadcasting, which is now a 

sib'llificant part of the system. It gives access to community-based groups and local stories 

that are not ahvays on the public agenda ... r would hope that we would broaden the 

definition of the system."107 

During appearances before both legislative committees, the cultural communitIes 

contributed to the emphasis on access while continuing to stress that democratic access 

could only truly be achieved through their own contrnl over community channels. As we 

sa\v earlier, the ROCCQ had made this linkage between access and control for the standing 
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commIttee, When Bill C-136 was being addressed, it was echoed by the Institut canadien 

d'education des adultes ([CEA), The ICEA said that, "on the problem of democratic control 

of and access to the broadcasting system, we can but deplore that this issue has been 

virtually ignored:' lIlR The Centre for Research-Action on Race Relations (CRARR) agreed, 

The CRARR argued that "it would be important to be clearer about who are the responsible 

parties, how the community sector will be financed and by whom, and who will be able to 

gain access "1m Similar points were made by a few organizations during the proceedings on 

Bill C-40I lil 

The persistent emphasis on access probably helped the cultural communities to 

eventually \VIn their desired recob>nition for the community sector, at least in combination 

\vith the softening position of cable companies on the issue and the demonstrated 

willingness of the Conservatives to bend on It 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter has examined debates about community broadcasting, The analvsis 

has indicated that the discourse of technological democracy played a role in the process of 

establishing private capital's hegemony \vithin Canadian broadcasting, but it became the 

target of a counter hegemony which favoured community broadcasting, 

The discourse of technological causalIty was articulated to the discourse of 

technological democracy in the arguments of the cultural industries, The discourse of 

technolo!:,rical democracy historically had a divisive role since, like technological causality, 

it advantaged cable companies over broadcasters However, the discourse later played a 
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different role: it appeared in the arguments of both broadcasters and cable companies since 

they shared common interests In deregulation and importing American programming or 

services. Through the discourse of technological democracy, their particular interests were 

presented as general interests in choice and access, the satisfaction of which was held to 

flow from the technologies of the burgeoning private sector. The cable industry extended 

some of these arguments to the issue of community broadcasting, but these arguments 

displayed a contradiction bet\veen dCllllJcm(l' and d()1Jl mul lOll. 

The cultural communities - and especially community broadcasters - put forth 

an alternative to the discourse oftechnolot,rical democracy. To be sure, they did not identifY 

the contradiction in the arguments of the cable industry and their own arguments even 

reflected the discourse's theme of access. However, community broadcasters and other 

members of the cultural communities also broke away from the discourse in significant 

ways They responded to the discourse of technological democracy \vith an alternative 

discourse of democracy. Building on an interpretation of the public as citizens who need 

to be protected through regulation, they discussed democracy in terms of social processes 

which communication technologies can assist and called for recognition of the community 

sector in new broadcasting legislation. They successfully focused the debate on the issue 

of control rather than technologies. The cable industry responded by presenting its particular 

interests in control over community channels as general interests. At least In some aspects 

of the debates about Canadian broadcasting, the discourse of technological df'mocracy 

clearly did not play an effective role in winning support for the expansion of the private 

sector since it was challenged by interests in a community sector. The ongoing process of 
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securing private capital's hegemony within Canadian broadcasting met with more success 

through debates about broadcasting definitions. 

The above findings have implications for the theoretical model that was 

established in Chapter Two. These implications will be considered in Chapter Seven, but 

it is first necessary to examine another of the discourses in the theoretical model. The next 

chapter discusses the discourse of technological nationalism. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

NA TIO~AL BROADCASTING AND TECHNOLOGICAL 
NA TIONALISM 

Chapter Two hriefly outlined the decline of the public sector in the Canadian 

broadcastmg system. Although the public sector was no longer the force that it once \\a~, 

it was stIll a matter of considerable importance in debates about Canadian broadcastmg. 

This chapter considers the federal level of the public sector and national hroadcasting as they 

pertained to debates in the public proceedings which led up to the 1991 Broadcasting Act. 

The analysis suggests that the discourse of technological nationalism played a role in the 

process of securing the federal state's hegemony over its institutional components and the 

regions (as well as efforts to strenbrthen national public broadcasting), but the discourse 

became the focus of a counter hegemony which eventually led to its transformation 

HISTORICAL ISSl1ES 

Technological Nationalism and the Federal State 

The federal state has long emphasized the discourse of technological nationalism 

As Maurice Charland indicates, this goes back to the 19th century and John A. MacDonald's 

remarks about the role of the Canadian Pacific Railroad in binding the country together. I 

The discourse later extended from the railroad to the radio and, in this context, It was 
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expressed by 1\vo other prime ministers 

The discourse of technological natIOnalism was apparent in comments which 

Mackenzie King made about radio broadcasting during 1927. On Dominion Day of that 

yeac King addressed the nation during a radio programme to celebrate Canada. He later 

described the event' 

On the morning, afternoon and evening of July 1, all Canada became, 
for the time-being, a single assemblage, swayed by a common 
emotion, \vithIn the sound of a single voice. Thus has modem 
science for the first time realized in the great nation-state of modern 
days that condition which existed in the little city-states of ancient 
times and \vhich \vas considered bv the wisdom of the ancients as 
indispensable to free and democratic government - that all the 
citizens should be able to hear for themselves the living vOIce .... May 
we not predict that, as a result of this carrying of the living voice 
throughout the length of the DomInion, there \vill be aroused a more 
general interest in public affairs, and an Increased devotion of the 
IndiVidual citizen to the commomveal?2 

This quotatIOn illustrates the connection of technological causality to the moral Issues of 

democracy and nationalism. As Charland indicates, the quotation also illustrates a 

contradictIOn between democracy and domination which he suggests is inherent to the 

discourse of technological nationalism. Charland notes that "Mackenzie King's speech 

reduces Canada to a community or small city that does not suffer from the isolating effects 

of distance, regionalism, or cultural diversity. Here, technology would create a pU/IS where 

the proximity of speaker to audience would promote 'freedom' and give nse to a 

'democracy' of a public sharing a commomveal." However, "the speech identifies an 

interest in public affairs with 'devotion', and ... the community called into being is but an 

audience, subject to a voice. RadIO, if it offers community, also offers dominatIOn. 3 
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The discourse oftechnologicaJ nationalism was also apparent in comments that 

R.B. Bennett made about radio broadcasting during 1932. However. there was no 

articulation of technological causality to the moral issue of nationalism. Instead, the 

discourse of technological nationalism was grounded in human agency and the purposeful 

deployment of communication technologies. Bennett said that, "properly employed, the 

radio can be made a most effective instrument in nation-building."4 During debate on the 

bill that became the 1932 Canadian Radio Broadcasting Act, he continued th\~ focus on 

human agency vis a vis the external threat of the United States and the internal threat of 

Quebec: 

... this country must be assured of complete Canadian control of 
broadcasting from Canadian sources, free from foreil:,'l1 interference 
or influence. Without such control, radio broadcasting can never 
become a great agency for the communication of matters of national 
concern and for the diffUSIon of national thought and Ideals, and 
without such control it can never be the agency by which national 
consciousness may be fostered and sustained and national umty still 
further strengthened .... Furthermore, radio broadcasting, controlled 
and operated in this way, can serve as a dependable link in a chain of 
empire communications by \vhich we may be more closely united 
one with the other. 5 

This quotation, whIch \vas an argument in favour of establishing public broadcasting over 

and above private broadcasting, indicates that the discourse of technological nationalism 

supported the initial dominant position of the public sector in Canadian broadcasting. 

Ho\\ever, the quotation also indicates a variation on the contradiction identified by 

Charland; there is a promise that radio broadcasting wIll bring both autonomy (since it \vlll 

be "free from foreign interference or influence") as well as domination (since it will be "a 

dependable link in a chain of empire communications"). 
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As Robert Babe has shovm, the discourse of technological nationalism was later 

reflected in statements made by cultural agencies associated with the federal state. 

Prominent among these has been the Department of Communications (DOC), one of the 

federal administrative cultural agencies. Babe documents the existence of the discourse in 

quotations from various DOC reports and officials. (, 

Resistance to Technological Nationalism 

Technological nationalism is based on the idea of uniting the country by 

overcomIng differences. Lorna Roth and Gail Guthrie Valaskakis note that "Canadian 

government communications discourses have traditionally been structured around the 

promotion of a common culture with explicitly national objectives." Regional and cultural 

dIsparities have been acknowledged, but "a broad strateh'Y' to constitute a national identity 

has been based on the assumption that these disparities can be surmounted by extensIOn of 

technology to remote areas and disenfranchised minonties."? Whether it is grounded In 

technological causality or human agency, technological natIOnalism and the strategy 

associated with it have long faced resistance. 

ThIs resistance emerged almost from the beginning. When the Canadian RadIO 

Broadcasting Commission (CRBC) started operating in 1931, French and English 

programming were both provided on the same national broadcasting service. H()\vever. a 

number of people in English Canada, particularly those from the western provinces, objected 

to hearing French. Consequently, during 1934, the CRBC began providing sepilrate 

programming for Quebec. After the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) was created 

in 1936, it Institutionalized the division that had been made by creating two separate 
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services. a French language service and an English language service. 8 Marc Raboy suggests 

that the problem of national unity then began to intensify as a result of this: 

By 1938, the French language service was effectively autonomous. 
Because of the language barrier, it had to rely more strongly on local 
resources and could more easily create a distinctive relationship with 
its audience. Thus, instead of contributing to 'national unity' in the 
coast-to-coast sense, the CBC, in spite of itself, began to foster the 
feeling of difference that \vould eventually take the form of radical 
nationalism in Quebec 9 

As Raboy implies, the problem of national unity deepened further in the decades that 

follO\ved. The Quiet Revolution began in Quebec during the late 1950s, marking a desire 

for change and a shift from the "French-Canadian" to the "Quebecois" condition. Iii 

In the early 1960s, the federal government responded to the resistance that had 

emerged by placing a t,Tfeater emphasis on national unity through the CBC. I I The emphasis 

on national unity was endorsed in the report of Fowler II as well as the White Paper on 

Broadcasting. Ie A fev·" years later, the 1968 Broadcasting Act made explicit what had long 

been implicit in Canadian broadcasting legislation; the CBC was specifically directed to 

"contribute to the development of national unity and provide for a continuing expression of 

Canadian identIty. "13 Because of the national unity crisis, the public cost of the CBC was 

allowed to rise throughout the 1970s. 14 

However, there were signs that the CBC had become an ineffectual technological 

tool for estabhshing national unity. The Canadian Radio-Television and 

Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) conducted an inquiry into the CBC in 1977, and 

its report concluded that the public broadcaster had failed to foster national umty for a 

variety of reasons. Apart from the separation of English and French programming into two 
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distinct isolated services, the CRTC report pointed to the centralization of production in 

Toronto and Montreal as well as excessive reliance on American programming. l' Another 

reason may also be cited. As Raboy argues, audience fragmentation associated with the 

proliferation of new stations, services, and communication technologies meant that the CBC 

no longer addressed more than a fraction of the federal government's political 

constituency.1b Despite all of these factors, the separatist forces lost the Quebec referendum 

in 1980 and the national unity question subsided for awhile. 

The failure of the CBC to bind the country together has not been limited to 

Quebec. The same contradiction that Raboy noted between the aim and the effect of the 

eBC has also been noted by Bernard Ostry with regard to all regions of the country: 

.. every subsequent acceleration of communication in Canada, 
created and financed to bind the country together more closely, to 
help the flow of trade and information, and make the regions 
interdependent, has also entailed the unforeseen effect of 
strengthening Canada's regional character. It has contributed instead 
to preventing not only the emergence of a national metropolis but 
also of a deeper sense of community. And the process has not 
stopped ... [R]egional nationalisms are resurgent. 17 

HO\vever, unlike the case \vith Quebec, the resistance of the other regions began to appear 

only relatively recently. It became evident in ] 974 at the CRTC hearings for the CBCs 

licence renewal. As Raboy notes: "For the first time, advocates of public broadcasting 

\vould sharply criticize the shortcomings of the CBC, putting forth a wide range of new 

possibilities in the process. ''If; 

Much ofthe concern expressed by various groups focused on the centralization 

of the CBC. The 1968 Broadcasting Act had been the first piece ofbroadcastmg legislation 
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to include a provision for the regions. The legislation required the national broadcaster to 

be "serving the special needs of geographic regions, and actively contributing to the flow 

and exchange of cultural and regional infonnation and entertainment."J9 However, groups 

contended that the CBC had not taken this regional mandate seriously. As Raboy indicates, 

one of the new themes in the debate on broadcasting was the demand for improved 

programming to meet regional needs. The arguments on this point came from groups in 

various regions of the country. People in the regions wanted more regional programming 

for national dlstnbution (to represent themselves to the rest of the country) as well as more 

regional programming for regional consumption (to represent themselves to themselves) 

People in the regIOns also wanted a greater say m production and dlstributlOn by the CBC: 

there \vere calls for more decision-making and control at the regional level. 211 

PRE-LEGISLATIVE ISSUES 

The CBC and Technological Nationalism 

Dunng the proceedings that were conducted by the House of Commons Standmg 

Committee on Communications and Culture, a number of organizations \vhich supported a 

strong role for the public sector (and specifically the CBC) made statements which reflected 

the discourse of technological nationalism. 

The discourse of technological causality was articulated to technologIcal 

nationalism in the statements of some organizations among the cultural communities and 

cultural agencies. As the examples below indicate, these statements focused on the role of 

technologies, services, or stations in bringing forth a nation. A member of the Canadian 
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Association for Adult Education indicated that "so few things hold us together, and I think 

one of them is communications."21 Referring to the expansive geography in Canada, CBC 

Thunder Bay stated: "Its very size makes a public media service essential to overcome 

distances and isolation, and to provide and nurture a sense of common interest."22 The 

regional office of the CBC In Newfoundland and Labrador made an indirect connection 

between the public broadcasting system and the railway system which had (according to the 

discourse of technological nationalism) bound the country together and played a role In 

Confederation. The regional office saw its CBC stations as playing a sImilar role when 

Ne\vfoundland joined Confederation during 1949: "The performance of the local stations 

has contributed significantly to the transformation to Confederation, in uniting the country 

and the province and in providing a vital service to many hundreds of small communities 

scattered over 143,000 square miles:'2\ The Friends of Public Broadcasting made a more 

direct connection between the CBC and the railway system. Speaking about the CBC, the 

Friends Said: '"There IS a realization that this is indeed the railway that binds Canada 

together in the 20th century, and we will be dependent on this and other technological 

devices in the 21st centurv."2-l 

In the statements of some organizations among the cultural communities, human 

agency was the basis for the discourse of technological nationalism. The Friends of Public 

Broadcasting provided an example of this as well: 

I think many of us would say the CBC is one of the costs of being 
Canadian. lfwe want a country which stretches across thousands of 
miles in a very thin line up against the most sophisticated 
technological nation in the world, and if we want to maintain any 
kind of identity resulting in any kind of sovereignty, we have to have 
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a puhlic broadcasting system that allows us to do that. 25 

The Canadian Broadcasting league (CBl) provided another example. The CBL included 

the CBC among "the instruments which a ne\v nation, we in Canada, will forge to strengthen 

a common memorv:'2o 

All of these organizations wanted to enhance the position ofthe CBC, and the 

discourse of technological nationalism figured into their arguments. However, their 

arguments were not limited to one version of technological nationalism. Through either 

form of the discourse, the organizations asserted the beneficial, space-hinding characteristics 

of communication technologies. As we will see, more critical perspectives \vere put forth 

by a number of organizations. 

Problems with the CBC and Technological Nationalism 

The dIscourse oftechnological nationalism is closely connected to technological 

mediation. Charland notes that "the Canadian imagination, according to technological 

nationalism, is a technologically-mediated one which derives from the state and is in 

opposition to nature as well as regionalism."27 As Marike Finlay indicates, the notion of 

technological mediation is significant ideologically since it suggests immediacy. Finlay 

therefore advises caution when confronted with a discourse which presents technology as 

a mediator: "The distance is still there between all of those things that technolobTy claims 

to mediate: the rich and the poor, left and right...The distance must be there for technology 

to pose as a mediator in the first place. It is perhaps better to admit the distance than to 

pretend that technolot,'Y makes an immediacy where there is none."28 A number of the 

organizations that appeared before the House of Commons Standing Committee on 
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Communications and Culture drew attention to the distance which existed between people 

in Canada. In so doing, these organizations explicitly identified, or inadvertently pointed 

to, three problems with the CBC and the discourse of technological nationalism. 

First, although Canada has from the beginning been comprised of many cultures, 

the discourse of technological nationalism has focused on only two of those cultures. As the 

national unity provision in the 1968 Broadcasting Act suggests, a primary goal \vithin the 

discourse has ahvays been to unite the two solitudes of English Canada and French Canada. 

During the public proceedings, this was apparent in remarks made by the Commissioner of 

Official Languages; he referred to the Canadian broadcasting system, and particularly the 

CBC, as "an electronic forum reHecting and promoting the cohesion and identity of 

anglophone and francophone communities in Canada."29 Various minority groups were 

unsatisfied with this description of the role to be played by the CBC and the Canadian 

broadcasting system. The Canadian Ethnocultural Council pointed out that "the CBC's 

progress in multiculturalism has been sporadic and uneven, and [the CBC] continues to serve 

the majority anglo-celtic and francophone communities. "30 The National Aboriginal 

Communications Society emphasized that "ours is a task to restructure the Canadian 

broadcasting system, to go beyond the conceptual approach of technological nationalism and 

to acknowledge and serve the pluralism of this country."3l 

Second, in contrast to the discourse of technological nationalism, communication 

technologies and the CBC may have linked the regions more than the country. Two regional 

services of the CBC inadvertently pointed to this and thereby reinforced the arguments made 

by Raboy and Ostry. These regional services never mentioned the role of the national 
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broadcasting service in uniting the country, but they did mention its role in uniting their 

respective regions. Radio Canada's regional office in eastern Quebec noted the impact of 

the communications link which it provided: 

Since they were isolated, all little communities were extremely 
vulnerable; now, with such a link, there was solidarity ... Radio 
Canada-Gaspesie les Iles has played the role of regional 
communications agent by hnking up municipalities around major 
issues that will influence their destiny. ,;: 

Similarly, CBC Maritimes said that --the CBC and its people are an integral part of this 

maritime community, perhaps the only force that can unite the Maritimes."l] 

Third, \vhile one version of technological nationalism suggests the neutrality of 

communication technologies and the CBC, that has not meshed with the conditions of 

domination (through centralization) encountered by people in various regions of the country. 

The ideological effectiveness of technological nationalism, as described by Charland, is 

therefore placed in doubt: 

Technological nationalism presents technology merely as a neutral 
medIUm facilItating nationhood. However, it is hardly so benign, for 
it locates the state's very rmson d'ctrc in the experience of 
technological mediation .... [E]lectronic media extend the economic 
and cultural influence of centres of production over marginal 
areas .... Technological nationalism ... ideologically conceals a set of 
power relatIOns. 3-1 

In the next several sections, we will consider the extent to which organizations challenged 

the neutrality of communication technologies and the CBC by situating them within power 

relations. 

New Technologies and Decentralization 

Two things are worth noting about the discussion of communication technologies 
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\vith regard to national broadcasting during the proceedings of the standing committee, 

First, there was very httle discussion of technologies per se on the part of cultural 

communities or other participants in the proceedings, Second, the discourse of 

technological causality was apparent in what little discussion there \vas, 

This is clear from the position taken by the Canadian Television Producers and 

Directors Association (CTPDA). The CTPDA implied that decentralization would flow 

from new technologies rather than structural change \vithin the CBe: 

All networks should have a centre, and Toronto is the logical centre 
of the English service. We caution, however, against the pitfalls of 
producing all programs in or from Toronto. New technology makes 
decentralized production and local decision-making quite efficient 
and effective without destroying the strength of a single Canadian 
net\vork defending and displaying our unique Canadian society.35 

The CTPDA addressed the implications of new technologies \vithout considering their 

design and the structural context in which they existed. In no way did the organization 

connect new technologies to power relations, 

HO\vever, one regional branch of the CTPDAjoined many other organizatlOns 

in discussing power relations that were tied to the CBC We \\'ill no\v turn to the issues 

which they raised. 

Centralization of Power and Resources 

In the various regions of Canada, there was a great deal of concern about 

centralization. The regional office of Radio Canada in eastern Quebec noted that '"all 

economic systems tend to gather their resources around major centres and drain the 

regions,"3(, The Nova Scotia Coalition on Arts and Culture contended that Canada and its 
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cultural institutions were no exception: the coalition said that "we see a trend toward the 

paralysis of federal cultural agencies and also toward their retrenchment at the expense of 

the regions .. -37 Similarly, the Newfoundland and Labrador branch of the CTPDA argued 

that there has been "a deliberate downgrading of regional participation in public 

broadcasting and the consequent erosion of the CBC mandate. ,,3R 

Several organizations which appeared before the standing committee made the 

case that this downbTfading of participation by the regions was connected to the distribution 

of power and resources within the CBC. The regional office of Radio Canada in Alberta 

noted that resources were not equitably distributed between the networks and the various 

regional services. In its view, '"the fact that the networks are protected means that we are 

less protected. There is a tendency to cut back regional stations to make the networks 

stronger. ",<J The unequal distribution of resources stemmed from the unequal distribution 

of power within the CBC. The regional office of the CBC in Newfoundland and Labrador 

wanted the regions to be given some of this power. It called for establishing "entrenched 

grass roots and increased autonomy. ,,-10 

The Government of Saskatchewan was well aware of these Issues. Its 

Department of Communications indicated: 

The etTect of the concentration of power and resources in central 
Canada IS multi-faceted. First, it leads to a central Canadian 
perception of the country, and this is evident through news and public 
affairs coverage of the networks. Second, the huge expenditures by 
the networks in central Canada provide a large economk stimulus to 
that region which is not available to other provinces. Thud, It means 
that the regIOns are unable to originate public affairs and dramatic 
productions because they do not have the resources or power to do 
so They therefore are stifled in presenting stories and images of 
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their region to other areas of Canada . ..j J 

fhe Government of Saskatchewan concluded that "only through the decentralization of 

decision-making and the more equitable distribution of resources will Canada achieve the 

regional balance in broadcasting we all seek."-I2 

This position was echoed by several other organizations. The Manitoba Film 

Producers Association stated: '"If you really want to see the development of regional 

production. then of course we are going to require the resources, like any producer anywhere 

JO Canada. But more importantly, we have to have some control. The control has to be 

decentralized."~:l The Winnipeg Film Group called for decentralization of both funding and 

decision-making within the CBC.-l-l The Societe des Acadiens du Nouveau-Brunswick 

wanted Radio Canada to give the regions more resources and autonomy. -15 The Department 

of Communications for the Government of Manitoba said that --the CBC is a ver), central ized 

network. with responsibility for national programming resting in Ontario and Quebec." It 

also said that "'in order to make a genuine effort to decentralize broadcast production, 

~,ubstantial structural change within the system is required, and as soon as possible. "-16 

Regional Centralization 

The Task Force on Broadcasting Policy had recommended that the existing CSC 

owned and operated local television stations should concentrate their resources into regional 

production centres. The task force called for establishing five English production centres, 

two In the centres of the country (Ontario and Quebec) and three in the regiom (Alberta

British Columbia, Manitoba-Saskatchewan, and the Atlantic). The Caplan-Sauvageau task 

force also called for establishing four French production centres (in Montreal, Quebec City, 
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Moncton, and Ottawa). These centres would produce programming of all types, primarily 

for the regions, but also for national exposure. 47 

The task force recommendation to set up regional production centres \vas the 

subject of much discussion during the proceedings of the standing committee. Few 

witnesses expressed clear support for the recommendation, but some saw value in it. 4X The 

vast majorIty of witnesses firmly rejected the proposal for a variety of reasons.4,! A major 

basIs for debate over the recommendation was the question of whether it would facilitate 

some decentralization or further enhance centralization. 

Several witnesses were uncertain about which of these two possibilities would 

be produced by the recommendation. The Department of Communications for the 

Government of Nova Scotia stated: 

Ifthe task force recommendation suggesting that the CBC establish 
five regional centres of production will have the effect of 
decentralizing decision-making ... then we could see it as havlllg a 
positive impact on regional programming and ultimately the diversity 
ofCBC programming. However, we cannot af,'Tee if the intent is to 
establish centres of excellence by simply taking current activities 
withlll each region and concentrating them within one centre as a 
cost-cutting measure. We would be concerned with where that 
centralizatIOn effort would lead. 5\1 

Alexa McDonough, the leader of the New Democratic Party in Nova Scotia, saw the same 

lack of clarity in the implications of the recommendation. Consequently, she said that it had 

to be addressed with "considerable caution." For her, the recommendation would only be 

acceptable if it entailed "a genuine decentralization of decision-making down to the regional 

level. "5 I 

Others were not uncertain about the implications of the recommendation and 
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rejected it because they were convinced that deepening centralization would be the result. 

The regional office of the CBC in Alberta contended that "the economies of scale that might 

be gained from such a centralized venture would be far outweighed by the dramatic loss of 

audience interest. ,,52 The Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE) argued that 

"centralizing regional broadcasting is not the answer" because "centralization cuts some 

regions out of the national dialogue." 53 Similarly, the Saskatchewan branch of the Alliance 

of Canadian Cinema, Television and Radio Artists (ACTRA) argued that the 

recommendation "asks the residents of the regions to go back to the days when television 

programming was largely a one-way street", and it indicated that "we do not want to listen 

to that centralized monologue any more." 54 The Newfoundland and Labrador branch of the 

CTPDA maintained that "this kind of centralization can only serve to further curtail and 

dilute regional production. ,,55 

The Presence of a Critical Challenge 

We can now make some remarks about the extent to which organizations 

challenged the neutrality of communication technologies and the CBC by situating them 

within power relations. The role of communication technologies was addressed by only one 

of the organizations, and its statements reflected the discourse of technological causality. 

However, within the regions, cultural agencies (including regional services of the CBC and 

provincial governments) were joined by members of the cultural communities and even 

components of the cultural industries (independent producers) in recognizing power 

relations associated with the CBC. They identified the domination which, according to 

Charland, the discourse of technological nationalism attempts to conceal. 
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These organizations presented an alternative discourse. Although they do not 

appear to have explicitly identified the contradiction between democracy and domination 

which Charland sees in the discourse of technological nationalism, they did set out an 

alternative approach to democracy in response to domination. Charland's analysis of 

Mackenzie King's classic statement made the contradiction in technological nationalism 

clear; the discourse offered democracy that would arise through technologies and permit 

citizens to hear the voice of their national leader, but the discourse also implied domination 

since citizens would simply be an audience that was subjected to a centralized voice. 

Regional, ethnic, and other interests challenged such domination. Much like the community 

broadcasters who were discussed in Chapter Five, they put forth a discourse of democracy 

which was based on social rather than technological aspects. Democracy would come not 

through technologies, but through structural change which altered power relations and 

generated public control beyond the nationalleveI. 

LEGISLATIVE ISSUES 

As Appendix Three indicates, the work of the standing committee was followed 

by both Bill C-136 and Bill C-40. The issue of national broadcasting was addressed in these 

bills and the debates about them. 

National Broadcasting and the DOC 

The Department of Communications (DOC) paradoxically offered a 

Thatcherism-influenced private sector thrust as well as support for the CBC in Canadian 

Voices, Canadian Choices: A New Broadcasting Policy for Canada. The DOC's policy 
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statement indicated that "Canada now has a lively and innovative private production sector. 

There is therefore no longer a necessity for the CBC to produce all its programming, 

particularly entertainment programming, in-house." The statement went on to specify that 

the CBC was also affected by other factors, including the possible need to rely more on 

distribution technologies such as cable and satellites rather than over-the-air distribution 

systems. The DOC concluded that "these factors imply change in the way the CBC 

addresses its mandate. However, even in times of fiscal restraint, they do not reduce the 

basic importance of Canada having a strong national public broadcaster. ,,56 

Within this context, the DOC apparently responded to the reaction of regional 

and ethnic groups by altering the discourse of technological nationalism. Following Roth 

and Valaskakis, we have seen that this discourse has traditionally concentrated on 

surmounting regional and cultural disparities through the extension of communication 

technologies to remote areas and disenfranchised minorities. However, the focus of the 

DOC was now on recognizing rather than surmounting the disparities that existed. This was 

made clear in Canadian Voices, Canadian Choices: 

Ultimately, a national, regional , or ethnic culture is largely defined 
by shared experiences. Our culture is what we have in common. 
Broadcasting is a major detenninant of our culture as Canadians, as 
Quebecois, as Albertans, as Nova Scotians; as Anglophones or 
Francophones; as urbanities or rural dwellers. It is of fundamental 
importance to our political and cultural sovereignty that our 
broadcasting system be an accurate reflection of who we are, of how 
we behave, of how we view the world. It plays a major role in 
defining our national, regional, local, and even our individual 
identities. 57 

Two things are notable about this passage of the policy statement. First, the discourse of 
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technological causality was articulated to technological nationalism since the passage 

indicated that "broadcasting is a major determinant of our culture as Canadians." Second, 

the interests of regional and ethnic groups were articulated to technological nationalism by 

broadening the meaning of "sovereignty." The discourse of technological nationalism had 

always defined sovereignty in "Canadian" or "national" terms. While this form of cultural 

identity remained dominant (because it was prioritized in relation to alternatives), other 

types of cultural identity were now more readily recognized as components of an 

overarching sovereignty. This orientation was reflected in the approach which the DOC 

took to the role of the CBC with regard to the regions and national unity. 

The eBe and the Regions 

Both the task force and the standing committee made recommendations regarding 

the CBC's regional mandate. The regional mandate in the 1968 Broadcasting Act stated that 

the national broadcaster should be "serving the special needs of geographic regions, and 

actively contributing to the flow and exchange of cultural and regional information and 

entertainment. ,,58 The Task Force on Broadcasting Policy was satisfied with this mandate. 

It argued that, "by and large, the regional issues - the future deployment of plant and human 

resources, access to the network and so on - are operational in nature and do not necessitate 

any substantive change in the provision as it stands.,,59 The House of Commons Standing 

Committee on Communications and Culture essentially agreed.60 It called for the existing 

regional mandate to be fulfilled more than it had been. The standing committee wrote that 

"to affirm this mandate in a serious way is to reject any centralist or centralized vision of the 

CBC.'>61 The committee further attacked centralization by opposing the task force proposal 
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for regional centralization. 62 

Canadian Voices, Canadian Choices and Bill C-136 both contained important 

implications for the regions. The DOC's policy statement indicated that a total of $35 

million in additional funding would be provided annually to enhance the CBC's regional 

services ($20 million for English programming and $15 million for French programming). 63 

Despite the recommendations of the task force and the standing committee, the new 

broadcasting bill modified the CBC's regional mandate. It called for the programming of 

the CBC to "reflect Canada and its regions to national and regional audiences. ,,64 This 

change set the stage for a struggle over its meaning and consequences. 

On the one hand, some believed that the change to the regional mandate was 

positive or at least unproblematic. The DOC contended in its policy statement that it was 

trying to strengthen the regional component of the CBC through the change as well as the 

additional funding: 

The standing committee has argued for increased funding for the 
CBC and for a stronger emphasis on the regional dimension of the 
corporation. The government agrees that the CBC must continue to 
be the centerpiece of Canadian broadcasting. It is with this 
fundamental principle in mind that the government has decided that 
the CBC can best serve Canadians by providing quality Canadian 
programming aimed at large audiences, especially in peak viewing 
hours, and enabling Canadians in all regions to contribute to both 
national and regional programming. 65 

The CBC apparently had no difficulties with the wording of the new regional mandate since 

it said nothing about the mandate in its brief or its presentation to the House of Commons 

Legislative Committee on Bill C-136.66 

On the other hand, some believed that the change to the regional mandate was 
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negative and highly problematic. The Department of Transportation and Communications 

for the Government of Nova Scotia stated: 

We are concerned that the policy ... for the CBC to 'reflect Canada 
and its regions to national and regional audiences' defines a passive 
role for the CBC rather than an active one of contributing to the 
development of regional cultural expression. Our concern is that by 
using modem communications technology the CBC could reflect, in 
effect by operating an 'electronic mirror' in Toronto, and thus reduce 
or eliminate its valuable regional presence. a7 

This is the closest which any of the participants in the public proceedings came to specifying 

that commUnIcatIOn technologies are tied to power relations. Although others did not 

address the role of technologies, they did indicate concern about the new regional mandate. 

Concern was expressed by many organizations among the cultural communities. However, 

the organizations that \vere most directly affected - those based in the regions - did not 

appear before the legislative committee (apparently because they \vere not Invited). "x In the 

absence of these organizations, a number of workers' groups and nationalist groups argued 

that the regIonal mandate had been narrowed or weakened. h'! These 1\vo sets of groups made 

sc\eral other points as well. First, they argued that the new regional mandate legitimIzed 

the centralization which was being carried out by the CBC. 7() Second, they indicated that the 

mandate flew in the face of the recommendations made by the task force, various witnesses, 

and the standing committee. 71 Third, these groups contended that the total $35 million per 

year \vhich the DOC was going to put into regional programming meant little (especIally 

given previous cuts to the budget of the CBC). 72 Most of these arguments were echoed by 

the Liberals and the New Democrats. 73 

The resistance which emerged to the change in the regional mandate prompted 
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Flora MacDonald, the Minister of Communications, to take some action. As the House of 

Commons Legislative Committee on Bill C-136 began clause by clause amendment of the 

bill, MacDonald argued that this change (as well as others) was not significant: 

I was struck by the number of instances in which witnesses and 
commentators were concerned with the alteration of a single word or 
familiar formulation from the 1968 act. These alterations, made 
usually in an effort to improve the c1anty of drafting style of the 
legislation, have prompted questions about our intention in making 
these changes ... .In most cases the substance and effect of the 
provisIon have not in fact been changed. In many respects, with 
regard to Canadian content and the role of the CBC, for example, this 
legislation is in fact even stronger than the act it is replacing. 7~ 

McDonald then announced that she would be making several modifications to the wording 

of Bill C-136. One of these modifications involved re-instating some of the wording from 

the 1968 Broadcasting Act to the regional mandate. 75 The amendment that she made called 

for the CBC to "reflect Canada and its regions to national and regional audiences, while 

serving the specIal needs of those regions. ,,76 

Despite this amendment concern remained about the regional mandate and the 

role of the CBC in the regions. The revised mandate \vas carried over into Bill C-40. 77 As 

with Bill C-136. regional organizations among the cultural communities did not appear 

before the let,rlslative committee. However, one of the national organizations that appeared 

before the legislative committee offered criticism of the regional mandate. The Coalition 

pour la defense des services francais de Radio Canada stated: 

The Coalition is sceptical concerning the interpretation to be given 
to Section 3 (1 )(I)(ii) of the bill. In no way does this section assure 
ret,rJonal French or English speaking communities that they will really 
have available in the near future the infrastructures and resources 
needed to express themselves or to see themselves in any real sense 



reflected in the CBC's programming. The Coalition would like to 
see Bill C-40 amended so as to provide that the eBC, in its role as a 
national public broadcasting system, would offer radio-television 
services which respond to the regional, as well as national, needs for 
expression of both French and English speaking communities in the 
various regions of Canada. n 
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The CoalitIOn's point about the need for a regional mandate which protected infrastructures 

and resources was stren1:,rthened by a later development during the public proceedings. As 

Bill C -40 passed third reading in the House of Commons, the CBC announced that it \vould 

be closing II local stations in various regions of the country. 

The Friends of Canadian Broadcasting reacted to this development when they 

appeared before the Standing Senate Committee on Transport and Communications. The 

Friends seemed to suggest that the modestly successful battle to modifY the regional mandate 

had been for nought smce it would be ignored and centralization would deepen 

Canada is the poorer for these cuts, not just because these locatIOns 
are now unable to communicate \Vlthin their viewing areas, but also -
and more Importantly - because they are no longer able to 
communicate \vi1h the rest of us ... These cuts demonstrate an 
unhealthy trend towards greater independence [sic J upon maJor 
metropolitan centres such as Montreal, Vancouver and Toronto, and 
a correspondmg disenfranchisement of Canada's hinterland ... They 
are completely inconsistent with the stated intentions of Parliament 
under both the existing and the proposed broadcasting statutes. 79 

The Friends clearly drew attention to the contradiction between the rhetoric and the reality 

of regional broadcasting. Although they were the only members of the cultural communities 

which had an opportunity to speak about the announced closings during the public 

proceedings, the Friends were not alone in their oppositiun. As Marc Raboy notes, the 

closings sparked "unprecedented protests around the country."xo 
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The eBC National Unity, and National Consciousness 

The Task Force on Broadcastmg Policy called for altering the CBC's national 

mandate The mandate in the 1968 Broadcasting Act stated that the national broadcasting 

service should "contribute to the development of national unity and provide for a continuing 

expression of Canadian identity."sl The task force believed that the reference to Canadian 

identity indicated "the value of treating the national service as an instrument of Canadian 

cultural expression." It therefore recommended that this reference remain in the 

Broadcastmg Act. However, in the view of the task force, "the provision that the natIOnal 

service contribute to the development of national unity should be rescinded and replaced by 

a more socially oriented provision, for example, that the service contribute to the 

development of national consciousness. "8:' 

The task force's idea to replace national unity with national consciousness had 

an impact. The House of Commons Standing Committee on Communications and Culture 

endorsed the recommendation83 The recommendation was also reflected in Bill C -136, 

which stated that the CBC should "contribute to shared national consciousness and 

identity."~ The revised national mandate \vhich appeared in Bill C-136 remained in Bill C-

40, and it is now part of the 1991 Broadcasting Act. s5 

Several things need to be noted about the revised national mandate. First, even 

though the reference to national unity was gone, the mandate remained consistent \vith the 

discourse of technological nationalism: as it was noted earlier, R.B. Bennett's classic 

statement of technological nationalism called for radio broadcasting to be "the agency by 

\vhich national consciousness may be fostered and sustained and national unity still further 
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strenb1hened." Second, while the reference to national unity disappeared, it should also be 

noted that the reference to "Canadian" identity disappeared. The removal of both was 

consIstent with the DOC's focus on recognizing differences (rather than surmounting them) 

within the goal of sovereignty. It can be concluded, then, that a "nev/' discourse of 

technological nationalism had emerged. This discourse accommodated regional or ethnic 

interests, especially with regard to Quebec. Third, as we will see, at least two discourses 

helped to support the new national mandate. Both of these discourses emphasized the moral 

issue of democracy. 

Free Expression 

To some de.6'Tee, the shift from national unity to national consciousness was 

facilitated by a dIscourse on the value offree expression. The Caplan-Sauvageau task force 

set the stage for this when it argued that the reference to national unity "suggests constrained 

attachment to a political order rather than free expression in the pursuit of a national culture 

broadly defined. "86 

The Issue of free expression was a subject of debate during the proceedings of 

the standing committee. The CBC implied in its brief to the committee that the reference 

to national unity did not pose restrictions on free expression: 

... this section requires that the national broadcasting service 
contribute to the development of national unity and provide for a 
continuing expression of Canadian identity. The Corporation has 
ahvays chosen to interpret this requirement as an exhortation to 
ensure that its programming services provide a full and fair reflection 
of Canadian experience and expression. On this basis, CBC has had 
little difficulty in setting a programming course tuned to this 
objective. We do find that the proposed change may actually be 
more confusing and unspecific than existing provisions. The weIl-



know cliche -ifit ain't broke, don't fix it' may be apt in the present 
circumstance. ,,7 
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In contrast the Canadian Broadcasting League (CBL) argued that free expression was 

threatened by the existing national mandate. Using news coverage of a referendum in 

Quebec on separation as an example, the CBL asked: "How are you going to be fair \vithin 

the Canadian tradition of freedom and at the same time contribute to the development of 

national unityTXX Although few organizations commented on the CBC's national mandate 

before the standing committee, the CBL was joined by at least two other members of the 

cultural communities - the Friends of Public Broadcasting and the Alliance of Canadian 

Cinema, Television and Radio Artists - in supporting a legislative change from national 

unity to national consciousness. Xl) 

During the proceedings on Bill C-40. a discourse that focused on free expressIOn 

also appeared in the arguments which some political parties made against the national unity 

clause. This was the case with the ruling Conservatives. Marcel Masse, who was the 

Minister of Communications at the time, indicated that "I have removed from the CBC its 

obligation to promote Canadian unity because it is, first, maintaining this political value 

artificially. and second, it \vas a constraint on freedom of expression."l)O The issue of 

constraint on free expression was also raised by the Bloc Quebecois when Jean Lapierre used 

the role of Quebec's provincial educational broadcaster, Radio Quebec, against those who 

supported the national unity clause: 

Quebecers didn't give Radio Quebec a mandate to \\lork for Quebec's 
sovereignty .... Why do they want to make Radio Canada do something 
they would not approve in the case of Radio Quebec') When the Parti 
Quebecois was in power in Quebec CIty ... did they tell Radio Quebec: 



now you are going to pursue the same objectives as the government') 
NeveL.they had too much respect for freedom of the press.,!1 
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A similar argument was made by Lapierre's colleague, Gilles Duceppe92 These were the 

only interventions which the (then) few members of the Bloc Quebecois made into debates 

on the Broadcasting Act 

Public Broadcasting 

A discourse on the value of public broadcasting also assisted the shift from 

national unity to national consciousness. 

An emphasis on public broadcasting has masked the domination of the federal 

state in Canada. Raboy makes this clear' 

The Canadian broadcastIng experience shows how the modem 
nation-state, while acting in the name of such notions as self
detennination, cultural sovereignty and public service, can skilfully 
maintain a set of internal pmver relations based on the most 
fundamental social inequality. It shows how an idea - In this case, 
the idea of the public - can be mobilized in support of a partIcular 
political project and hmv, under the guidance of the state, 
communications media - in this case, the media of public 
broadcasting - can become a legitimizing force for alignments of 
power which have nothing to do with the public in any democratic 
sense of the tenn.<)3 

In Raboy's view, the idea of the public has been put to use as "an ideologIcal mechanism of 

• ., .. QJ: repressIOn. . 

Raboy makes two key points wIth regard to this repression. First, as he notes, 

"public" broadcasting in Canada has historically meant "national" broadcasting. In tum, 

"national" broadcasting has promoted one vision of a nation. 95 The "Canadian" nation has 

been privileged over the "Quebec" nation. Second, the association of the CBC with "public" 
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broadcasting has disguised its essential character, which Raboy identifies as "state" 

broadcasting.9n 

The national unity clause made the connection between the CBC and state 

broadcasting explicit. During debates in the House of Commons on the bill which became 

the 1968 Broadcasting Act, David MacDonald noted: "When we begin to move into areas 

such as ... national unity, \ve are In effect moving a\vay from the concept of public 

broadcasting to\vard the idea of state broadcasting, \vhereby the broadcasting system of the 

country becomes an extension of the state. ,,'17 

Severing the connection bet\veen the CBC and state broadcasting meant 

eliminating the national unity clause. Significantly, the national unity clause - but not the 

CBC Itself - was associated with state propaganda during the proceedings which led up to 

the 1991 Broadcasting Act. The Task Force on Broadcasting Policy took the lead: 

., we question whether the national unity provision adds anything to 
the neighbouring provision for a 'continuing expression of Canadian 
identlty' ... [llt would appear to restrict rather than enhance this broad 
cultural mandate by placing a prior obligation on CBC journalists to 
practice a certain way - as a propaganda service, a cynic might say. ,)~ 

No witnesses before the standing committee addressed this point in the task force report, but 

the standing committee itself agreed \vith it. The committee argued that "there must be no 

suggestion in the act that the CBC has any obligation to serve as a propagandist even for a 

cause as legitimate as national unity. ,,'}') Although it was completely ignored during the 

proceedings on Bill C -136, the national unity clause and its connection to state propaganda 

was prominently featured in the proceedings on Bill C-40. Jim Edwards expressed the 

position of the Conservatives when he indicated that "a broadcasting system should never 
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be a propaganda instrument of the state." Consequently, Edwards argued that "we must go 

to basIcs and have national consciousness and the promotion of that identity as the 

fundamental basis of the CBC's mandate."lOo 

The Liberals and the New Democrats responded to the Conservatives by asserting 

that the CBC was still involved with public broadcasting despite the existence of the national 

unity clause. According to Liberal Beryl Gaffney, "there is no threat that the CBC \vill be 

an instrument of the state. The intention and the effect are for the CSC to be an instrument 

of the people, of society, of the Canadian nation, not - and I cannot stress this enough - the 

government or the state."lfll The Liberals and the New Democrats used several arguments 

to attack the claim that the national umty clause made the CBC an instrument for state 

propaganda. 102 Although members of both parties were careful to describe the esc as a 

public broadcastec at least one of them slipped out of this discourse. Liberal Shirley 

Maheau asked: "If the state broadcaster is withdrawing from its promotion of national unity 

because this mandate is taken away from it, does that imply that this government has also 

decided to let Quebec go adrift?"103 

Despite the arguments ofthe Liberals and the New Democrats, the organizations 

which discussed the national unity clause during the proceedings on Bill C-40 believed that 

the CBC should not be tainted by a clause which associated it vvith state broadcasting. These 

orgamzations played up the democratic connotations of public broadcasting. Patrick 

Watson, the chair of the CBC, told the Standing Senate Committee on Transport and 

Communications: 

... one of the proudest achievements of the Canadian Broadcasting 



Corporation is that, of all the publicly funded broadcasters in the 
world, it seems to be the one that has escaped more clearly and more 
vigorously than any other, including the BBC, from becoming a state 
broadcaster. There is a profoundly important ditTerence between the 
state broadcaster and the public broadcaster. The state broadcaster 
is an instrument of the will of the state, which means the will of the 
government of the day. The public broadcaster is, to the best extent 
it can become, an instrument of the needs of the people. It is there 
to serve a population and to facilitate the decision-making on the part 
of that population Insofar as it feeds into the political process».[T)he 
requirement of the public broadcaster to be an instrument of state 
policy IS inconsistent with the ideals that have been set up for the 
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. Ill .. 
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A similar perspective was offered by the Friends of Canadian Broadcasting. The Friends 

indicated that the national unity clause is "a source of difficulty for a public broadcaster 

which is expected to reflect opinions from all elements of the population." IllS Consequently, 

the Friends strongly supported the shift to a natIOnal mandate that was based on the idea of 

natIOnal consciousness. lOA 

Within this focus on public broadcasting, the idea of national consciousness was 

favoured by organizations since it encompassed various interests. The Friends of Canadian 

Broadcasting suggested that "the goal of shared national consciousness is to develop 

relations among people within a political community that enable them to work well together 

to all their ends, including those that can be realized by political means and those that can 

be realized by other means: economic, social, and so forth." Thus, the CBC should "'reflect 

and represent the varying notions that there are in the political community for the way in 

which people develop a sense of togetherness." 107 Keith Spicer, the chair of the CRTC, e\en 

more explicitly suggested that the change to national consciousness was useful for 

recognizing regional and cultural interests: 



I would agree with the government on this one. I think the words 
'national unity' had a historic value at the time, and we have been 
through 20 very tumultuous years, nmv calming down, maybe getting 
more tumultuous, who knows. I think we have tried to develop a 
more secure sense of nationhood. There is also the flowering of 
ethnic identities, multicultural identities, and I guess the whole 
Meech Lake process, which evokes the importance of regIonal 
sensitivities. I think the new wordmg is probablv more appropriate 
to the tImes we live in. 1\18 
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None ofthe orgamzations which appeared before committees during the proceedings on BIll 

C-40 favoured the national unity clause. Hovvever, that did not stop the Liberals and the 

New Democrats from trying to retain its place in the Broadcasting Act. 

Efforts to Retain the National Unity Clause 

We have seen that the discourse of technological nationalism undef\vent a 

transfonnation. The "old" technological nationalism, which focused on national unity and 

sum10unting regional/cultural disparities, was reduced to a subordinate status. Articulated 

to discourses on the value of free expression and public broadcasting, a "new" technological 

nationalism assumed the dominant status. It focused on national consciousness and 

recogmzmg reglOna]/cultural interests 

This transfonnation was clearly reflected in the House of Commons debates on 

Bill C-40. Although the traditional discourse of technological nationalism did not appear 

in the arguments of the Conservatives during the debates on Bill C-40, it frequently appeared 

in the arguments of the Liberals and the New Democrats. Members of both parties reflected 

the traditional discourse while making a case for retaining the national unity clause in the 

Broadcasting Act. Both the Liberals and the Ne\v Democrats contended that the CBC is "an 

instrument of national unity."H)<) They also likened broadcasting, particularly through the 



CBC, to the railway. For example, New Democrat Lyle Dean MacWilliam stated 

. broadcasting touches all of us just about every day. It IS an 
extremely important tool for buIlding a consensus of identity In the 
country and for building a consensus for national unity ... Broadcasting 
to the 1990s is really what railways were to Canada in the] 800s. It 
IS a mechanism which binds the country together. Iii) 

A number of similar statements were made by the Liberals. 11 I 
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\VhIle the traditional discourse of technological nationalism \vas featured In the 

positions of both the Liberals and the New Democrats, the latter broke away from it morc 

than the former. The Liberals reflected the traditional discourse while supporting the 

centralization of broadcasting and the dominatIOn of the regions. Dennis Mills made this 

quite clear: 

We have a very speCIal opportunity over the next period to make sure 
that our broadcast systems are here to promote national unity in every 
respect. We should make sure that we do not as legislators give any 
position out there that we \vant to decentralize it and we want the 
regions to have sort of a priority position. 112 

A number of other Liberals also made comments along these Jines. III In contrast to the 

Liberals, the New Democrats reflected the traditional discourse while supporting the 

decentralization of broadcasting and the interests of the regions. Ian Waddell argued that 

the amount of centralization within the CBC was due to cut-backs in the regions, and "that 

is taking the CBC away from its goal of national unity." 114 Therefore, while the Liberal s 

believed that national unity \vould be attained by asserting control over the regions and 

limiting them only to a subservient role, the Ne\v Democrats believed that national umty 

would be attained by giving the regions a more equitable role. 

Despite their disagreement on the issue of centralization-decentralization, both 
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the Liberals and the Ne\v Democrats brought forward amendments to place the national 

unity clause in the legislation. During clause by clause amendment by the Housc of 

Commons Legislative Committee on Bill C-40, the New Democrats failed to get through 

an amendment which replicated the national mandate in the 1968 Broadcasting Act. lIS The 

New Democrats tried again in the House of Commons by introducing an amendment that 

meshed the original mandate with the new one; this amendment, which indicated that the 

CBC should "contribute to national unity, shared national consciousness and identity", \\as 

also defeated. It was latcr taken up by the Liberals in the Senate and defeated once more. Ill> 

The amendments to retain the national unity clause in the Broadcasting Act failed 

principally because of the massive maJonty held by the Conservatives. However, it IS also 

significant that the amendments did not have the support of any organizations which 

appeared before committees during the proceedings on Bill CAO. 

CONCLlTSION 

This chapter has focused on debates about national broadcasting. The analysis 

has demonstrated that the discourse of technological nationalism played a role in the process 

of securing the federal state's hegemony over its institutional components and the regions 

(as well as efforts to strengthen national broadcasting), but the discourse became the focus 

of a counter hegemony which eventually led to its transformation. 

The discourse of technological nationalism existed in statements made bv 

cultural agencies which are associated with the centre of the country. The discourse has 

long been apparent in statements made by these agencies, especially the DOC Although the 
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discourse of technological causality was not articulated to technological democracy in the 

arguments of the DOC, it \vas articulated to technolo!:,rical nationalism through the claim that 

broadcasting \vas a determinant of culture for Canadians. Because it was based on 

technological causality, this statement mystified the role of the federal state in domination 

while expressing general interests in a national culture. Although some of the theoretical 

literature suggests that there is a contradiction between democracy and dO!1llllaflOl1 in 

statements oftechnological nationalism, no such contradiction could be found in the textual 

material which was examined for this study. 

A n alternative to the discourse of technological nationalism was presented by 

cultural agencies that were associated with the periphery of the country as well as cultural 

communities and some other organizations Although these types of organizations 

sometimes uncntically adopted the discourse, they also responded to perceived dommatlOn. 

Buildmg on ideas that \vere similar to the alternative discourse of democracy in debates 

about community broadcasting, they called for the decentralization of power and resources 

down to the regional level of national public broadcasting. In response, the DOC later 

articulated the interests of regional and ethnic groups to the discourse of technological 

nationalism Discourses on the value of free expression and public broadcasting (both of 

which emphasized the moral issue of democracy) also played a significant role in modifying 

the discourse to accommodate these interests. Although a shift in the discourse worked 

toward establishing the hegemony of the federal state over its institutional components and 

the regions, budget cuts imposed by the move away from state intervention undermined the 

economic conditions for hegemony. A contradiction therefore existed which made it more 
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difficult (at least \\ith regard to national public broadcasting) for the federal state to secure 

hegemony. 

The above findings have implications for the theoretical model that was 

established in Chapter Two Having addressed all three of the discourses whIch are the 

focus ofthis study, we are now in a position to bring the threads of the study together in the 

next chapter by revie\ving and assessing the theoretical model. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSION 

This dissertation has been a sociological study of the public proceedings that 

were part of the policy fonnation process which led to Canada's 1991 BroadcastIng Act 

The study considered a theoretIcal problem regarding three discourses on communication 

technologies. More specifically, the theoretical problem involved understanding how the 

discourses of technological causality, technological democracy, and technologIcal 

nationalism playa role in the struggle over hegemony among social agents. The public 

proceedIngs which led to the 1991 Broadcasting Act, and the social agents which 

participated in those proceedings, provided the empirical basis for grappling with the 

theoretIcal problem and establishing the argument of the study. 

The argument of the study suggests that: a) the discourse of technological 

causality played a role in the process of establishing private capital's hegemony within 

Canadian broadcasting; b) the discourse of technological democracy played a similar role 

while becoming the target of a counter hegemony which favoured community broadcasting; 

and c) the discourse oftechnolobrical nationalism played a role in the process of securing the 

federal state's hegemony over its Institutional components and the regions (as well as efforts 

to strenb->1:hen national public broadcasting), but the discourse became the focus of a counter 
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hegemony whIch eventually led to its transfonnation. 

Chapter One indicated that grappling \vith the theoretical probJem of the study 

would make a contribution to knowledge by moving into areas that have been unexplored 

in the literature. There has been a tendency in the literature to focus on one or two of the 

discourses rather than all three of them This has left open the matter of the relationships 

among the three discourses. There has also been a tendency in the literature to focus on the 

discourses in relation to one or two dominant social agents (industry and/or government). 

Although the most powerful social agents are discussed, the least powerful ones tend to be 

ignored: little is known about workers and other subordinate !,rroups with regard to the 

discourses on communication technologies. 

It is important to examine all three of the discourses in relation to dominant and 

subordinate social agents. It is necessary to address the powerful social agents and the less 

powerful ones in order to place the focus on the struggle between them. It is also necessary 

to address all three of the discourses because they are resources which may be linked and 

utilized by social agents in the struggle. Powerful social agents may, for example, attempt 

to advance their interests in communication technologies through the notion that the 

technologies are causal forces which bring societal benefits such as democratic participation 

and nation-building. However. the interests of powerful social agents may be challenged 

through alternative discourses on communication technologies that are put forth by less 

powerful social agents These issues were analyzed in the study through the concepts of 

hegemony and counter hegemony. The study therefore deepens our understanding of how 

three dIscourses on communlcation technologies have been taken up in the Ideological 
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struggle between dominant and subordinate social agents. 

We can now consider what we have learned about the three discourses m relation 

to the struggle over hegemony between social agents, The next section examines the 

theoretical model that was pieced together in Chapter Two (from aspects of the existing 

literature) and tested through the study, 

EVALlTA TING PRINCIPLES OF THE THEORETICAL MODEL 

The theoretical model established three principles, We will review and assess 

each of these prinCiples In relation to the findings of the study. 

Connection 

The tirst principle was that connectIOns behveen the discourses are most likely 

to be made in the arguments of the cultural industries and the arguments of the cultural 

agencies that are associated \vith the centre of the country These connections work to\vard 

establishing hegemony 

The discourse of technological causality appeared in the arguments of the 

cultural industries, As suggested by some existing literature, the cultural mdustries -

organizations whlch were part of private capital - adopted the discourse in arguments for 

deregulation, This \vas briefly described in Chapter Four. It was noted, for example. that 

Greater Winnipeg Cablevision \vas against regulatory constraints in a "technology and 

program-driven broadcasting environment."l However, the significant finding here is that 

the cultural industries also adopted the discourse in arguments for expandmg regulatlOn 

Indicating that technological developments were evolutionary and difficult to predict the 
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cable industry called for altering the definition of broadcastmg in such a way that it 

encompassed and kept up ,\~th technological developments. Among other things, this would 

bring under regulation companies which had previously been able to escape regulation 

hecause their technologies dId not fall within hroadcasting definitions It may be the case, 

then, that the discourse of technological causality plays a complex and contradictory role 

with regard to debates about regulation 

The discourse of technological causality played a role in the process of securing 

private capital's hegemony within Canadian broadcasting. Through arguments rooted in 

technological causality, the dominant cable industry advocated a definition of broadcasting 

which focused on programming rather than technologies. This fit the economic interests of 

many cultural industries since it addressed their concerns about unregulated competition 

through new communication technologies; it ensured that all prob'Tam services connected 

to broadcasting would be covered by broadcasting legislation no matter what technologies 

they utJlized. While unitYing most of the cultural industries, the cable industry also 

attempted to incorporate the cultural communities. The cable industry expressed particular 

interests in altering the definition of broadcasting to accommodate new technologies as 

general interests; it ,vas implied, for example, that changes to the definition would allmv the 

industry to better meet the needs of Canadians. Although some of the cultural communities 

took a slightly critical stance, others replicated the cahle industry's arguments and its focus 

on the discourse of technological causality. Several of them saw communication 

technologies as being responsible for positive changes in society. In part due to the 

discourse of technological causality, the cultural communities gave their consent to a 
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definition of broadcasting that \vould legitimize and deepen the expansion of private capital 

\\ithin Canadian broadcasting by bringing under regulation companies which had previously 

not been covered in the definition. This suggests the need for revision to the first pnnciple 

of the theoretical model; technological causality might require connections to general 

interests, hut the discourse does not necessarily require connections to democratic or 

nationalist sentiments in order to help secure consent among the cultural communities to the 

growing role of the cultural industries and their technologies ",,·ithin the Canadian 

broadcasting system. 

The discourse of technological causality was articulated to the discourse of 

technological democracy in the arguments of the cultural industries. The discourse of 

technologIcal democracy appeared in the arguments of both broadcasters and cable 

companies since they shared common interests in deregulation and importing American 

programming or services. Through the discourse of technological democracy, their 

particular interests were presented as general interests in choice and access. For instance. 

Global justified importing cheap American programming through reference to the "vote" 

which VIewers make with the switch on their television sets.2 The cable industry extended 

the discourse of technological democracy to its arguments about community broadcasting. 

Several cable companies indicated, for example, that community broadcasting - through 

cable technology - facilitated diverSIty, choice, and cultural expression. However, the 

discourse of technological democracy played less of a role than technological causality in 

working toward private capital's hegemony because it was challenged by a counter 

hegemony. 
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The discourse of technological nationalism was reflected in the arguments of the 

cultural industries, but it played a negligible role in tenns of efforts to establish the 

hegemony of private capItaL Compared to the other two discourses, technological 

nationalism appeared far less frequently in the arguments of the cultural industnes The 

discourse \vas, however, part of the arguments which the cable industry made against a 

proposed legislative restriction on its involvement in programming. 

Communications stated' 

We submit that without the prob'Tamming efforts of Rogers over the 
years over various channels, our communities and our nation would 
be much the poorer. Therefore, with our record, suggestions that we 
not be involved in programming and that \ve be excluded from that 
type of actIvity of buildmg a Canadian nation are very otTensive to 
us. ' 

Rogers 

Two points are suggested by this quotation. First, like technological causality and 

technological democracy. the discourse of technological nationalism was linked to 

arguments against government restriction (in this case, through legislation rather than 

regulation). Second. technological causality was nut articulated to technologIcal 

natIOnalism: unlike the other 1\\'0 discourses. technological nationalism was clearly rooted 

in human agency. That, combined with the relative absence of technological nationalism 

in the arguments of the cultural industries, may help to explain why there were apparently 

no connections between technological nationalism and technological democracy in these 

arguments. It seems, then, that there are a number of similarities and differences between 

technolo.6rical nationalism and the other two discourses which might usefully be incorporated 

mto the first principle of the theoretical model. 
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What accounts for the two crucial differences between technological nationalism 

and the other discourses? Why did technological nationalism play such a minor role in the 

arguments of the cultural industries, and why was technological causality not articulated to 

the discourse when it did playa role? A few possible answers to these questions can be 

suggested. The discourse of technological nationalism probably did not playa major role 

in the argwnents of the cultural industries because, unlike the other discourses, it did not fit 

the objectives behind most arguments. The discourses of technological causality and 

technological democracy were featured in arguments for providing more American services 

or programming. The discourse of technological nationalism could only playa role in 

arguments for providing more Canadzull services or prob'Tamming. Consequently, the cable 

industry's arguments about moving further into programming were among the fev,: situations 

where the discourse might appeaL When technological nationalism did appear, 

technological causality was probably not articulated to it because the cable industry wanted 

to j ust]fy its own role in relation to Canadian content rather than mask it behind 

communication technologies (as it did in relation to American content). This is an example 

of how technolob>1Cal causality is turned on and off as it suits the arguments of organizations. 

To some degree at least, this also helps to explain why technological causality sometimes 

was and sometimes was not articulated to the discourse of technological nationalism in the 

arguments of cultural agencies, cultural communities, and others. 

The discourse of technological nationalism was apparent in statements made by 

cultural agencies which are associated with the centre of the country. The Department of 

Communications (DOC), one of the federal administrative cultural agencies, is of particular 
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concern in relation to the hegemony of the federal state over its institutional components and 

the regions. Although the discourse of technological causality was not articulated to 

technological democracy in the arguments of the DOC, it was articulated to technological 

nationalism. The DOC indicated that broadcasting was a determinant of culture for 

Canadians Because it was based on technological causality, this statement mystified the 

role of the federal state in domination while expressing general, moral interests. Like 

technological causality, the discourse of technological nationalism was reflected by some 

of the cultural communities (in their efforts to strenbrthen national public broadcastmg). 

However, like technological democracy, the discourse was also faced with a counter 

hegemony. 

Contradiction 

The second principle was that contradictions involving the discourses are most 

likely to be identified and acted upon by the cultural communities as well as the cultural 

agencies which are associated with the periphery of the country These contradictIOns can 

work against establIshing hegemony since they open up space for the alternative discourses 

of a counter hegemony. 

There was a contradiction between the technological and the social in the 

arguments of the cultural industries. These arguments sometimes featured technologIcal 

causality, but they also sometimes featured forms of causality that were social rather than 

technological. The discourse of technological causality was turned on and off as it suited 

the arguments of the cable industry. The industry shifted between at least four casual 

forces, ranging from technological forces (various communication technologies) to social 
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forces (the regulator. the consumer, and the cable industry itself). The cultural communities 

did not identify the contradiction in the arguments of the cable industry and take the 

opportunity which it presented to assert the importance of the social over the technological. 

Since they largely replicated the cable industry's arguments about the definition of 

broadcasting, arguments which were based on the discourse of technological causality 

(adaptation to evolutionary technological developments), the cultural communities missed 

the opportunity to advance an alternative discourse which could have focused on the 

pruette!! of communication and the d!!stgn of communication technologies. This alternatiw 

discourse might have been the basis for infusing the definition of broadcasting with social 

and democratic objectives. 

There \vas a contradiction benveen democracy and domination in the arguments 

of the cultural industries but not the arguments of the cultural agencies at the centre of the 

country. This contradiction involves a focus on democratic communication in the context 

of hierarchial procedures. With regard to the discourse of technological democracy, the 

contradiction was reflected in the roles \vhich the cable mdustry accorded to technologies, 

corporations, and the public. Technologies and corporations were often presented in active 

roles v,"hen discussing community broadcasting, but the public was often presented in 

passive roles. As some of the theoretical literature suggests, a contradiction between 

democracy and domination has long existed within technological nationalism as \vell. 

According to Maurice Charland, it existed in Prime Minister Mackenzie King's implicit 

suggestion that radio would enhance democracy by giving citizens the opportunity to hear 

their leaders while ensuring domination by making citizens nothing more than members of 
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a passive audience. 4 No similar statements could be found in the material examined for this 

study, but there were nevertheless struggles to develop more democratic arrangements in 

national public broadcasting as a response to perceived domination. Although a 

contradiction between democracy and domination was not addressed by the cultural 

communities and the cultural agencies associated with the periphery of the country, these 

groups still advanced alternative discourses. 

Why were alternative discourses put forth in response to technological 

democracy and technological natIOnalism but not technological causality? The key to this 

may lie in the historical developments that we explored. As we have seen, conflict was 

prominent In the developments which preceded debates about broadcasting definitions, 

community broadcasting, and national broadcasting. How'ever, \vhereas the conflict in the 

case of broadcasting definitions was between broadcasters and cable companies, the contlict 

with regard to the other two issues was between private capital or the federal state and 

various groups with interests in community broadcasting or regional broadcastIng. These 

b'TOUPS therefore had some background and points of contention to build upon whereas they 

(or !:,'TOUpS similar to them) had no such advantages in terms of debates about broadcasting 

definitions. Consequently, it was perhaps easy for various groups to get caught up in 

positive scenarios about communication technologies, the future, and the implications of a 

technology neutral definition of broadcasting. 

The opposition to technological democracy and technological nationalism was 

similar in some respects. Community broadcasters and several other members of the 

cultural communities responded to the discourse of technological democracy with an 
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alternative discourse of democracy. Building on an interpretation ofthe public as citizens 

who need to be protected through regulation, they discussed democracy in terms of social 

processes which communication technologies can assist and called for recognition of the 

community sector in new broadcasting legislation. In a similar fashion, the discourse of 

technological nationalism was rejected by some of the cultural communities, components 

of cultural agencies, and other interests. They pushed beyond it to alternative arrangements. 

Building on ideas that \vere similar to the alternative discourse put forward in debates about 

community broadcasting, they called for the decentralization of power and resources down 

to the regional level of national public broadcasting. 

A more signiticant finding is the existence of different responses to the 

opposition involving technological democracy and technological nationalism. The cable 

industry had expressed particular interests as general interests through the discourse of 

technological democracy, but it did not accommodate the alternative discourse of 

democracy Although the DOC likewise did not accommodate an alternative discourse of 

democracy, It did aim to accommodate regional and ethnic interests into the discourse of 

technological nationalism. The "old" technological nationalism, which focused on national 

unity and surmounting regional/cultural disparities, gave way to a "new" technological 

nationalism. Articulated to discourses on the value of free expression and public 

broadcasting, this "new" technological nationalism focused on national consciousness and 

recognizing regional/cultural interests. 

Why did technological nationalism go through a transformation while 

technological democracy did not? A few possible reasons can be suggested. In the debates 
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about community broadcasting, the alternative discourse of democracy did not fully break 

away from the discourse of technological democracy; the notion of access was a feature of 

both. Since the alternative discourse dealt with the right to access (rather than the more 

radical right to communicate), it was already limited or contained in some way. A similar 

situation did not exist with regard to the alternative discourse that was presented in the 

debates about national broadcasting. Although regional and ethnic interests were 

subsequently linked to the discourse of technological nationalism, the shifts in the discourse 

actually began long before most of the debates. The Task Force on Broadcasting Policy 

initiated some of these shifts in its report. After noting a problem with having the concept 

of national unity in the legislatIOn, the task force added that, "to Canadians, the concept is 

also weighted down with unpleasant historical and political baggage."5 Since the time 

during \vhich the task force prepared its report was a "calm" one with regard to the issue of 

Quebec, it is worth noting as \vell that the reference to national unity may no longer have 

appeared to be as essential as before. All of this suggests that historical factors were 

significant in the transformation \vhich the discourse of technological nationalism went 

through. 

Compromise 

The third principle was that the federal state attempts to secure its own hegemony 

as well as that of private capital by meshing various interests and discourses into a 

compromise within broadcasting legislation. The compromise is weighted in favour of 

private capital and the federal state, but it grants concessions to oppositional interests. Such 

a compromise seems to have been struck by the DOC when it prepared Bill C-136 (which 
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was the basis for both Bill C-40 and the 1991 Broadcasting Act) 

Pnvate capital was clearly the big winner 'with regard to broadcasting definitions, 

and this had positive implications for its hegemony in Canadian broadcasting That is 

because the position of the cable industry had unified most of the cultural industries and 

incorporated the cultural communities Through arguments based on the discourse of 

technologIcal causality, the cable industry called for broadcasting definitions that would 

encompass new communication technologies. The DOC echoed the position of the cable 

industry, placing in Bill C -136 a "technology neutral" definition of broadcasting that would 

allmv the Canadian broadcasting system to "adapt" to changes in technology. This caught 

up \vith the expansion of private capital in Canadian broadcasting by bringing under 

regulation companies which had previously not been covered by the definition. 

Private capital was also a winner with regard to community broadcasting, but 

accommodations had to be made to contend with a counter hegemony The notion of access, 

a prominent component m the discourse of technological democracy, was also featured in 

an alternative discourse of democracy and arguments for recobrnition of the community 

sector. In response, the DOC picked up the theme of access and provided some recobrnition 

for community broadcasting m Bill C-136. In part due to further, persistent arguments 

which situated access as a distinguishing feature of community broadcasting, recognition 

for the community sector was eventually achieved through amendments While not 

disturbing the control which the cable industry had over community channels, this formally 

opened up a space in the Canadian broadcasting system for alternative forms of broadcasting 

which were neither public nor private. 
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The federal state also made accommodations to contend with a counter 

hegemony that challenged its own position, but there was a contradiction in its approach. 

The discourse of technological nationalism underwent a shift which informed the approach 

that the DOC took to Bill C-136. The DOC articulated the interests of regional and ethnic 

groups to the discourse of technological nationalism. Although a shift in the discourse 

worked toward establishing the hegemony of the federal state over its institutional 

components and the regions, budget cuts imposed by the move away from state intervention 

undermined the economic conditions for hegemony. 

FINAL REMARKS 

It is important to note that this study provides only a partial explanation for the 

outcome of the legislation. A variety of other factors, including the consultations between 

various players that went on outside of the public proceedings, would need to be examined 

to provide a more complete explanation. Through a textual analysis of the public 

proceedings and the legislation which followed, the primary intention here has simply been 

to learn more about three major discourses on communication technologies as well as their 

potential role in relation to hegemony. 

With regard to hegemony, some further points need to be made. The analysis 

here suggests that, while both private capital and the federal state have taken steps to 

establish their hegemony (in part through discourses on communication technologies), the 

former has met with more success than the latter. However, this analysis is confined to the 

official, legislative process. It does not deal vv'ith the level of popular opinion where 
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hegemony is ultimately secured. Furthermore, it must be kept in mind that the process of 

estahlishing and maintaining hegemony is ongoing. The broader success of attempts to 

secure hegemony therefore remains to be seen. 

Although the study has limitations, its findings have raised some interesting 

questions about discourses on communication technologies and the concept of hegemony 

As noted earlier, one ofthe findings in the study indicated that technological causality does 

not necessarily require connections to democratic or nationalist sentiments in order to help 

secure consent The role of technological causality implies that hegemony works through 

naturalized common sense, but connections between technological causality and 

technological democracy or technological nationalism suggest that hegemony a/so works 

through the "feeling-passion" which Gramsci describes 6 All of this opens up questions 

about the effectiveness of various hegemonic strategies as well as the potential 

contradictions bet\veen a largely unconscious popular conception of the world and one 

which Incorporates the sentiments of the people. Some further questions are raised by 

contradictions involving the discourses. Running counter to theoretical expectations. one 

of the findings indicated that alternative discourses emerged in response to technological 

democracy and technolo!:,Jical nationalism even though contradictions in the discourses were 

not recognized. Is this situation int1uenced by historical developments, as suggested above, 

or are other factors also involved? How important is the identification of contradictions to 

counter hegemonic strategies? Finally, one of the findings involving compromises deserves 

attention; budget cuts by the federal state undermined the economic conditions for 

hegemony while a transformation in technological nationalism worked toward establishing 
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hegemony This opens up questions which go beyond the focus on ideological issues in this 

study. What relationships exist between the economic and ideological aspects of hegemony 

with regard to the discourses? 

It might be useful to explore such questions through research which considers 

discourses on communication technologies in relation to other substantive issues 

Remaming \'lithin a focus on Canadian broadcasting, there are several possibilities for 

further research. One option would be to consider how the discourses pertained to debates 

about earlier legislatIOn which is only touched on here. Another option would be to explore 

the discourses III terms of discussion about more recent developments in Canadian 

broadcasting, such as the role of telecommunications companies and the Internet. Either 

approach \'lould provide a better understanding of "vhether the three discourses have changed 

over time and. if so, how. Moving beyond a focus on Canadian broadcasting, there are 

several other research possibilities. A comparative examination of the discourses in debates 

about broadcastinu \vithin the Canadian context and the context of another country is 
~ . 

potentially valuable, as is a study of the discourses \'lith regard to other areas of 

communications policy. These approaches could help to establish how the discourses 

pertain to different societies or issues. Any of these research possibilities could further 

deepen our understanding of discourses on communication technologies. 
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APPENDIX ONE 

NOTES ON CULTURAL INDUSTRIES, CULTURAL AGENCIES, 
AND CULTURAL COMMUNITIES 

Chapter One proy ided a brief outline of a scheme that has been used to categonze 

the participants in the publIc proceedings \vhich led to the 1991 Broadcasting Act. This 

categorization scheme was based on three general categories of participants - cultural 

industries, cultural agencies, and cultural communities - as well as various specific sub-

categories. Although Chapter One defined the three general categories of participants, It left 

the sub-categories undeveloped. This appendix describes the sub-categories and the major 

organizations within them. 

CtTL TURAL INDCSTRIES 

Private Broadcasting Industry 

In the public proceedings, the private broadcasting industry was represented by 

several lobbying organizations The main one was the Canadian Association of Broadcasters 

(CAB). As it indicated, the CAB represented '·private, free, over-the-air, local-serving, 

advertiser-supported broadcasters."} Although the CAB represented private broadcasters 

from across the country, including those in Quebec, it was dominated by English-language 

broadcasters. French-language private broadcasters were represented by another prominent 

no 
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organization, the Association canadienne de la radio et de la televisIOn francaise There 

were also a few provincially-based organizations, most si.f:,'11ificantly the British Columbia 

Association of Broadcasters. 

Private broadcasters included several networks and companies. The English

language networks were CTV and Global The French-language networks were TV A and 

Quatre Saisons. The large compames included Canwest Communications; the CHUM 

Group, COGECO; CUe, Maclean Hunter; and Western International Communications 

Some of these companies were conglomerates with interests in cable as well as other media. 

A number of small private broadcasters from all across the country also participated in the 

publIc proceedings. 

Private broadcasters also included vanous pay TV and specialty servIces. 

Howevec the CAB noted that it did not represent such services." No other lobbying 

organizations stood for them either in the early proceedings on new legislation. In the later 

proceedings, some pay TV and specialty services associated themselves with satelllte or 

cable lobbying orgamzations First Choice had joined the Satellite Communications 

Association of Canada by the time that legislative proceedings on Bill C -136 \vere 

underway.' This was due to the common interest that both were expressing at the time in 

defeating illegal satellite reception. Superchannel, the Family Channel, and The Sports 

Network had all become members of the Canadian Cable Television Association bv the 

outset ofleglslative proceedings on Bill C-40. ~ This may have been influenced by a desire 

to more easily secure distribution J.f:,'Teements after It became apparent that Bill C-136 would 

allow cable companies to establish their own programming services 
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Cable Industry 

The cable industry was represented by a number of lobbying organizations. The 

pnncipal organization was the Canadian Cable Television Association (CCT A). The CCT A 

indIcated that it represented "federally-licensed cable television systems across Canada.'" 

The industry was also represented by some provincially-based organizations. These included 

the Bntish Columbia and Yukon Division of the CCTA the Cable Television AssoCIation 

of Alberta, the Ontario Cable Telecommunications Association; and the Association des 

cablodistributeurs du Quebec. 

The cable industry was also represented by several compames. The large 

companies included Cue Maclean Hunter: Rogers Communications: and Videotron. 

Although they were closely associated with cable, some of these companies were 

conglomerates \\'1th interests in hroadcasting and other media. A number of small cable 

companies from vanous areas of the country \vere participants in the public proceedings as 

well. 

Satellite I nd ustry 

Some segments of the satellite industry \vere represented in the proceedings by 

a lohbying orgamzation. This was the Satellite Communications Association of Canada 

(SCAC). The SCAC explained that it represented "the private and SMATV sectors" as well 

as "all sectors of the Canadian TVRO industry. "n More specifically, the members of the 

SCAC included manufactures of satellite equipment, satellite dealers, and distributors of 

satellite services. 7 However, the SCAC indicated that its members also included consumers 

\vho had purchased satellite dishes. The organization argued that there was no conflict 



between representing both the industry and consumers for two reasons. First, both \vere 

united on the issue of getting greater access to programming. Second, consumers could 

benefit from lmkages to the industry through the SCAC, they would, for example, have the 

advantage of knowing \vhat new products are available. 8 

The satellite industry was also represented by several companies. The most 

important of these companies were Canadian Satellite Communications (Cancom) and 

Telesat Canada. Cancom is a distributor of satellite services in underserved areas. Telesat 

is the Canadian satellite carrier. It is a distributor of broadcasting as \\elJ as 

telecommunIcations sib'11als.') 

Independent Production Industry 

In the private sector, producers of programming are known as independent 

producers The independent production industry was represented by several lobbying 

organIzations. The main ones were the Canadian Film and Television Association: the 

Association of Canadian Film and Television Producers; and the Association des 

producteurs de films et de video du Quebec. The industry was also represented by se\ eral 

production companies. 

CULTURAL AGENCIES 

Operating Agencies 

Operating agencies are public sector organizations that engage in production 

and/or distribution. Several of these agencies participated in the public proceedings on new 

broadcasting legislation. They included Alberta Government Telephone (AGT), the 
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provmciaIly-O\vned telecommunications company; the National Film Board; and a number 

of publ ic broadcasters. 

Foremost among public broadcasters is the Canadian Broadcasting CorporatIOn 

(CBC). which offers services at the federal level in English and French The National Office 

of the CBC the English and French television and radio networks; the regional offices of 

the English Services and French Services; and the CBC Northern Service all participated In 

the public proceedings at some point. 

The other public broadcasters were at the provincial level. Four provinces had 

educatIOnal broadcasting which was provided through public agencies. These agencIes 

operated Bntish Columbia's KnO\vledge Network; Alberta's Access Network; TV Ontario: 

and Radio Quebec. The four provincial public broadcasters sometimes participated 

separately in the proceedings, and at other times they collectively presented themselves as 

the Agency for Tele-Education in Canada. Curiously, the four public provincial educational 

broadcasters were members of the CAB. In 

Supporting Agencies 

Supporting agencies are public sector organizations which provide funding for 

production. Two supporting agencies at the federal level participated in the public 

proceedings. These were Telefilm Canada, which funds public and private film or television 

production, and the Canada Council, which funds production in the arts. 

Administrative Agencies 

Administrative agencies are public sector organizations that control production 

and distribution through regulation, policy, or legislation. 
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Two admInIstrative agencies at the federal level participated in the proceedings. 

These were the Department of Communications (DOC), which dealt with policy and 

legislation, and the Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission 

(CRTC), which grapples wi th policy and regulation. 

All of the participants in the public proceedings at the provinciali territorial level 

\vere administrative agencies. They were departments or ministries responsible for culture 

and/or communications in the governments of Manitoba, Ontario, Saskatchewan, New 

Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and the Northwest Territories. 

CULTURAL COMMUNITIES 

\Vorkers' Groups 

Workers' groups were unions, guilds, associations or other organizations that 

represented workers in both the public and private sectors. The major organizations were 

the Alliance of Canadian Cinema, Television and Radio Artists (ACTRA), the Canadian 

Union of Public Employees; the Union des artistes; the National Association of Broadcast 

Employees and Technicians; the Directors' Guild of Canada; and the Canadian Labour 

Congress 

Nationalist Groups 

The main nationalist groups were the Canadian Broadcasting League and the 

Friends of Public Broadcasting (v.:hich later became known as the Friends of CanadIan 

Broadcasting). The Canadian Association for Adult Education can also be considered to be 

among these nationalist groups since it shared \vith the Friends some of the same members 
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and even some of the same briefs. 11 Since these organizations adopted a Canadian cultural 

nationalist orientation, their primary interests involved pushing for Canadian content in 

broadcasting However, they have also reflected other interests (such as those of consumers' 

groups and minority groups) 

Another convergence of interests among various participants was reflected in the 

Canadian Conference of the Arts (CCA) The CCA \vas an umbrella organization whose 

members Included the Canadian Association of Broadcasters, the Canadian Film and 

Television Association, the Union des artistes, and the Friends of Public/Canadian 

BroadcastIng. 12 Consequently, the CCA represented an unusual combination of interests 

among the private broadcasting industry, the independent production industry, workers' 

groups, and nationalist groups. 

Minority Groups 

A number of organizations represented francophones, aboriginal peoples, other 

ethnic or racial minorities, and women. The most important organizations \vere the 

Federation des francophones hors Quebec; the Centre for Research-Action on Race 

Relations; the Canadian Ethnocultural Council; the National Watch on Images of Women 

in the Media (MediaWatch); and the Common Committee on Mass Media in the 1990s. The 

latter was a coalition of women's organizations connected to the media, including the 

ACTRA National Committee on Women's Issues. 13 Another organization in this category 

\vas the lnstitut canadien d'education des adultes (1CEA). Although the ICEA sometimes 

took positions that were similar to its anglophone counterpart (the Canadian Association for 

Adult Education), its Interests were more francophone-oriented. 
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Consumers' Groups 

There were several consumers' groups that played a role in the public 

proceedings on new broadcasting legislation. The most important of these bTfOUps was the 

Consumers' Association of Canada (CAC) However, the Public Interest Advocacy Centre 

and one of its provincial counterparts, the British Columbia PublIc Interest Advocacy 

Centre, played a significant role as well. They represented various consumer interests, 

particularly seniors and other low-income consumers. 14 Broadly defined, consumers' 

groups also included several organizations vvhich represented the deaf and children. 

Aboriginal Broadcasters 

Relying largely on government funding, aboriginal broadcasters were involved 

in the production and distribution of programming for aboriginal bTfOUps. The main lobbying 

organization was the National Aboriginal Communications Society (NACS). The NACS 

was an umbrella organization that represented 21 aboriginal communications socIeties as 

well as other orgamzations, many ohvhich made individual presentations during the public 

proceedIngs The members of the NACS included the Inuvialuit Communications SOCIety, 

the James Bay Cree Communications Society; the NatIve Communications Society of the 

Western North\vest Territories; the Okalakatiget Communications Society; the Wawatay 

Native Communications Society; the Societe de communication Atikanekw-Montagnais; 

the Inuit Broadcasting Corporation; and the Misinipi Broadcasting Corporation. 15 Another 

umbrella organizatIOn was Television Northern Canada (TVNC). TVNC was a consortium 

that was trying to get a dedicated satellite transponder for aboriginal broadcasting Its 

members Included the National AborigInal Communications Society; the Inuvialuit 
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CommunIcations Society; the Native Communications Society of the Western Northwest 

Territories; the Okalakatiget Communications Society; the Inuit Broadcasting Corporation; 

Northern Native Broadcasting; and Taqramiut Nipingat. Its members also included the CBC 

Northern Service; the Government of the Northwest Territories; and the Government of the 

Yukon. 1h 

Communit) Broadcasters 

Aboriginal broadcasters and community broadcasters shared interests in 

democratic broadcasting. However, they have been categorized separately here since they 

have dIfferent organizational elements. 

Community broadcasters were radio and television broadcasters operating at the 

community level with the help of resources such as government funding, membership fees, 

and hmited advertising. Most \vere francophone because community broadcasting was more 

fully developed in Quebec. The main lobbying organizations were the Regroupement des 

organismes communautaires de communication du Quebec, which represented community 

teleVIsion 10 Quebec, and the Association des radiodiffuseurs communautaires, which 

represented community radio in Quebec. Some community radio stations outside Quebec, 

both francophone and anglophone, also participated in the public proceedings on new 

broadcasting legislation. 
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APPENDIX TWO 

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS IN THE HISTORY OF 
CANADLAN BROADCASTING LEGISLATION 

1928 The LIberal government of Mackenzie King appoints the Royal Commission on 
RadIo BroadcastIng, which is chaired by John Aird (the Aird commission). 

1929 The report of the Aird commission is released. The report recommends creating a 
public company to set up and operate public radio stations. The report also 
recommends the elimination of all eXIsting private radio stations. 

1932 Under RB. Benndt's Conservative government, the Canadian Radio Broadcasting 
Act IS passed. The legislation establishes the Canadian Radio BroadcastIng 
Commission (CRBC L a three-person public commission rather than the public 
company which was recommended by the Aird commission. The CRBC is given the 
power to undertake and regulate radio broadcasting. It is also given the power to 
diminate private radio stations by appropriating them. However, the CRBC soon 
begInS to encounter problems which stem from a lack of financial and operatIOnal 
autonomy. 

1936 The Canadian Broadcasting Act is passed \vhile King's government is once again in 
power The legIslatIOn replaces the CRBC with the Canadian Broadcastmg 
CorporatIon (CBC), a public corporation vmh a considerable amount offinancial and 
operational autonomy. LIke its predecessor, the CBC is given the power to undertake 
and regulate broadcasting (through its Board of Governors). It is also given the 
power to appropriate private stations However, like the CRBC, the CBC never uses 
this power. Private stations therefore become a permanent part of the Canadian 
broadcastIng system. 

1949 The Liberal government of Louis Sf. Laurent appoints the Royal Commission on 
NatIOnal Development in the Arts, Letters, and Sciences, which is chaired by VIncent 
Massey (the Massey commission). 
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1951 The report of the Massey commission is released. Among other things, the report 
addresses a blfowmg argument from owners of private radio and television stations 
that an independent regulator is needed since the CBC is unfairly both a competitor 
and a regulator. This argument is rejected in the report. 

1955 St Laurent's government appoints the Royal Commission on Broadcasting, which 
IS chaired by Robert Fowler (the Fowler commission, or Fowler I) 

1957 The report of the Fowler commission is released. Among other things, the report 
recommends creating a Board of Broadcast Governors (BBG). Since the CBC s 
power to regulate broadcasting is simply to be shifted to a related agency, Fowler I 
rejects the argument for an independent regulator. 

1958 Under the Conservative government of John Diefenbaker, the Broadcasting Act is 
passed. The legislation establIshes the BBG. However, in contrast to the mtention 
of Fowler L the legislatIOn places the CBC and private broadcasters on an equal 
footing before the BBG and therefore sets up an independent regulator. The BBG 
soon begins to encounter problems partly because the legislation fails to clearly 
specify the regulator'S powers or the goals for public and private stations. 

1964 The Liberal government of Lester Pearson establishes the Advisory Committee on 
Broadcasting, which is chaired by Robert Fowler (the Fowler committee, or Fowler 
Ill. 

1965 The report of the Fowler committee is released. The report recommends creating a 
stronger regulatory agency. It also recommends c1aritying the goals for the CBC as 
well as the entire broadcastmg system. 

1966 Pearson's government produces a White Paper on Broadcasting. 

1968 The Broadcasting Act is passed \vhile Pearsons's government is in power. The 
legislation sets out the goals for the CBC as well as the entire broadcasting system. 
The legislation also replaces the BBG with the Canadian Radio-TeleviSIOn 
Commission (CRTC) The CRTC is a ne\v independent regulator which has stronger 
and more sharply-defined powers. 

]969 Through the Government Organization Act, the Liberal government of Pierre 
Trudeau establishes the Department of Communications. 

1976 Trudeau's government adds telecommunications to the responsibilities of the CRTC 
through the Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission Act 
(the CRTC Act). 



1977 Trudeau's government makes a failed attempt to combine all telecommunications 
under a single piece of legislation. The Telecommunications Act would have 
replaced the Broadcasting Act, the Radio Act, the Telegraphs Act, and the CRTC 
Act 

1978 Two more attempts to establish a TelecommunicatIOns Act are made by Trudeau's 
government. 

1980 Trudeau's government establIshes the Federal Cultural Policy Review Committee, 
\vhich is chaired by Louis Applebaum and Jacques Herbert (the Applebaum-Herbert 
committee ). 

1982 The report of the Applebaum-Herbert committee is released. Among other things, 
the report recommends establishmg new broadcasting legislation. 

1983 The Department of CommunicatIons releases a paper, Toward,' a Ne';l' l'v'uflOllU/ 

Hroadcusflllf', Foiz(v 

1984 Trudeau's government makes a failed attempt to pass an Act to Amend the CRTC 
Act, the Broadcasting Act, and the Radio Act. 



APPENDIX THREE 

CHRONOLOGY OF EYENTS I:\f THE DEYELOPMENT OF 
NEW CA~ADIAN BROADCASTING LEGISLATION 

September 5, 1984 The Conservative government of Brian Mulroney comes to pmver in 
a federal electIOn. 

September 17, 1984 Mulroney appoints Marcel Masse as Minister of Communications 

May 8, 1985 Masse establishes the Task Force on Broadcasting Policy, which is 
chaIred by Gerald Caplan and Florian Sauvageau (the Caplan
Sauvageau task force). 

July 15, 1985 The Caplan-Sauvageau task force begins to consult \vith interested 
orgamzations and Individuals in a series of public and private 
meetings across the country. 

December 5, 1985 The task force completes the last of its meetings with organizations 
and individuals. 

June 30, 1986 A new Minister of Communications is introduced as Mulronev 
replaces Masse with Flora MacDonald In a cabinet shut1le. 

September 22. 1986 The Rq)()r! of Ihe Task Force Oil Rroadcastmg Polity is released 

January 29, 1987 The task force report is tabled in the House of Commons. The report 
IS referred to the House of Commons Standing CommIttee on 
Communications and Culture for study. The standing committee IS 

authorized to travel across the country during its investigation, and 
the commIttee is required 10 submit its recommendations on drafting 
broadcasting legislation by April 15,1987. 

February 5, 1987 The standing committee meets with MacDonald to discuss the task 
force report. Due to the deadline that it faces, the standing committee 
decides to proceed with its examination of the report in two phases 
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February 19, 1987 

March 25, 1987 

April 27, 1987 

April 28, 1987 

May 6,1987 

May 26,1987 

August 26. 1987 
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The standing committee begins to meet with witnesses in the first 
phase of its inquiry (which focuses on legislative issues). 

The standing committee completes the first phase of gathering 
evidence from witnesses on the task force report 

The deadline which was given to the standing committee for 
completing its recommendations on drafting new broadcasting 
legislation is extended to May 6, 1987. 

The standing committee submits its preliminary report on legislative 
issues regarding a new Broadcasting Act, interml Repurt (ill tht: 
Hec()lllmt'Ju/u{ f( ms o( fhe Task Force Oil Broadcast Illf!, l)(lII(~r.· 

,\pCCW/zIY Sen'lces and ,')'Ollle Proposed Legis/alive Amelldmellls 

The standing committee submits its final report on drafting 
broadcastmg legislation, Recommendu/lOl1sjiJr a New Broudcusll!lf!, 

Act 

The standing committee begins to meet with witnesses in the second 
phase of its inquiry (WhICh focuses on policy issues). 

MacDonald tables in the House of Commons the governmenfs 
response to the two reports submitted by the standing committee. 

September 22. 1987 The standing committee meets with MacDonald to discuss the 
government's response to its reports. 

December 15, 1987 The standing committee finishes the second phase of gathering 
evidence from \vitnesses on the task force report. 

February 9, J 988 The standing committee begins consideration of a draft report to the 
House of Commons on broadcasting policy. 

May 24, 1988 After making amendments over the course of three months, the 
standing committee adopts the final version of Its report. 

June 9,1988 The standing committee's report on policy issues, A BroudcuSllIlf!, 

Pu/icyjor ( 'unuda, IS tabled in the House of Commons. 



June:23, 1988 

July 19, 1988 

July 25, 1988 

August 10, 1988 

August 29, 1988 
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Several Items are tabled in the House of Commons: the government's 
response to the standing committee's report on policy issues, along 
with additional comments on the two earlier reports; a policy 
statement Canadzan VOices, ('anadian ('holces: A New Broadcastmg 
Policy.llJr ('anada; and Bill C-136, which is a proposed new 
Broadcasting Act Bill C -136 is given first reading 

It IS moved that Bill C -136 be read the second time and referred to a 
legislative committee. Debate on the motion is adjourned. 

After debate, Bill C-136 is read the second time and referred to a 
legislative committee. 

The House of Commons Legislative Committee on Bill C-136 meets 
with MacDonald to discuss the bill. Over the next few weeks, the 
legislative committee meets \\'ith witnesses. 

The legislative committee completes the last of its discussions with 
\\iitnesses. 

August 30, 1988 The legislative committee carries out clause by clause amendment of 
Bill C-136. 

August 31,1988 The legislative committee submits its report on Bill C-136. The 
report makes 52 amendments to the bill. 

September 14.1988 Bill C-136 enters report stage In the House of Commons with 91 
motions from Members of Parliament which call for further 
amendments. Debate on the motions begins and takes places 0\ er 
several days. 

September 26, 1988 Votes are taken on deferred motions. 

September 27, 1988 It is moved that Bill C-136 be read the third time and passed. Debate 
on the motion is adjourned. 

September 28, 1988 After debate, Bill C-136 is read the third time and passed by the 
House of Commons. 

September 29, 1988 Bill C -136 is given first reading in the Senate. It is moved that the bill 
be read the second time. Debate on the motion is adjourned. 
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September 30, 1988 After debate, Bill C-136 is read the second time A motion that the 
bill be read the third time and passed is negatived. However, a motIon 
\vhich refers the bill to the Standing Senate Committee on Transport 
and CommunicatIOns is agreed to. 

October I, 1988 A federal election is cal1ed and Bill C-136 dies 

November 21, 1988 The Conservatives win the election. However, MacDonald is 
unsuccessful in her nding and loses her seat in the House of 
Commons 

January 30, 1989 Mulroney re-appoints Masse as Minister of CommunicatIOns. 

October 12, 1989 Bill C -40 is tabled in the House of Commons. A slightly modified 
version of Bill C-136, Bill C-40 is given first reading. 

November 3,1989 It is moved that Bill C-40 be read the second time and referred to a 
legislative committee. Debate on the motion is adjourned. 

December 15, 1989 After debate, Bill C -40 is read the second time and referred to a 
legIslative committee. 

January 31, 1990 

March 12, 1990 

March IS, 1990 

March 16, 1990 

March 22, 1990 

October 3 1, 1990 

The House of Commons Legislative Committee on Bill C-40 meets 
wIth Masse to discuss the bilL Over the next several weeks, the 
legislative committee meets with witnesses. 

The legIslative committee completes the last of its discussions with 
wItnesses. 

The legislative committee begins clause by clause amendment of Bill 
CAO. 

The legislative committee completes clause by clause amendment of 
Bill C-40. 

The legislative committee submits its report on Bill C-40 The report 
makes 14 amendments to the bIll. 

Bill C-40 enters report stage in the House of Commons with 50 
motions from Members of Parliament which call for further 
amendments. Debate on the motions begins and takes place over 
several days. 
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December 4, 1990 Votes are taken on deferred motions. It is moved that the bill be read 
the third time and passed. Debate on the motion is adjourned. 

December 5, 1990 After debate, Bill C-40 is read the third time and passed by the House 
of Commons. 

December 14, 1990 Bill C-40 is given first reading in the Senate. 

December 18, 1990 It is moved that the bill be read the second time. Debate on the 
motion is adjourned. 

December 19, 1990 After debate, Bill C-40 is read the second time. It is mOved that the 
bill be referred to the Standing Senate Committee on Transport and 
Communications. The motion is abTfeed to. 

January 14, 1991 The Standing Senate Committee on Transport and CommunIcations 
meets \vith Jim Edwards, the Parhamentary Secretary to the Minister 
of Communications, to discuss the bilL Over the next week, the 
committee meets with witnesses. 

January 22,1991 

January 24,1991 

January 30, 1991 

January 31,1991 

February I, 1991 

June L 1991 

The standing committee meets with Masse to discuss the bill. 

The standing committee submits its report on Bill C-40 to the Senate 
The report makes 3 amendments to the bill. 

It IS moved that the report be adopted. Debate on the motion is 
adjourned. 

After debate, the motion to adopt the report is negatived. 

It is moved that the bill be read the third time and passed. Bill C-40 
is read the third time and passed by the Senate. 

Bill C-40 comes into force as the new Broadcasting Act 



ACFTP 
ACRTF 
ACTRA 
AGT 
ATEC 
BCAB 
BBG 
CAB 
CAC 
Cancom 
CBC 
CBL 
CCA 
CCTA 
CFTA 
CRARR 
CRBC 
CRTC 

CTAA 
CUPE 
DBS 
DOC 
HCSCCC 
HCLC-136 
HCLC-40 
HDTV 
ICEA 
MediaWatch 
NABET 
NACS 
NFB 

APPENDIX FOUR 

LIST OF ACRONYMS 

Association of Canadian Film and TelevisIOn Producers 
ASSocIation canadienne de la radio et de la television francaise 
Alliance of Canadian Cinema, Television, and Radio Artists 
Alberta Government Telephone 
Agency for Tele-Education in Canada 
BrItish ColumbIa ASsocIation of Broadcasters 
Board of Broadcast Governors 
Canadian Association of Broadcasters 
Consumers' Association of Canada 
Canadian Satellite Communications 
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 
Canadian Broadcasting League 
Canadian Conference of the Arts 
Canadian Cable TeleviSion Association 
Canadian Film and Television AssociatIOn 
Centre for Research-Action on Race Relations 
Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commission 
Canadian Radio-Television CommissIOn or Canadian Radio-TelevIsion 

and Telecommunications Commission 
Cable Television Association of Alberta 
Canadian Union of Public Employees 
Direct Broadcast Satellite 
Department of Communications 
House of Commons Standing Committee on Communications and Culture 
House of Commons Legislative Committee on Bill C-136 
House of Commons Legislative Committee on Bill C-40 
High Definition Television 
lnstitut canadien d'education des adultes 
National Watch on Images of Women in the Media 
National AssociatIon of Broadcast Employees and Technicians 
National Aboriginal Communications Society 
National Film Board 
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aCTA 
ROCCQ 

SCAC 
SRC 
SSCTC 
SMATV 
PC 
TFBP 
TSN 
TVNC 
TVRO 
WIC 

Ontario Cable Television Association 
Regroupement des orgamsmes communautaires de communication du 

Quebec 
Satellite Communication Association of Canada 
Societe Radio Canada 
Standing Senate Committee on Transport and Communications 
Satellite Master Antenna TelevisIOn 
Progressive Conservative 
Task Force on Broadcasting Policy 
The Spons Network 
Television Northern Canada 
Television Receive Only 
Western InternatIOnal CommunIcations 
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